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8         CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 

   

Maintenance of genome integrity by DNA damage signalling and repair 
 

Essential for life, is that every cell delivers its genetic material, unchanged and intact, to its offspring. 

However, each cell in the human body receives tens of thousands of DNA lesions per day1. These 

lesions can either be caused by endogenous factors, such as DNA mismatches introduced during DNA 

replication, or environmental agents of which ultraviolet light (UV) is the most prevalent. To solve these 

lesions, cells are equipped with several systems – together called the DNA damage response (DDR) – 

to detect DNA damage, signal its existence and facilitate its repair2. As there are many different types of 

lesions which require a different type of repair, a wide diversity of DNA repair mechanisms exists. For 

example, bulky DNA lesions are repaired by nucleotide excision repair (NER), while DNA double-strand 

breaks are repaired by non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or – when the sister chromatid is present – 

by homologous recombination (HR)3–5. Although most systems comprise nuclease, polymerase and 

ligase enzymes, the specific proteins are largely distinct.  

Ultimately, DNA lesions can block transcription and DNA replication, and if they are not repaired, 

mutations or larger genomic aberrations can arise. Therefore, cells deficient for DDR or DNA repair 

factors generally display increased sensitivity towards DNA-damaging agents and often cause diverse 

human diseases, such as cancer and neurodegenerative disorders6. For instance, women with a 

deleterious germline mutation in HR-genes BRCA1 or BRCA2 have up to 70% risk of developing breast 

cancer by the age of 707,8.   

 

Time for repair is generated by cell cycle arrest 
 

To maintain genome integrity, passage of DNA lesions to daughter cells should be prevented. 

Therefore, there is a close connection between the DDR and cell cycle regulation. Depending on the cell 

cycle phase, different checkpoint pathways are activated upon DNA lesions9. These checkpoints induce 

a cell cycle arrest, after which cells resume cell cycle progression once damage has been repaired, or 

undergo permanent cell cycle arrest or apoptosis in case of unrepairable DNA lesions. These 

checkpoints operate by regulating the main drivers of the cell cycle; the Cyclin/Cyclin-dependent kinase 

(CDK) complexes. To promote cell cycle progression, these Cyclin/CDK complexes require post-

translational modifications to be activated. In response to cellular insults, kinase-driven signalling 

networks control the inhibitory phosphorylation of CDKs. In case of the G2/M cell cycle checkpoint, 

CDK1 needs continuous phosphorylation at tyrosine 15 (Y15) to prevent premature initiation of mitosis. 

In normal situations, CDK1 is phosphorylated at Y15 by the kinase WEE1 and dephosphorylated by one 

of the CDC25 phosphatases10. In situations of DNA damage, the downstream DDR kinases CHK1 and 

CHK2 inhibit CDC25 phosphatases through direct phosphorylation, which leads to a block in CDK1 

activation (Fig. 1).  
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Targeted anti-cancer therapies 
 

Currently, radiotherapy and chemotherapy are the mainstays of treatment for most tumors. Both radio- 

and chemotherapy kill rapidly growing cancer cells by inducing high levels of DNA damage. Ultimately, 

these extensive amounts of DNA lesions will trigger apoptosis or lead to mitotic catastrophe. However, 

not all tumors, even within one tumor class, are equally sensitive to DNA damaging agents. For 

example, chemotherapeutics were observed to be less effective when tumors comprise enhanced DNA 

repair capacity or alterations in the apoptotic pathway11,12.  

To more effectively eliminate tumors, classical chemotherapy and radiotherapy can be combined 

with inhibitors or antibodies targeting specific pathways for tumor survival. This so-called ‘targeted 

therapy’ is based on three rationales. The most common one is referred to as ‘oncogene addiction’. This 

rationale refers to the notion that cancer cells often become dependent on the activity of oncogenes for 

their growth advantage13,14. Targeting such an oncogene can cause effective and specific tumor cell 

killing. For instance, tamoxifen and trastuzumab treatment in estrogen receptor-positive and HER2-

overexpressing breast cancers, respectively, are frequently used manners to target oncogene 

addiction15,16. The second concept of targeted therapy is ‘synthetic lethality’. This refers to a situation 

where a defect in one gene, ‘gene A’, causes dependency on a second gene17,18. Targeting this second 

gene, ‘gene B’, will only be lethal in tumors with a defect in gene A, which is called synthetic lethality. 

Thus, in tumors without a defect in gene A, targeting gene B will have minimal effects on cell survival. 

The prototypical example of a synthetic lethal combination is the treatment of BRCA1/2 defective tumors 

with Poly-(ADP-Ribose)-polymerase (PARP) inhibitors19. The third rationale of targeted therapy is ‘non-
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Figure 1: DNA damage response and 

cell cycle regulation.  DNA double-strand 

breaks and junctions that arise at stalled 

replication forks activate ATM and ATR, 

respectively. ATM phosphorylates – and 

hence – activates CHK2, which in turn 

activates p53 that arrests the cell cycle at 

the G1/S phase. In addition, CHK2 as well 

as CHK1 (which is phosphorylated by 

ATR) and MK2 (which is phosphorylated 

by p38) initiate the S/G2 or G2/M 

checkpoint arrest by inhibiting the CDC25 

phosphatases. Alternatively, CHK1 

activates WEE1, which phosphorylates 

and thereby inhibits CDKs to prevent S/G2 

or G2/M transition. Phosphorylation (red 

‘p’) and dephosphorylation (grey ‘p’) events 

are indicated. 
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oncogene addiction’, which refers to tumors becoming dependent on genes which are not depicted as 

oncogenes20. Genes involved in controlling the DDR and cell cycle regulation, including CHK1, ATR, 

WEE1 and PLK1, are good examples of non-oncogenes, on which tumor cells can become dependent 

for their survival. Modulation of cell cycle progression in the presence of DNA damage is seen as a 

potentially effective combination strategy in anti-cancer therapy21. Cells are equipped with several cell 

cycle checkpoints that can arrest passage through the cell cycle until defects are repaired. Therapeutic 

inhibition of cell cycle checkpoints can deregulate cell cycle control and improperly force cell cycle 

progression, even in the presence of endogenous or chemotherapy-induced DNA damage. One 

example to chemically deregulate cell cycle control is inhibition of the cell cycle checkpoint kinase 

WEE1. Chemical inhibitors of WEE1 have recently been tested in phase-II clinical trials, either as a 

single agent or in combination with chemotherapy, and show promising results22. 

Two substantial challenges of targeted anti-cancer therapies are 1) that their successful use in the 

clinic requires patient selection prior to treatment, and 2) the observation that tumors frequently develop 

resistance to molecularly targeted anti-cancer agents. The need for proper patient selection follows the 

rationale underlying molecularly targeted anti-cancer agents; targeted agents are aimed at specific 

vulnerabilities of cancer cells. Such vulnerabilities are not present in each tumor, even within tumors of 

the same tumor type. Hence, not all tumors will be sensitive to a particular treatment. Moreover, sub-

optimal treatment (i.e. of tumors that are not very sensitive to a targeted agent) can cause the 

emergence of resistant tumor cells that show increasingly aggressive behavior and are more difficult to 

treat. These notions also hold true for chemotherapeutic agents that cause DNA damage, and targeted 

agents that interfere with the DNA damage response. Because of the multitude and complexity of ways 

that tumors can cope with DNA damage, it is extremely challenging to select patients and predict 

sensitivity to genotoxic treatment regimens. For instance, tumor cells may be able or unable to repair 

the inflicted damage, do or do not engage cell cycle arrest, and may be more or less prone to induce 

programmed cell death.  

 To ultimately achieve the development of successful molecularly-targeted anti-cancer agents and 

implement efficient patients selection, we need to better understand at the cell biological level how 

tumor cells cope with DNA damage and which (epi)genetic factors determine these cellular cell fate 

decisions. The notion that signal transduction pathways are not static factors, but rather change during 

the development of cancers or in response to treatment further challenges this goal. 

 

AIM 

 

The overall aim of the research described in this thesis is to uncover factors that determine cell fate after 

DNA damage. This aim will be addressed in the context of intrinsic DNA damage, inflicted by defective 

DNA repair, or extrinsically-induced DNA damage through cell cycle checkpoint inhibition or cisplatin 

administration. To answer these questions, two different types of screens are employed:  
 

I) Loss-of-function haploid genetic screens 

II) A systems biology-based screen on checkpoint activity and chemo sensitivity  

1 
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OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

 

Deregulation of cell cycle control by therapeutic inhibition of cell cycle checkpoints can force cells to 

progress through the cell cycle, even in the presence of DNA damage. For example, WEE1 inhibition 

results in premature mitotic entry in the presence of unrepaired DNA damage. Mitotic cells respond 

differently to DNA damage when compared to interphase cells, but how exactly cells respond to DNA 

damage during mitosis and which fate they have remains largely unclear. In Chapter 2, we therefore 

reviewed the scientific  literature,  to  discuss  the  molecular  details  concerning  DDR  signaling  during  

mitosis as well as the cellular fate after encountering DNA breaks during mitosis.   

Recent findings have indicated that various mitotic kinases, including CDK1, inactivate DNA damage 

checkpoint proteins when cells enter mitosis and thereby inhibit DNA repair. To test if targeted 

modulation of CDK1 activity could be used to affect DNA repair in interphase cells, we studied the 

effects of forced CDK1 activation in Chapter 3. Specifically, we tested if the clinically-used WEE1 

inhibitor MK-1775 could enforce CDK1 activation and subsequently alter HR repair. After assessing the 

cytotoxicity and radiosensitizing capacity of WEE1 inhibition in non-transformed and cancer cells, we 

analyzed the effects of WEE1 inhibition on the DNA damage response. Finally, we assessed the effects 

of WEE1 inhibition on HR repair using in vivo endonuclease-induced HR-assays, and studied the 

responsible CDK1 substrates involved in DNA repair. 

Inhibition of WEE1 is considered an attractive anti-cancer therapy for TP53-mutant tumors. However, 

additional factors besides p53 inactivation may determine WEE1 inhibitor sensitivity. To optimally 

facilitate patient selection for WEE1 inhibition and undercover potential resistance mechanisms, 

identification of these currently unknown genes is necessary. Therefore, the aim of Chapter 4 was to 

identify gene mutations that determine WEE1 inhibitor sensitivity. Using an unbiased functional genetic 

screen we searched for gene mutations that confer resistance to WEE1 inhibition in a TP53-mutant 

background. We subsequently validated whether depletion of these genes could rescue the cytotoxic 

effect of WEE1 inhibition in other cancer cell lines as well. Furthermore, we studied the molecular link 

between the identified genes and WEE1 inhibitor resistance by examining DNA damage accumulation 

and cell cycle progression using flow cytometry and live-cell imaging. 

Increasingly, we realize that the DDR is not functioning as one linear signaling pathway. Rather, it 

employs several parallel pathways that display extensive crosstalk and feedback control. As a result of 

this complexity, it proves very difficult to a priori predict which tumors will be resistant to DNA damaging 

agents and which therapeutic interventions could be used to sensitize tumors to DNA damaging agents. 

Therefore, a detailed understanding of how molecular signals are integrated and influence chemo 

sensitivity is necessary to optimize the prediction of treatment efficacy and allow rational choices of 

effective combination therapies. In Chapter 5, we investigated which signaling pathways drive chemo 

sensitivity in triple negative breast cancer (TNBC), an incompletely understood tumor type with a worse 

overall prognosis when compared to other breast cancers. To investigate in a systematic manner which 

molecular signals drive checkpoint leakiness and chemo sensitivity in TNBC, we used mathematical 
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modeling of quantitative time-resolved cell signaling analyses with phenotypic response data of two 

sensitive and insensitive TNBC cell lines, treated with varying doses of cisplatin. 

Genomic instability, a process in which (tumor) cells progressively loose or gain chromosomal 

fragments, characterizes many aggressive tumors and is often caused by defective DNA repair. BRCA2 

is one of the genes involved in double strand break repair and replication fork stability, which is 

observed to be mutated in genomically instable tumors23. Surprisingly however, whereas loss of BRCA2 

is tolerated in tumor cells, it is deleterious for survival of normal cells. In Chapter 6, we performed a 

loss-of-function haploid genetic screen to unravel how tumor cells deal with impaired genome 

maintenance induced by BRCA2 inactivation. After assessing which gene mutations confer resistance to 

BRCA2 loss in a TP53-mutant background, we validated whether depletion of these genes also rescued 

BRCA2 loss and related factors of replication stress resolution in various human and murine cancer 

models. In addition, we studied the molecular mechanisms underlying the identified gene mutations in 

BRCA2 deficient models with ELISA, flow cytometry and mass spectrometry.  

Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes and discusses the experimental results obtained in the previous 

chapters. 
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The DNA damage response during mitosis 
 
Anne Margriet Heijink1*, Małgorzata Krajewska1* and Marcel A.T.M. van Vugt1 
 
1
 Department of Medical Oncology, University Medical Center Groningen, University of Groningen, Groningen, 

the Netherlands. 
 

* equal contribution 
 

Cells are equipped with a cell-intrinsic signaling network called the DNA damage response 
(DDR). This signaling network recognizes DNA lesions and initiates various downstream 
pathways to coordinate a cell cycle arrest with the repair of the damaged DNA. 
Alternatively, the DDR can mediate clearance of affected cells that are beyond repair 
through apoptosis or senescence. The DDR can be activated in response to DNA damage 
throughout the cell cycle, although the extent of DDR signaling is different in each cell 
cycle phase. Especially in response to DNA double strand breaks, only a very marginal 
response was observed during mitosis. Early on it was recognized that cells which are 
irradiated during mitosis continued division without repairing broken chromosomes. 
Although these initial observations indicated diminished DNA repair and lack of an acute 
DNA damage-induced cell cycle arrest, insight into the mechanistic re-wiring of DDR 
signaling during mitosis was only recently provided. Different mechanisms appear to be at 
play to inactivate specific signaling axes of the DDR network in mitosis. Importantly, 
mitotic cells not simply inactivate the entire DDR, but appear to mark their DNA damage 
for repair after mitotic exit. Since the treatment of cancer frequently involves agents that 
induce DNA damage as well as agents that block mitotic progression, it is clinically relevant 
to obtain a better understanding of how cancer cells deal with DNA damage during 
interphase versus mitosis. In this review, the molecular details concerning DDR signaling 
during mitosis as well as the consequences of encountering DNA damage during mitosis 
for cellular fate are discussed. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 

Cells continuously encounter DNA damage either 

through endogenous sources (including radical 

species as by-products of cellular metabolism) or 

through exogenous sources (such as ultraviolet 

rays in sunlight). In order to maintain genetic 

stability while being under constant assault, 

evolutionary conserved pathways exist that can 

detect and repair DNA damage which are 

collectively termed the DNA damage response 

(DDR)1,2. DNA can be damaged in various ways, 

and in order to appropriately respond to the wide 

variety of DNA lesions that can occur, cells are 

equipped with various distinct DNA repair 

pathways. A large proportion of the available data 

describes cellular responses to DNA double 

strand breaks (DSBs), which is a specifically toxic 

type of DNA damage and of which, if left 

unrepaired, only very few can lead to cell death3,4. 

On the organismal level, persistent DNA breaks 

can lead to loss of cell function and can ultimately 

lead to the development of cancer.  

DNA DSBs can essentially be repaired using 

two mutually exclusive types of DNA repair; non-

homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or homologous 

recombination (HR). During NHEJ, the two ends 

of a broken DNA template are ligated, not 

regarding DNA sequence. Although this type of 

repair is very efficient and can supposedly happen 

during all phases of the cell cycle, it is inherently 

prone to generating mutations5,6. In contrast to 

NHEJ repair, the HR repair pathway requires a 

DNA template, usually the sister chromatid, to 

repair the damaged DNA. By doing so, the repair 

of DSBs using HR is (semi) conservative 

2 
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concerning DNA sequence and is not prone to the 

induction of mutations7. This type of repair, 

however, can only efficiently be performed when 

cells have produced sister chromatids, and is thus 

restricted to S and G2 phases of the cell cycle. 

In order to provide cells the time to repair DNA 

breaks and to prevent the transmission of 

damaged chromosomes to daughter cells, a cell 

cycle arrest is installed immediately after DNA 

break detection. DNA damage can induce an 

arrest at three distinct points during the cell cycle. 

The G1 DNA damage checkpoint arrests cells 

prior to entering S phase, and prevents the 

replication of damaged DNA. The intra-S-phase 

checkpoint delays ongoing replication in situations 

of DNA damage and the G2 DNA damage 

checkpoint prevents entry into mitosis in case 

unrepaired DNA damage is present8. Although 

these checkpoints act at distinct phases in the cell 

cycle, their molecular wiring shows significant 

overlap and distinct upstream DNA detectors feed 

into common downstream effectors. In response 

to DNA double strand breaks, a common 

upstream regulator that controls all three of these 

checkpoints is the MRN complex in conjunction 

with the ‘Ataxia Telangiectasia Mutated’ (ATM) 

kinase. Immediately after DNA break induction, 

DNA ends are recognized by the MRN 

(Mre11/Rad50/Nbs1) complex9. This complex can 

tether DNA ends and is thought to keep DNA 

ends in close proximity to facilitate repair10. In 

addition to its function as molecular tether, the 

MRN complex facilitates activation of the ATM 

kinase11–15. In a feed-forward loop, activated ATM 

autophosphorylates and phosphorylates all of the 

MRN complex components, which further 

promotes local ATM activation16–18. Subsequently, 

ATM phosphorylates hundreds of downstream 

substrates that are involved in the establishment 

of a cell cycle arrest, as well as the activation of 

many other stress-induced pathways19. 

Subsequent to DSB-induced ATM activation, the 

‘ATM and Rad3-related’ (ATR) kinase becomes 

activated20. As part of fast-acting signaling axes, 

ATM and ATR phosphorylate and thereby activate 

the CHK2 and CHK1 kinases, respectively (Fig. 1, 

upper panel). In turn, both CHK2 and CHK1 inhibit 

the CDC25 phosphatases, which are involved in 

activating Cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs)21–23 

(Fig. 1, upper panel). In this highly conserved 

signaling module that connects checkpoint 

kinases to the cell cycle machinery, DNA damage-

induced phosphorylation of CDC25 family 

members by CHK1 and CHK2 creates binding 

sites for 14-3-3 proteins, which are thought to 

sequester CDC25 isoforms in the cytoplasm to 

prevent CDK activation24–27. CDC25C in human 

cells is phosphorylated on Ser-216 by CHK1 and 

CHK2 kinases in response to DNA damage23,25,26. 

Also CDC25B appears to be phosphorylated in 

response to stress, albeit by kinases acting within 

the stress-activated p38MAPK/MK2 pathway, 

which results in binding of CDC25B to 14-3-3 

proteins28–31. Inactivation of CDC25A, in contrast, 

is mediated both by CHK1/CHK2-induced 14-3-3 

binding as well as through ubiquitin-mediated 

proteolysis. CDC25A is an instable protein, and its 

turnover can be accelerated after DNA damage-

induced phosphorylation by CHK1 and CHK232–35. 

Inhibition of CDC25A prevents the activation of 

CDK2 as well as CDK1-associated kinase 

activities and is therefore involved in establishing 

a block in S phase entry, arrested S phase 

progression as well as arrested G2-M 

progression32,34. In contrast, inhibition of CDC25B 

and CDC25C mainly affects Cyclin-A/CDK2 and 

Cyclin-B/CDK1 activation to prevent the G2-M cell 

cycle transition21. 

The above-mentioned kinase-driven DDR 

signaling axis is activated rapidly upon DNA 

damage detection and is used to acutely block cell 

cycle progression. In addition to this fast-acting 

pathway, a transcription-based p53 pathway is 

initiated to install a maintained cell cycle 

arrest1,4,36,37. Although this pathway is rapidly 

initiated by ATM-mediated phosphorylation of p53 

and its negative regulator MDM2, the effects of 

p53 activation only become apparent hours after 

2 
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DNA damage induction. Expression of the p53-

target genes p21 and Gadd45, among others, 

results in a robust and maintained inactivation of 

CDKs and leads to a prolonged block in 

proliferation36 (Fig. 1, upper panel). In parallel to 

installing a cell cycle arrest, DNA repair pathways 

need to be activated to repair DNA breaks. As 

discussed above, DNA breaks can essentially be 

repaired by two mutually exclusive repair 

pathways. Using non-homologous end-joining 

(NHEJ), DNA ends are ligated in a sequence-

independent and therefore error-prone manner6,38. 

A key first step in this repair type is the binding of 

the DNA end-binding Ku70/Ku80 hetero-dimer to 

the ends of a DNA break. Subsequent recruitment 

and activation of the DNA-PKcs as well as the 

specialized DNA ligase IV and Artemis 

endonuclease are required to complete non-

homologous recombination6. In contrast, cells can 

use error-free homology-directed repair when 

homologous DNA sequences are present. These 

two pathways are in competition with each other, 

and many layers of control are present to regulate 

the choice for either pathway39. The most 

common form of homology-directed repair is 

homologous recombination (HR), which requires a 

substantial amount of sequence homology 

between donor and acceptor DNA40. Most 

frequently the sister chromatid produced in S 

phase is used as a DNA template for homology-

directed repair41,42. This feature limits HR repair to 

the S and G2 phases of cell cycle. Indeed, DSBs 

generated in G1 phase are predominantly 

repaired by NHEJ43, whereas HR repair is allowed 

in S and G2 phases of the cell cycle44. 

All types of homologous recombination start 

with DNA end resection by 5′–3′ exonucleases or 

by helicase/endonuclease complexes to generate 

3′-ended single stranded (ss) DNA overhangs. 

The initiation of DNA end resection is the key 

switch that determines whether NHEJ or 

recombination repair is performed. DNA end 

resection is performed by two complementary 

modes: a first initiation phase, which is 

CtIP/Mre11 dependent, and a secondary phase, 

in which the most extensive resection is 

performed by the Exo1 and DNA2/Sgs2 

complexes45–47. The ssDNA overhangs created 

during resection are rapidly coated with RPA. In a 

BRCA2-dependent manner, RPA is subsequently 

replaced by the RAD51 recombinase to facilitate 

recombination48,49. 

Not only is DNA end resection an essential 

intermediate for homologous recombination, it 

also triggers the activation of a specific DDR 

signaling axis. The RPA-coated ssDNA that is 

generated as a consequence of end resection will 

trigger ATR/CHK1 signaling2. So whereas DSB 

formation immediately activates ATM signaling at 

the chromatin that is flanking DNA ends, a 

secondary, DNA end-resection-dependent, ATR 

signaling pathway is triggered. In line with DNA 

end resection being a slow process, ATR and 

downstream CHK1 activation is only seen at later 

times than ATM activation20. Concluding, the DNA 

damage response integrates DNA repair with the 

control of cell cycle progression allowing proper 

genome maintenance. 

 
Cell cycle regulation of the DNA damage 

response 
 

As stated above, the cell cycle machinery is a key 

downstream target of DDR signaling. In response 

to DNA damage, the core cell cycle machinery 

consisting of Cyclin-CDKs is rapidly inactivated to 

prevent ongoing proliferation50. DDR-mediated 

cell cycle control is not only mediated by targeting 

CDKs, but also includes inhibition of many other 

cell cycle kinases, including Aurora kinases, Polo-

like kinases and WEE1 to further enforce a 

damage-induced cell cycle arrest, underscoring 

the broad influence of DDR signaling on cell cycle 

control51–55. However, the cell cycle not only is a 

key downstream target of the DDR, it also 

appears to be a critical upstream regulator of DNA 

damage-induced signaling and DNA repair. 

Although it was recognized early on that the cell  
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Figure 1. Re-wiring of the G2 cell cycle checkpoint during mitosis. Upper panel: In response to 

DNA breaks in interphase cells, the upstream DDR kinases ATM and ATR activate the downstream 

DDR kinases CHK2 and CHK1 respectively. In turn, CHK1 and CHK2 inactivate CDC25 phosphatases 

to block CDK1 activation. In parallel, a p53-dependent transcriptional program is activated to maintain 

CDK1 inactivation. Lower panel: During mitosis, upstream DDR kinases ATM and possibly ATR are 

activated in response to DNA breaks. Proteosomal or phosphorylation-mediated inactivation of the 

adaptor proteins Claspin and 53BP1 prevent activation of the downstream kinases CHK1 and CHK2. 

In addition, WEE1 is down-regulation through proteolysis and CDC25 isoforms are protected from 

CHK1/2-dependent phosphorylation via CDK-mediated phosphorylation. Finally, transcription and 

translation are down-regulated during mitosis, precluding a p53-dependent response. 
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cycle phase is a key determinant choosing the 

appropriate repair pathway to repair DNA breaks, 

for long it was unclear how cells can ‘sense’ in 

which cell cycle phase they reside, and how they 

use this molecularly encoded information to direct 

proper DNA repair. Much of our understanding of 

how the cell cycle machinery controls DDR      

how the cell cycle machinery controls DDR 

responses and DNA repair comes from studies in 

budding yeast. Importantly, these studies 

convincingly showed that HR depends on the 

action of cell cycle-regulated kinases, notably 

CDKs56. Specifically, HR critically depends on the 

single CDK gene (CDC28) that is present in 

budding yeast44,57,58. Within the HR process, CDK 

activity emerged to be essential for creating the 

100–200 base pair long 3′-ended single stranded 

DNA (ssDNA) overhangs required for strand 

invasion44. At the molecular level, CDK activity 

was shown to promote the 5′-endonuclease 

activity that yields single strand DNA overhang, 

through phosphorylation of Sae258–60. Sae2/CtIP 

is a DNA endonuclease that controls the initiation 

of DNA-end resection in meiotic and mitotic cells 

in association with the yeast MRX (Mre11-Rad50- 

Xrs2) complex47,61–66. Phosphorylation of 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae Sae2 by CDK at 

Serine 267 was shown to be essential for DNA 

end resection, and a phospho-mimicking mutation 

at position 267 could partially circumvent the CDK 

requirement for HR60, illustrating that CDK-

mediated phosphorylation of Sae2 in large part 

explains the regulatory role for CDK in HR. 

Nevertheless, CDK inhibition still partially blocked 

resection in cells expressing Sae2-S267E, 

suggesting that additional CDK targets are 

required for optimal DNA end processing60,67. In 

addition, when CDK was inhibited after the 

initiation of resection, HR repair was still impaired, 

indicating that other rate-limiting substrates of 

CDK within the HR pathway exist after the 

initiation of DNA end resection58. Recent studies 

indicated that DNA2, one of the nucleases that is 

involved in extended DNA end resection during 

homologous recombination is also under control 

of CDK activity. Specifically, cells lacking CDK1 

activity showed defective DNA2 endonuclease-

dependent long-range end resection68. Upon DNA 

damage induction, CDK1 was shown to 

phosphorylate DNA2 at three residues (Thr-4, 

Ser-17 and Thr-237) and phosphorylation of these 

sites on DNA2 stimulated nuclear translocation 

and association of DNA2 to sites of DNA 

damage68. 

The regulatory roles for cell cycle kinases in 

DNA repair control seem to be predominantly 

accounted for through DNA end resection control 

by CDKs. However, even after DNA end resection 

has occurred, CDK inhibition affects DNA repair, 

suggesting the presence of alternative cell cycle-

regulated targets in DNA repair. Although these 

additional targets have not been studied in great 

detail, CDK-regulation of the BRCT-containing 

protein RAD9 and the RPA complex may very well 

add to the complex regulation of DNA repair by 

cell cycle kinases57,69–71. 

In contrast to lower eukaryotes where the 

number of CDKs is limited, mammalian cells have 

multiple CDKs that each can bind to several 

Cyclins72,73. Also, several mammalian CDKs were 

shown to have redundant roles, as elegantly 

illustrated in mouse knock-out studies74. These 

additional levels of cell cycle control make it 

difficult to evaluate the role of single CDKs in 

regulating DDR signaling cascades. However, the 

involvement of CDKs in determining DNA repair 

choice through controlling DNA end resection 

appears largely conserved. The human Sae2 

homologue CtIP, encoded by the RBBP8 gene, is 

also responsible for DNA end resection66 and is 

phosphorylated in a CDK-dependent fashion at 

Thr-84775. Importantly, mutation of Thr-847 results 

in decreased end-resection as judged by RPA 

recruitment to sites of DNA breaks75. In line with a 

requirement for DNA end resection in S and 

G2phases of the cell cycle, recent work provided 

evidence that CtIP phosphorylation is accounted 

for by CDK2, of which activity is restricted to these 
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cell cycle phases76. Specifically, Mre11 appears to 

directly recruit CDK2 to bring it in close proximity 

to CtIP, which results in the multimeric association 

of CtIP and BRCA1 to the MRN complex to 

stimulate end resection76. Recently, CtIP was 

reported to bind the prolyl isomerase PIN1, only 

when CtIP was ‘primed’ through phosphorylation 

by proline-directed kinases, such as CDKs77. 

Phosphorylation-dependent binding of CtIP to 

Pin1 resulted in ubiquitin-dependent CtIP 

degradation, further adding to the cell cycle-

dependent control of DNA end resection. 

Whether additional nucleases involved in HR 

such as DNA2 have similar modes of cell cycle 

regulation in mammalian cells appears to be 

identified. Recent studies did indicate an 

additional role for CDKs in DNA end resection 

through phosphorylation of Nbs178. 

Phosphorylation of Nbs1 at Ser-432 was shown to 

be predominantly CDK1-dependent and occur 

from S phase up until mitosis78. This 

phosphorylation event was shown to be required 

for efficient end resection and HR, as judged by 

gene conversion assays and RPA recruitment78, 

further adding to the impact of cell cycle regulation 

of DNA repair. 

Pinpointing cell cycle control of the DDR to 

individual CDKs appears difficult. Loss or 

inhibition of CDK2 affects HR repair, but also 

CDK1 inhibition results in increased sensitivity to 

DNA damage-inducing factors due to defective 

HR repair79. Importantly, studies in murine CDK 

knockout strains provide evidence that not an 

individual CDK but the overall level of CDKs 

controls DSB end resection and activation of DDR 

signaling cascade74. Further complicating this 

scheme was the finding that not only CDKs but 

also their binding partners can independently 

influence DDR. For instance, Cyclin D1 was 

shown to directly interact with RAD51 

recombinase after ionizing radiation in a BRCA2-

dependent manner to facilitate recruitment of 

RAD51 to sites of DNA breaks80. As a 

consequence, reduced level of Cyclin D1 resulted 

in decreased HR repair efficiency. 

The notion that CDK activity is required for HR 

DNA repair is difficult to reconcile with CDK 

activity being down-regulated in response to DNA 

damage. However several different scenarios are 

possible to allow CDK-dependent DNA repair 

while CDK activity is down-regulated. In S/G2, HR 

DNA repair components may be already modified 

by CDKs even before DNA damage is present. 

When these CDK-dependent phosphorylation 

marks are not directly removed by phosphatases 

and have a slow turnover, a ‘CDK activity’ 

signature may remain present on these DNA 

repair components, even when CDK activity itself 

is down-regulated after DNA damage. A similar 

mechanism has been proposed for regulating 

CDK substrates during mitotic exit in budding 

yeast, in which individual CDK substrates were 

shown to have distinct thresholds for 

dephosphorylation81. A second explanation could 

be that divergent thresholds exist for specific 

CDK-mediated events; cell cycle progression may 

require higher levels of CDK activity when 

compared to DNA repair. If so, levels of CDK only 

need to be partially down-regulated to block cell 

cycle progression while still allowing DNA repair 

through CDK-dependent HR. Thirdly, mammalian 

cells contain many different CDKs which can pair 

with different Cyclin partners. It may be that 

preferentially the activity of CDK–Cyclin 

complexes is down-regulated which are involved 

in cell cycle progression, whereas the activity of 

CDK–Cyclin complexes required for DNA repair is 

less affected. 

Taken together, these data indicate that, in a 

highly evolutionary conserved way, the cell cycle 

machinery controls DNA repair choice through 

regulation of DNA end resection by CDK activity. 

Since the formation of ssDNA during DNA end 

resection is an important trigger for checkpoint 

signaling, CDK activity indirectly also controls 

signaling through the ATR/CHK1 pathway. 

Indeed, it was demonstrated that treatment of 
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cells with the broad spectrum CDK inhibitor 

roscovitine effectively ablates DSB-induced 

ATR/CHK1 phosphorylation along with an 

inhibition of DSBs repair through HR20. 

 
Inactivation of DDR signaling toward the cell cycle 

machinery during mitosis 
 

In the 1950s, Raymond Zirkle and William Bloom 

collected a vast collection of 16-mm films that 

documented the orderly progression through 

mitosis of normal cells and the abnormalities that 

occured in microbeam-irradiated cells. Early on, it 

was recognized that cells that were irradiated 

during mitosis with their focused microbeam 

continued mitosis without repairing broken 

chromosomes82. Subsequent findings using laser 

irradiation confirmed these results, and 

underscored the notion that from late prophase 

onwards, mitotic cells are oblivious to broken 

chromosomes83. Only when extremely high levels 

of DNA damage were incurred, then mitotic cells 

arrested in metaphase, which was fully accounted 

for by damage to centromeric regions of 

chromosomes and a subsequent activation of the 

spindle checkpoint84. As a rule, it appears that 

cells in mitosis do not effectively activate DNA 

double strand break repair and progress through 

mitosis85. Although mitotic cells do not arrest 

mitotic progression and continue into anaphase in 

the presence of DNA breaks, these broken 

chromosomes stain positive for γH2AX86. These 

findings indicated that the upstream parts of the 

DDR, concerning DNA break detection, are still 

functional during mitosis but are apparently 

disconnected from the downstream effectors that 

control cell cycle progression. 

Molecular insight into how the downstream 

effectors of the DDR are disengaged during 

mitosis emerged with the finding that mitotic 

kinases negatively influence DDR components 

during mitotic entry. Both the negative regulators 

of mitotic CDKs (WEE1, MYT1) as well as the 

positively regulators of CDKs (CDC25 isoforms) 

are modified during mitosis (Fig. 1, lower panel). 

Concerning the negative regulators of mitotic 

CDKs, the WEE1 kinase which is involved in 

blocking mitotic entry when DNA damage is 

present or when DNA is incompletely replicated, 

was shown to undergo multisite phosphorylation 

by CDK1–Cyclin B, Casein kinase-2 and (Polo-

like kinase-1) PLK187–89. These phosphorylation 

events are part of an ultrasensitive feedback loop 

that allows a rapid and non-reversible entry into 

mitosis90. At the same time, these phosphorylation 

events create a binding site for the SCF ubiquitin 

ligase complex, in association with the F-box 

protein β-TrCP to promote proteasomal 

degradation of WEE188,89. A second ubiquitin 

ligase complex, the SCF in association with the F-

box protein TOME-1 provides a back up to ensure 

efficient WEE1 degradation during mitosis91,92. 

Combined, these proteasomal degradation 

pathways efficiently remove a potential CDK 

inhibitory pathway during mitosis. Also the MYT1 

kinase that inhibits CDK1 is inactivated during 

mitosis, although this inactivation pathway has not 

been elucidated in as much detail, and some 

evidence is from meiotic rather than mitotic cell 

cycles. Clearly multiple mitotic kinases 

phosphorylate MYT1, including Polo-like kinases, 

CDK1 and RSK, and these events correlate with 

loss of MYT1 catalytic activity93–95. 

Also the pathways that normally negatively 

impact on CDC25 phosphatase activity in 

response to DNA damage are modified during 

mitosis. The CHK1 kinase that phosphorylates 

and thereby negatively regulates CDC25 isoforms 

strictly depends on its co-factor Claspin96. At 

mitotic entry, Claspin is phosphorylated by PLK1, 

which creates a phospho-dependent docking site 

for the β-TrCP-SCF ubiquitin ligase97–99. As a 

result, mitotic cells lack Claspin, and cannot 

activate CHK1. Notably, mutation of the 

destruction motif in Claspin allows partial CHK1 

activation during mitosis97–99. Also in Xenopus 

Claspin is phosphorylated by the PLK1 
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homologue PLX1, although it was reported to 

result in disruption of its chromatin binding, rather 

than its degradation100. 

Also CHK2 is disarmed during mitosis. 

Whereas the upstream activator of CHK2 can be 

normally activated during mitosis, CHK2 is no 

longer phosphorylated by ATM in response to 

DNA damage, nor does it get catalytically 

active101. This inactivation of CHK2 coincided with 

phosphorylation of its phospho-binding FHA 

domain by PLK1. In addition, CHK2 activation was 

previously shown to depend on 53BP1102,103, 

which is also unable to localize to sites of DNA 

damage during mitosis101,104–106. 

Besides modification of the DDR checkpoint 

kinases CHK1 and CHK2 that are upstream of 

CDC25, also the CDC25 phosphatases 

themselves appear to be modified during mitosis. 

Both CDC25B and CDC25C were shown to get 

phosphorylated on residues that reside closely to 

their CHK1 and CHK2 phosphorylation sites Ser-

309 and Ser-216, respectively107 (Fig. 1, lower 

panel). CDC25C phosphorylation in mitosis on the 

neighboring site Ser-214 by CDKs supposedly 

blocks access for CHK1 and CHK2 kinases and 

turns CDC25C insensitive to DDR-mediated 

inhibitory signaling during mitosis107. Surprisingly, 

removal of these CDK residues close to the CHK1 

and CHK2 inhibitory sites rendered CDC25B 

sensitive to IR-mediated inhibition during mitosis, 

which is surprising in the light of reports that have 

shown that CHK1 and CHK2 are no longer 

activated during mitosis97–99,101,108. Rather, it 

appears that multiple mechanisms are at play to 

prevent the inactivation of CDC25 isoforms, and 

ultimately ensure continued activity of CDKs 

during mitosis (Fig. 1, lower panel). 

Not only the kinase-driven part of the DDR is 

prevented from exerting its inhibitory effects on 

cell cycle progression during mitosis, also the 

transcriptional axis controlled by p53 appears 

inactivated during mitosis. This seems due to a 

general shut-down of gene transcription and CAP-

dependent translation during mitosis109,110. 

Although no detailed studies are present that 

report on the transcriptional regulation of the p53 

signaling axis during mitosis in response to DNA 

damage, p53 function has been studied in 

response to spindle poisons111. Consistent with 

transcription and translation being down-regulated 

during mitosis, both p53 and p21 only accumulate 

when damaged cells exit mitosis into G1. 

Remarkable in this respect is the finding that the 

TP53 coding sequence contains two internal 

ribosome entry sites (IRESs) which allow CAP-

independent translation of p53 mRNA112,113. Yet, 

in order to build a functional p53 response, not 

only p53 itself but also its transcriptional targets 

need to be transcribed and translated. 

Concluding, it seems that both the fast-acting 

kinase-driven cell cycle checkpoints are 

inactivated during mitosis as well as the robust 

transcription-initiated p53-dependent response, to 

make sure that CDK activity cannot be down-

regulated during mitosis, precluding cell cycle 

delay. 

 
DNA repair kinetics during mitosis 
 

The packaging of DNA into higher order chromatin 

is a key part of the detection and processing of 

DNA damage. Most notably, the early 

phosphorylation of the H2A variant H2AX at Ser-

139 creates docking sites for the DNA repair 

machinery and is commonly used to detect DNA 

breaks. When cells enter mitosis, chromatin 

becomes highly condensed and it would not be 

surprising if this altered chromatin state affects 

DNA repair. However, the initial detection of DNA 

breaks appears to happen normally. The MRN 

complex, which is thought to be the primary 

detector of DNA breaks is normally recruited to 

sites of DNA breaks114. These observations are in 

line with the activation of the ATM kinase, for 

which it depends on the MRN complex101,104 (Fig. 

2, right panel). The MRN complex has been 

shown to tether the two DNA ends of a DSB. This 

role might be especially important during mitosis 
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where a-centromeric chromosome fragments that 

arise from a DNA break might otherwise be 

randomly distributed over daughter cells, leading 

to aneuploidy. 

Also immediately downstream of ATM, 

damage-induced signaling appears to be 

comparable to interphase cells. H2AX is normally 

phosphorylated after irradiation101,104,106, which is 

also underscored by the recruitment of MDC1 to 

sites of DNA damage, an interaction that depends 

on H2AX phosphorylation115 (Fig. 2, right panel). 

Concerning NHEJ repair of DNA breaks during 

mitosis, Xenopus Ku complexes were shown to 

rapidly localize to endonuclease-induced DNA 

breaks in DNA or to laser-induced breaks in 

human cells114,116. Similarly, the Ku80 subunit was 

shown to be recruited to laser-induced DNA 

breaks during mitosis in human cells117. These 

findings suggest that NHEJ may also be 

performed during mitosis, although currently not 

all essential NHEJ components, including ligase 

IV, have been shown to function normally during 

mitosis, and actual NHEJ repair during mitosis 

has not been demonstrated. Whereas 

circumstantial evidence suggests that NHEJ is not 

severely affected during mitosis, the repair of 

DSBs using HR does seem to be negatively 

affected. Both RNF8 and RNF168, two ubiquitin 

ligases required for repair initiation can no longer 

be recruited to sites of damage during mitosis, nor 

could ubiquitin chains be formed at these sites of 

damage104 (Fig. 2, right panel). Contrasting 

findings were reported after laser-induced breaks 

where ubiquitin chains could be recruited during 

mitosis, but these may reflect high numbers of 

clustered breaks, rather than signal amplification 

at individual breaks116.  

Also DNA end resection appears to be altered 

during mitosis. Initiation of DNA end resection, 

controlled by CtIP appears to be normally 

performed, both in mitotic Xenopus extracts as 

well as in human cell lines114. Concomitantly, 

ssDNA appears to be generated, as judged from 

the recruitment of RPA to sites of DNA breaks114. 

However, extensive DNA end resection by the 

EXO1 and DNA2 nucleases in conjunction with 

Figure 2. DNA repair during mitosis. In response to DNA breaks during interphase (left panel), the 

MRN complex and ATM form a local feed-forward amplification loop at sites of DNA damage. Among 

the hundreds of ATM targets, H2AX and the MDC1 and 53BP1 adaptor proteins are phosphorylated, 

resulting in the recruitment to breaks of the latter two proteins. Recruitment of various DDR 

components, including RNF8, RNF168, HERC2 and UBC13 leads to local histone ubiquitination. 

Subsequent recruitment of other DDR components, including RAP80, Abraxas, BRCA1 and BARD1 is 

required to initiate DNA repair. During mitosis (right panel), MRN complexes are still recruited to sites 

of DNA damage and ATM is activated. This results in the phosphorylation of H2AX, and the 

recruitment of MDC1, but does not result in the downstream DDR signaling. 53BP1 is not recruited to 

IR-induced foci, nor are histones ubiquitinated. As a consequence, ubiquitin-dependent recruitment of 

DDR components including BRCA1, RAP80 and Abraxas is defective. Effectively, DNA breaks during 

mitosis appear to be ‘marked’ but not repaired. 
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SGS1 appears to be hampered, which may result 

in insufficient DNA overhangs on which RAD51 

cannot be loaded114. In addition, the inability of 

RAD51 to be recruited during mitosis may be 

caused by post-translational RAD51 modification. 

Indeed, phosphorylation of interphase RAD51 by 

CDK1 was sufficient to block its filament forming 

activity on broken chromatin114. Also, RAD51 was 

shown to get sequentially phosphorylated by 

Casein-kinase and PLK1, which affects its 

capacity to stimulate HR118. In addition, also 

upstream HR components that control RAD51 

recruitment are being phosphorylated during 

mitosis. BRCA2, for instance, is phosphorylated in 

a CDK-dependent fashion on Ser-3291, and this 

phosphorylation was shown to negatively 

influence its binding to RAD51119. The RAD51-

BRCA2 complex disappears faster in cells 

expressing BRCA2 variants with a point mutation 

at this CDK site in BRCA2, and RAD51-BRCA2 

foci disappear when cells enter mitosis, even in 

case persistent DNA breaks are present119,120. 

Moreover, inactivation of the BRCA2-RAD51 foci 

appears to be a pre-requisite for chromosome 

condensation and mitotic entry120. Combined, 

these data suggest that CDK-mediated 

phosphorylation of BRCA2 interferes with RAD51 

recruitment to control HR capacity. Indeed, 

phosphorylation of BRCA2 at Ser-3291 was 

elevated after forcibly increasing CDK1 activity 

levels using chemical WEE1 inhibition, and 

importantly, forced elevation of CDK1 activity 

resulted in decreased ability to perform HR DNA 

repair121. These effects could be reversed by 

treatment with RO-3306, a specific inhibitor of 

CDK1, pointing to CDK1 as the upstream kinase 

responsible for inactivating BRCA2 

phosphorylation121. In line with these findings, 

treatment of mitotic cells with this CDK1 inhibitor 

permitted RAD51 assembly, indicating that 

activation of CDK1 during mitosis actively 

interferes with this key aspect of HR114. 

Overall, it appears that (complex) DNA breaks 

are detected and partly processed, but not 

repaired during mitosis. The upstream DNA repair 

machinery seems to be functioning in order to 

tether DNA ends to enable future repair and 

prevent aneuploidy. This also allows repair when 

cells have exited mitosis and progressed to G1 

phase. 

 
Cellular fate after encountering DNA breaks 

during mitosis 
 

Apparently, mitotic cells respond differently to 

DNA damage when compared to interphase cells. 

Whereas interphase cells can stop cell cycle 

progression and retain different DNA repair 

pathways to maintain genomic integrity, mitotic 

cells only start a ‘primary’ DNA damage response 

and DNA breaks do not per se trigger a cell cycle 

arrest. These findings illustrate that cells are 

programmed to prioritize mitotic progression over 

activation of a full DDR cascade. One could 

envision the destructive cellular architecture 

during mitosis not to be tolerated indefinitely, 

which would require reprogramming of DDR 

signaling during this cell cycle phase. Indeed, 

studies have shown that even when it takes 

slightly longer to complete mitosis, 90 min instead 

of the average 20–60 min, the resulting daughter 

cells progress differently through the following cell 

cycle than the normal population122. More so, 

daughter cells that were born from a protracted 

mitosis activated a p53-dependent G1 arrest that 

even in a subsequent cell cycle arrested cells in 

G1 if the first arrest was chemically inhibited122. 

Moreover, a prolonged mitosis can give rise to 

DNA breaks. Depending on the cell type, γH2AX 

foci, an early marker of DNA breaks, were 

detectable at 5–16 h after mitotic arrest and 

gradually accumulated when mitosis was 

sustained111,123. Recently, the various 

mechanisms by which prolonged mitosis can 

result in DNA damage were comprehensively 

reviewed by Ganem and Pellman124. 

Clearly, mitotic cells get damaged when 

arrested too long in mitosis, and mechanisms are 
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at play to prevent delayed mitotic progression 

through silencing of key DDR components. Not 

surprisingly, DDR silencing during mitosis comes 

at a cost. Indeed, mitotic cells are considerably 

more radiosensitive when compared to interphase 

cells. A significantly decreased clonogenic 

survival was observed when cells were irradiated 

during mitosis compared to asynchronously 

growing populations104,125. It appears that mitosis 

is a process best to be finished quickly with as 

little as possible DNA damage. This notion 

corresponds with the evolution of a robust DNA 

damage-induced G2 checkpoint that prevents 

entry into mitosis and the lack of a full DDR 

response during mitosis. However, although 

mitotic cells are programmed to move rapidly 

through mitosis, several scenarios make that the 

appearance of DNA breaks during mitosis is not 

completely uncommon. Since mitotic cells can 

account for 0.5 up to ∼5% in fast dividing tissues 

such as bone marrow, colon epithelium126,127, or 

even higher percentages in cancerous tissues, 

cells can be in mitosis at the moment of 

(scheduled or unscheduled) exposure to DNA 

damaging agents. Furthermore, cells may enter 

mitosis with DNA breaks in case of aberrant G2 

checkpoint behavior, either due to mutations in 

checkpoint genes or due to the intrinsic leakiness 

of this checkpoint128,129. Additionally, cells may 

enter mitosis in the presence of unresolved 

replication intermediates, which can be 

transformed in double strand breaks during 

mitosis130. Since these events are not uncommon, 

it is relevant to understand their cellular fates. 

To study the influence of DNA damage on 

mitotic progression, various studies have used 

laser light to selectively irradiate chromosomes in 

mitotic cells or used synchronization protocols to 

reversibly arrest cells in early mitosis with spindle 

poisons such as nocodazole. Using these 

techniques, it was shown that when minor DNA 

damage is induced during mitosis, mitotic cells 

enter G1 with kinetics similar to those of untreated 

cells83,104,131 (Fig. 3). Even despite the presence of 

visibly broken chromosomes, mitotic cells appear 

to progress normally through mitosis. However, 

after irradiated mitotic cells have entered G1, they 

exhibit different cell cycle kinetics. Irradiated 

mitotic cells progress slower through S phase and 

showed delayed G2 progression, representative 

of checkpoint activation beyond the p53-

dependent G1 arrest104. As mitotic cells mark but 

do not repair breaks, the decrease in γH2AX foci 

observed at 24 h after irradiation implies that 

checkpoint activation is accomplished with DSB 

repair after entry in G104. While most lesions 

appear to be directly repaired in G1 via NHEJ, 

some foci dissolve in late S/G2 when cells can 

repair via HR132. Thus, mitotic cells with minor 

DNA damage progress normally through mitosis 

to enter G1 when a full DDR is activated (Fig. 3). 

Nonetheless, mitotic progression can be 

affected after DNA damage, albeit that a 

substantial level of DNA damage is required. 

When DNA damage levels are so high that 

centromere regions are affected, kinetochore 

function is hindered which results in prohibition of 

spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) silencing with 

prolonged mitosis as outcome84,133,134 (Fig. 3). 

Due to a need to satisfy the SAC in order to exit 

mitosis, it is possible that cells die from prolonged 

SAC activation, commonly referred to as mitotic 

catastrophe. It was suggested that mitotic cell 

death is related to cells that only slowly degrade 

Cyclin B1 and thereby maintain sufficient Cyclin 

B1 levels to prevent mitotic exit135. Instead, in 

these mitotically arrested cells the activation of the 

caspase-dependent death pathway reaches a 

level sufficient to promote cell death in mitosis. 

However, when Cyclin B1 levels fall below the 

threshold required for maintaining a mitotic arrest, 

cells exit mitosis before a full apoptotic response 

can be achieved, a process that is also known as 

mitotic slippage135–137. During this process of 

premature mitotic exit, cells undergo reassembly 

of the nuclear envelope, which reassembles 

lagging chromosomes into small nuclear 

envelopes called micronuclei138–140. These micro- 
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  Figure 3. Accumulation and consequences of DNA breaks in mitotic cells. Cells can end up in 

mitosis with DNA breaks via several ways (upper row). (1) Cells can be in mitosis at the moment DNA 

damaging agents are encountered, (2) G2 cells with DNA breaks and a leaky G2 DNA damage 

checkpoint can enter mitosis or (3) cells can enter mitosis with unresolved replication stress, which 

can be processed into DSBs during mitosis. The fate of mitotic cells with DNA breaks depends on the 

level of DNA damage (middle row). Whereas low levels of DNA breaks do not interfere with mitotic 

exit and can lead to faithful repair in the next cell cycle or lead to mutagenic cells with chromosomal 

changes or even cell death (lower row). In contrast, mitotic cells with excessive DNA breaks that 

affect centromere function will arrest in a SAC-dependent fashion. These cells can exit mitosis 

through slippage to produce mutagenic progeny or be cleared after mitotic catastrophe. In a parallel 

track, cells can produce DNA breaks de novo when defectively aligned chromosomes are damaged 

during cytokinesis, possibly producing mutagenic daughter cells. 
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nuclei can persist for several generations and 

then be reincorporated into the primary nucleus or 

can cause cell death138,139. Rather than forming 

micronuclei, it is tempting to speculate that 

preexisting DSBs located at or near centromeres 

are physically torn apart by strong microtubule-

generated forces before lagging chromosomes 

are formed. As a consequence, cells will generate 

‘whole arm’ chromosome amplifications, as is 

often seen in tumor cells. 

In addition to directly being caused by DNA 

damaging agents, DNA breaks can also be 

indirectly formed during mitosis. Although not 

observed frequently, imaging of mammalian cells 

confirmed that when chromosome segregation 

errors were encountered, this occasionally 

resulted in chromosome breakage during 

cytokinesis to trigger a DSB response in the 

corresponding daughter cells139,141,142. Notably, 

Janssen et al., showed that chemical inhibition of 

cytokinesis prevented trapped chromosomes from 

acquiring DNA damage related foci, suggesting 

that cytokinesis plays a direct role in physically 

breaking chromosomes. When daughter cells 

inherited chromosomes with cytokinesis-induced 

DNA damage, breaks were largely repaired within 

8 hour after segregation at least in part by 

NHEJ141. As ultimately only ∼10% of cells 

experiencing chromosome missegregations 

contained structural chromosomal aberrations, 

most daughter cells either faithfully repaired DSBs 

or escaped analysis through cell death (Fig. 3). 

Conversely, the widely held view that defects 

in mitotic segregation are causative of numerical 

chromosomal instability (CIN) is challenged by 

data revealing that replication stress can lead both 

to structural and numerical CIN143. When 

unresolved replication intermediates progress 

through mitosis, the cell cycle-associated 

nuclease MUS81 cleaves the stalled replication 

forks to induce DNA breaks130. Previously, several 

labs have shown that when cells with replication 

stress divide and enter G1, these lesions are 

marked by 53BP1 foci and are sequestered in 

nuclear bodies132,144. It has been proposed that 

these nuclear compartments protect the 

transmitted lesions against further destabilization. 

Apparently, nucleolytic processing of unresolved 

replication intermediates is required to finish 

mitosis, while the shielded transmission of the 

generated lesions is essential for restoration and 

maintaining genomic integrity. However, despite 

the presence of protective mechanisms, recent 

data show that in most colorectal cancers 

replication stress actually leads to structural and 

numerical CIN143. 

Combined, there are several ways to end up in 

mitosis with DNA breaks, and also several fates of 

these cells were observed (Fig. 3). High levels of 

DNA damage can activate a SAC-dependent 

mitotic arrest, which can result in a mitotic 

catastrophe (Fig. 3, lower row). Conversely, low 

levels of DNA damage do not appear to prolong 

mitosis. However, transmission of DNA damage to 

daughter cells may come at the cost of aberrant 

repair and consequent acquisition of mutations, 

translocations  or  even  numerical  chromosome  

deviations. 

 

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

  

Concluding, the DNA damage response plays a 

fundamental role to prevent the transmission of 

damaged DNA to progenitor cells. Even though 

cells are equipped with several repair systems 

and cell cycle checkpoints that prevent cells with 

damaged DNA from undergoing mitosis, cells can 

end up in mitosis through several paths in the 

presence of DNA breaks, including checkpoint 

failure and mitotic processing of replication 

aberrancies. The response to DNA breaks in 

mitosis is fundamentally different from the 

damage response in interphase cells, and 

mounting data now start to provide the molecular 

underpinning of the observed lack of a DNA-

damage induced checkpoint during mitosis. 

However, rather than arranging a full shut-down of 
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DNA damage-induced signaling, the DDR seems 

to be re-wired during mitosis, in order to mark 

sites of DNA damage for future repair. The data 

described in this review mostly concern the 

responses to DNA double strand breaks, primarily 

due to the wealth of literature on the cell cycle-

dependent processing of these DNA lesions, and 

the virtual lack of data on processing of other 

types of DNA lesions during mitosis. Although cell 

cycle-dependent dynamics in other repair 

processes, including base excision repair (BER) 

and mismatch repair, have been described, 

mitosis-specific data are lacking145,146. Future 

work will be needed to fully understand the mitotic 

processing of DNA damage, including DNA 

lesions other than DNA breaks. What remains 

more enigmatic is how exactly the DNA damage 

that is ‘marked’ during mitosis is further processed 

and repaired during the following cell cycle. Initial 

studies have shown that some – possibly complex 

– DNA lesions are not repaired until cells reach a 

following S phase, suggesting a role for HR 

repair132. To what extent these processes are 

mutagenic, and how these events are coordinated 

with cell fate decisions remains unclear. Finally, it 

remains unclear why mammalian cells partially 

shut down the response to DNA breaks during 

mitosis. Clearly, the process of chromosome 

alignment and segregation must be conducted 

properly to avoid major genomic aberrancies. The 

fact that transcription and translation are 

inactivated during mitosis makes that only limited 

time is available to complete mitosis. In this 

context, the inactivation of the DNA damage 

response pathway may be required to prevent a 

potential DDR-mediated inhibition of mitotic 

CDKs. Such DDR inactivation comes with a price: 

during mitosis cells are more sensitive to the 

cytotoxic effects of irradiation104. To not be 

completely oblivious to DNA damage during 

mitosis, lesion are recognized and marked to be 

repaired after mitosis. This mitotic ‘marking’ of 

DNA breaks appears to protect mitotically 

damaged cells to some extent, as inactivation of 

upstream DDR kinases ATM or DNA-PK further 

sensitizes  mitotic  cells to the cytotoxic  effects of  

irradiation104. 

A better insight in these processes is relevant for 

our understanding of how (cancer) cells acquire 

their genetic aberrations. In addition, the facts that 

cancer cells are often treated with DNA damaging 

agents and that DNA damage checkpoints – 

especially in cancer cells – often appear leaky, 

makes that DNA damage in mitosis is not 

uncommon. Therefore, a better understanding of 

DNA damage processing during mitosis and how 

this affects cell fate may provide us with insight 

how cancer cells respond to DNA damaging 

agents and may provide us with molecular targets 

to improve these therapies. Finally, current anti-

cancer treatments comprise both spindle-poisons 

that arrest cells in mitosis, as well as genoxic 

treatments including many chemotherapeutics 

and radiotherapy. The fact that mitotic cells 

differentially respond to DNA lesions warrants 

investigation of combined and scheduled 

application of these therapies. 
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In response to DNA breaks, the ‘DNA damage response’ provokes a cell cycle arrest to 
facilitate DNA repair. Recent findings have indicated that cells can respond to DNA damage 
throughout the cell cycle, except during mitosis. Specifically, various mitotic kinases, 
including CDK1, Aurora A and PLK1, were shown to inactivate key DNA damage checkpoint 
proteins when cells enter mitosis. Aberrant activation of mitotic kinases during interphase 
could therefore modulate cellular responses to DNA damage. In this study, our aim was to 
determine how aberrant activation of CDK1 affects the cellular responses to DNA damage. 
We used WEE1 inhibition, using MK-1775, to force CDK1 activation, which did not cause 
cytotoxicity in non-transformed cells. Instead, it accelerated mitotic entry and caused 
radio sensitization in p53-defective cancer cells, but not in p53-proficient cancer cells. 
Interestingly, we showed that WEE1 inhibition leads to elevation of CDK1 activity in 
interphase cells. When we subsequently analyzed DNA damage responses in cells with 
forced CDK1 activation, we observed a marked reduction of 53BP1 at sites of DNA damage 
along with an increase in γH2AX staining after irradiation, indicative of defective DNA 
repair. Indeed, when DNA repair was analyzed using in vivo endonuclease-induced 
homologous recombination (HR) assays, compromised DNA repair after WEE1 inhibition 
was confirmed. This defect in HR was accompanied by increased phosphorylation of 
BRCA2 at the CDK1 phosphorylation site S3291. Taken together, our results indicate that 
WEE1 inhibition leads to forced CDK1 activation in interphase cells, which interferes with 
normal DNA damage responses. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 

DNA is constantly exposed to damaging factors. 

In response, checkpoint systems are activated to 

arrest the cell cycle by inhibiting cell cycle 

regulatory kinases1. Simultaneously, dedicated 

DNA repair components are recruited to DNA 

damage sites to maintain genomic stability2. 

A rapid DNA damage-induced cell cycle arrest 

is brought about by targeting Cyclin-dependent 

kinases (CDKs). In this respect, CDK1 is 

especially important because it controls the G2-M 

transition. In physiological situations, CDK1 is 

kept inactive by the MYT1 and WEE1 kinases that 

phosphorylate CDK1 on the inhibitory residues 

Thr-14 and Tyr-15, respectively1. Conversely, 

CDK1 is activated by the CDC25 phosphatases 

that dephosphorylate Thr-14 and Tyr-15. In 

response to DNA breaks, the CHK2 kinase 

phosphorylates, and thereby inhibits the CDC25 

phosphatases to keep CDK1 inactive and arrest 

cells in G23-6. The DNA damage response also 

provokes a sustained proliferation block by 

activating the p53-p21 signaling axis7-9. 

CDKs not only are downstream targets of the 

DNA damage response, but they also appear to 

function as upstream regulators of DNA damage 

response. A clear role for CDK activity in the DNA 

damage response emerges during homologous 

recombination (HR) to repair DNA double-strand 

breaks. HR requires a homologous DNA template, 

for which replicated sister chromatids are usually 
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employed10. The need for homologous DNA 

templates largely restricts HR to the late S and G2 

phases of the cell cycle, which is governed by the 

dependence of HR repair on CDK activity11,12. 

These findings illustrate the reciprocal 

interaction between cell cycle regulation and DNA 

damage responses, and warrant the use of cell 

cycle components as therapeutic targets to 

modulate the responses of cancer cells to DNA 

damaging agents. Indeed, inhibition of CDKs was 

recently shown to sensitize cancer cells to DNA 

breaks induced by PARP1 inhibition13. 

Moreover, recent studies have shown that 

CDKs – in conjunction with other cell cycle 

kinases – can also shut off DNA damage 

responses. Specifically, CDK1 and Plk1 

phosphorylate several DNA damage response 

components, including Claspin and 53BP1 – thus 

inactivating them14-16. 

In this study, we used chemical inhibition of 

WEE1 to elevate CDK1 levels with the aim of 

understanding the potential effects of CDK1 

activation on DNA damage repair. 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Cytotoxic and radiosensitizing effects of WEE1 

inhibition 
 

To determine the cytotoxic effects of WEE1 

inhibition, we first investigated whether WEE1 

inhibition affects the viability of non-transformed 

diploid human BJ fibroblasts. Treatment of BJ 

fibroblasts with MK-1775 efficiently reduced the 

levels of Tyr-15-phosphorylated CDK1 (Fig. 1A), 

showing efficient target engagement. We then 

monitored the growth and metabolic activity of 

proliferating versus contact-inhibited quiescent BJ 

fibroblasts. Flow cytometric analysis confirmed 

that BJ cells grown to confluency contained very 

low numbers of S phase cells (Fig. 1B, upper 

panels) or mitotic cells (Fig. 1B, lower panels). We 

subsequently analyzed the effects of the WEE1 

inhibitor MK-1775 on confluent BJ cells and 

observed no reduction in viability, indicating that 

WEE1 inhibition did not cause acute cytotoxicity in 

non-dividing BJ fibroblasts (Fig. 1C and  Fig. 

S1A). However, when WEE1 was inhibited in 

proliferating BJ cells, we observed a dose-

dependent loss of proliferation (Fig. 1C and Fig. 

S1A). These effects were apparently due to 

slower proliferation rather than induction of cell 

death, as BJ cells treated with MK-1775 showed a 

dose-dependent decrease in long-term growth 

rates after WEE1 inhibition (Fig. 1D), but did not 

show increased levels of apoptosis, as judged by 

annexin-V/PI-staining (Fig. 1E).  

Despite the above findings, we still wanted to 

challenge the notion that WEE1 inhibition does 

not adversely affect cellular functioning of non-

transformed cells. For this purpose, we isolated 

and cultured primary neonatal embryonic rat 

cardiomyocytes and analyzed beating frequency. 

Treatment with MK-1775 did not alter beating 

frequency (Fig. S1B, online movies M1-M3), nor 

did WEE1 inhibition lead to increased DNA 

damage, as judged by γH2AX foci formation (Fig. 

S1C, D). As an internal control, proliferating rat 

fibroblasts (lacking Troponin T bundles) that were 

co-isolated with embryonic cardiomyocytes did 

show an increase in γH2AX foci upon WEE1 

inhibition (Fig. S1C, D). Concluding, WEE1 

inhibition decreased the growth rates of 

proliferating BJ fibroblasts, but did not induce 

cytotoxicity in quiescent fibroblasts or alter 

cardiomyocyte function, indicating a potential 

therapeutic treatment window of WEE1 inhibition. 

Although WEE1 inhibition did not induce cell 

death in BJ fibroblasts, treatment of p53-mutant 

MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells did result in 

increased numbers of apoptotic cells (Fig. 1E). A 

possible explanation is that WEE1 inhibition 

causes replication stress, which is toxic in cells 

that cannot initiate a p53-dependent proliferation 

arrest17. This notion was supported by our 

observation that protein expression levels of p53 

and its targets p21 and MDM-2 were elevated 

after WEE1 inhibition in BJ cells (Fig.1F). 
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Figure 1. Cytotoxicity and radiosensitization after WEE1 inhibition. (A) Western blot analysis of 

human BJ fibroblasts, cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium, supplemented with 10% fetal 

bovine serum, 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin and 100 μg/ml glutamine and treated 

with MK-1775 (300 nM). Cells were harvested at indicated time points in mammalian protein extraction 

reagent (MPER) lysis with protease and phosphatase inhibitors. (B) BJ fibroblasts were grown 

logarithmically (log) or grown to confluency (confluent). DNA content (propidium iodide, upper panel) 

and phospho-Histone-H3-Alexa-488 (lower panel) was assessed by flow cytometry. A minimum of 

10 000 events were analyzed. (C) BJ fibroblasts were cultured at 2000 cells per well in a 96-well plate 

and treatment with increasing MK-1775 concentrations was initiated when 30, 60 or 100% confluence  

           (Legend continued on next page)  
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To study the role of p53 status in the cellular 

responses to WEE1 inhibition, we stably depleted 

p53 from MCF-7 breast cancer cells using shRNA 

(Fig. 1G and H). In contrast to control-infected 

MCF-7 cells, which are relatively resistant to MK-

1775, p53-depleted MCF-7 cells were markedly 

more sensitive, similar to most other tested p53-

defective cell lines (Fig. S2A, B). To subsequently 

determine whether WEE1 inhibition potentiates 

the cytotoxic effects of DNA breaks induced by 

radiotherapy, we then performed long-term colony 

survival assays. Similar to the results from our 

MTT assays, WEE1 inhibition did not reduce 

clonogenic cell survival of control MCF-7 cells, but 

showed clear radiosensitization in p53-depleted 

MCF-7 cells (Fig. 1J and K). 

These results correspond with previous reports 

and with the observed radiosensitization after 

WEE1 inhibition in other p53-defective cancer cell 

lines (MDA-MB-231, SK-BR-3, HeLa and T47D) 

(Fig. S2C)18,19,20. Moreover, they further establish 

that p53 deficiency is required for WEE1 inhibitor 

sensitivity and WEE1 inhibition-mediated 

radiosensitization. 

 
WEE1 inhibition increases CDK1 activity in 

interphase cells 
 

CDK1, in complex with Cyclin B, is known to 

induce mitosis. Indeed, forced activation of CDK1-

Cyclin B accelerates entry into mitosis1,21. 

Importantly, previous studies on WEE1 inhibition 

point to premature mitotic entry as its primary 

cytotoxic effect18-20. When we examined the 

kinetics of CDK1 dephosphorylation after WEE1 

inhibition, we observed a rapid decrease of CDK1-

Tyr-15 phosphorylation in MCF-7 breast 

carcinoma cells (Fig. 2A), along with accelerated 

mitotic entry as judged by increased cell numbers 

with phospho-Histone-H3, a marker of mitosis 

(Fig. 2B). However, the rapid loss of CDK1 

phosphorylation at Tyr-15 (Fig. 2A) did not 

correspond with the marginal increase in mitotic 

cells at early time points after WEE1 inhibition in 

MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells (Fig. 2B). This 

suggests that inhibition of WEE1 does not 

immediately lead to sufficiently high levels of 

CDK1 activity that are required for mitotic entry. 

was reached. At four days after treatment, viability was assessed using 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-

2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assays. (D) BJ fibroblasts were continuously subcultured in the 

presence of indicated MK-1775 doses. At indicated time points, cell numbers were determined. (E) BJ 

fibroblasts, MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were treated for indicated time periods with 

300 nM of MK-1775, stained with annexin-V-FITC (1:100) and propidium iodide (PI) and analyzed by 

fluorescence-activated cell sorting (n=4 per condition). For MDA-MB-231 cells, a representative 

experiment with 10 000 analyzed events is shown (upper plots). (F) Western blot analysis of BJ 

fibroblasts treated with MK-1775 (300 nM) and harvested at indicated time points. (G) MCF-7 breast 

cancer cells, cultured in RPMI, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, were infected with 

pRetrosuper (pRS)-control or pRS-p53. Stably infected MCF-7 cells were grown in the presence of 

puromycin (1 μg/ml) and irradiated (5 Gy) using a Cesium137 source. Cells were fixed in 3.7% 

formaldehyde at 1 h after irradiation and stained with anti-p53/Alexa-488 and counterstained with 

DAPI. (H) pRS-control or pRS-53-infected MCF-7 cells were irradiated (10 Gy) and harvested at 3 h 

after irradiation. (I) pRS-control or pRS-53-infected MCF-7 cells (2000, per well) were plated in 96-well 

plates and treated with increasing concentrations of MK-1775. After four days of treatment, metabolic 

activity of cells was determined by MTT assay. (J,K) pRS-control or pRS-53-infected MCF-7 cells 

were plated in 6-well plates, pretreated with MK-1775 (150 nM) for 30 min and irradiated. After ten 

days, colonies were fixed in methanol, stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue and air-dried. Numbers of 

colonies (>50 cells per colony) from three independent experiments were related to amounts of plated 

cells to obtain survival fractions. Surviving fractions of non-irradiated cells were used as a reference. 

Students t test was used to test significant differences. Not significant (n.s.) indicates P>0.05, 

***P<0.001.   
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  Figure 2. WEE1 inhibition leads to CDK1 activation in interphase cells. (A) MCF-7 cells were 

treated with MK-1775 (300 nM) for indicated time points and analyzed by western blotting. (B) MCF-7 

         (Legend continued on next page) 
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Furthermore, this implies that WEE1 inhibition 

may elevate CDK1 activity in interphase cells.  

To test whether WEE1 inhibition leads to 

accumulation of interphase cells with 

dephosphorylated CDK1 at Tyr-15, we separately 

analyzed mitotic and interphase cells by flow 

cytometry, using phospho-Histone-H3 staining 

(Fig. 2C, left panels). Subsequent phospho-Tyr-

15-CDK1 analysis in these subpopulations 

showed that WEE1 inhibition indeed resulted in 

interphase cells with decreased levels of 

phospho-Tyr-15-CDK1 (Fig. 2C). Next, we 

examined whether treatment with MK-1775 

increased the activity of CDK1 in interphase cells. 

We again separately analyzed mitosis versus 

interphase cells (Fig. 2D, right panels). 

Subsequently, we assessed the activity of CDK1 

by using the MPM-2 antibody, recognizing 

substrates phosphorylated on the CDK1 

consensus motif [S/T][P] × [K/R]22. As expected, 

we observed high levels of CDK1 activity in mitotic 

cells (Fig. 2D, upper right panel “R1: mitotic cells”, 

quantified in Fig. 2E). In contrast, control-treated 

interphase cells showed very low levels of CDK1 

activity (Fig. 2D, lower right panel ‘R2: interphase 

cells’). We subsequently analyzed MK-1775-

treated cells and observed that WEE1 inhibition 

significantly increased CDK1 activity in interphase 

cells, in sharp contrast to control-treated 

interphase cells (Fig. 2D and E). This indicates 

that WEE1 inhibition leads to elevation of CDK1 

activity in interphase cells. Importantly, the 

increase in MPM-2 reactivity in interphase cells 

was largely lost when cells where treated with the 

CDK1 inhibitor RO-3306, indicating that the 

observed MPM-2 signal reflects CDK1 activity 

(Fig. 2F). 

 
WEE1 inhibition affects DNA damage responses 
 

Cell cycle kinases, including CDKs, have been 

shown to be important activating regulators of the 

DNA damage response23,24. Interestingly, 

increased activity of mitotic CDK-Cyclin 

complexes can also shut off DNA damage 

responses25. For instance, we previously showed 

that 53BP1 is targeted by CDK1 in human cells16. 

To determine whether forced activation of CDK1 

influences DNA damage responses, we analyzed 

the effects of WEE1 inhibition on irradiated MCF-7 

cells. To visualize recruitment of DNA repair 

components, we analyzed 53BP1 foci formation 

(Fig. 3A). Irradiation clearly resulted in rapid 

accumulation of 53BP1 in distinct nuclear foci 

(Fig. 3A, upper panels). However, cells pretreated 

with MK-1775 showed a significant reduction in 

the number of 53BP1 foci after ionizing radiation 

(Fig. 3A, lower panels, quantified in Fig. 3B). 

cells and MDA-MB-231 were treated with nocodazole (250 ng/ml) with or without MK-1775 (300 mM) 

for indicated time periods. After treatment, cells were harvested in ice-cold ethanol and stained for 

phospho-Histone-H3/Alexa-488 and analyzed by flow cytometry. Data represent averages of two 

experiments with a minimum of 10 000 events per sample. (C) MCF-7 cells were treated with 

nocodazole for 3 h before fixation (‘control’). Alternatively, cells were treated with nocodazole in 

combination with MK-1775 (300 nM) for 2 h. After treatment, cells were harvested and stained for 

phospho-Histone-H3 (p-H3)/Alexa-488 and phospho-Tyr-15-CDK1/Alexa647 cells and analyzed by 

flow cytometry. Mitotic cells were gated based on p-H3 positivity and subsequently analyzed for 

phospho-Tyr-15-CDK1 positivity. A minimum of 10 000 events per sample was analyzed and a 

representative experiment is shown. (D) MCF-7 cells were treated as for (C). After treatment, cells 

were harvested and stained for phospho-p-H3/Alexa-647 and MPM-2/Alexa-488 cells and analyzed by 

flow cytometry. Mitotic cells were gated based on p-H3 positivity and subsequently analyzed for MPM-

2 positivity. A minimum of 10 000 events per sample was analyzed and a representative experiment is 

shown. (E) Averages and s.d. of MPM-2 positivity of three independent experiments from (D). (F) 

MCF-7 cells were treated and analyzed as for (D). Cells were treated with MK-1775 (300 nM) in the 

absence or presence of RO-3306 (5 μM). Averages and s.d. of MPM-2-positive interphase cells are 

shown (n=2). 
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Figure 3. Impaired DNA damage responses after forced CDK1 activation. (A) MCF-7 cells were 

treated with MK-1775 (100 nM) at 1 h before irradiation (5 Gy). Cells were fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde 

at 1 h after irradiation and stained for Cyclin B1/Alexa-568, 53BP1/Alexa-488 and counterstained with  

             (Legend continued on next page)  
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Notably, these effects were only observed in 

Cyclin B-expressing cells, underscoring the notion 

that WEE1 inhibition exerts its effects through 

modification of CDK1-Cyclin B activity. 

To test whether the number of DNA breaks is 

altered by MK-1775 treatment, we then analyzed 

γH2AX levels by flow cytometry (Fig. 3C). WEE1 

inhibition resulted in a clear increase in the level 

of γH2AX (Fig. 3C), indicating accumulation of 

DNA breaks. Importantly, when G1 and G2/M 

cells were analyzed separately, the effects of 

WEE1 inhibition were almost completely 

accounted for by the G2/M cells (Fig. 3C). 

To study the effects of WEE1 inhibition on 

DNA double-strand break repair methods, we first 

analyzed the effects of forced CDK1 activation on 

non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) by using the 

plasmid-based NHEJ reporter substrate pEGFP-

Pem1-Ad2.26 HindIII-linearized pEGFP-Pem1-

Ad2 was transfected into MCF-7 cells, and DNA 

end-joining through NHEJ was analyzed by flow 

cytometric assessment of green fluorescent 

protein (GFP)-expressing cells (Fig. 3D). Forced 

activation of CDK1 through WEE1 inhibition did 

not modulate NHEJ efficiency, compared with 

ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) inhibition with 

KU-55933, serving as a positive control (Fig. 3D 

and E)27. 

To determine the effects of WEE1 inhibition on 

HR repair, we established a monoclonal MCF-7 

cell line stably expressing the pDR-GFP HR 

reporter plasmid28. Upon expression of the I-Sce1 

endonuclease, a defective GFP gene is restored 

only when HR is employed (Fig. 3F). MCF-7-pDR-

GFP cells reproducibly increased GFP levels 

upon I-Sce1 expression, but not in roscovitine-

treated cells, included as a positive control for HR 

inactivation (Fig. 3F and G)29. Importantly, when I-

Sce1 was expressed in MK-1775-treated cells, a 

significant reduction in the percentage of GFP-

positive cells was observed, indicating that forced 

activation of CDK1 activity through WEE1 

inhibition impairs HR DNA repair. 

To rule out cell-type-specific effects, we tested 

the effects of WEE1 inhibition in HeLa-pDR-GFP 

cells, and observed very similar results (Fig. 

S3B)30. To rule out non-specific effects of MK-

1775, we used a second WEE1 inhibitor, PD-

Hoechst. (B) Numbers of 53BP1 foci per nucleus were analyzed and data from three independent 

experiments with 50 cells per experiment are displayed (*P<0.05). (C) MCF-7 cells or HeLa were left 

untreated or treated with MK-1775 (100 nM) for 1 h before irradiation (5 Gy). Cells were harvested 

after 1 h and stained for γH2AX/Alexa-488 and analyzed using flow cytometry. For each condition, at 

least 10 000 events were analyzed and representative experiments are shown. (D) The NHEJ 

substrate pEGFP-Pem1-Ad2 was linearized using HindIII, purified and transfected into MCF-7 cells in 

6-well plates along with pDsRed to control for transfection efficiency. After transfection, cells were 

treated with MK-1775 (100 nM) or with KU-55933 (1 μM). Per sample at least 10 000 DsRed-positive 

events were analyzed for GFP positivity. (E) Averages and s.d. from three independent experiments 

from (D) are shown. (F) The HR substrate pDR-GFP was stably transfected into MCF-7 cells, which 

were subsequently selected in puromycin (1 μg/ml). Monoclonal MCF-7-pDR-GFP cells were 

transfected with the I-Sce1 endonuclease to induce a DNA break in the GFP locus. Before 1 h of 

transfection cells were left untreated, or were treated with MK-1775 (100 nM) or Roscovitine (20 μM). 

After 48 h, at least 100 000 events were analyzed per sample for GFP positivity. (G) Averages and s.d. 

from three independent experiments from (F) are shown (*P=0.02, **P=0.001). (H) MCF-7-pDR-GFP 

cells were treated with MK-1775 (300 nM) and PD-166285 (500 nM) at 1 h before transfection with I-

Sce1. After 48 h at least 100 000 events were analyzed per sample for GFP positivity. Averages and 

s.d. from three independent experiments are indicated. (I) MCF-7-pDR-GFP cells were cotransfected 

with I-Sce1 and pSuper-WEE1 or were treated with MK-1775 (300 nM) at 1 h before transfection and 

analyzed as for panel (F). (J) MCF-7-pDR-GFP cells were treated with MK-1775 1 h before 

transfection with I-Sce1 in combination with pECFP, CFP-wt-CDK1 or CFP-AF-CDK1. After 48 h, at 

least 100 000 events were analyzed per sample. The amount of GFP positivity in CFP-positive cells 

was quantified and averages and s.d. of three independent experiments is shown. *P<0.05, **P<0.01. 
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Figure 4. Enhanced BRCA2 phosphorylation after forced CDK1 activation. (A) MCF-7 cells were 

treated with MK-1775 (300 nM) or RO-3306 (5 μM) for 3 h and subsequently fixed in 70% ethanol on 

ice. Cells were stained for phospho-S3291-BRCA2/Alexa-647 and at least 10 000 events were 

analyzed by flow cytometry. (B) Averages and s.d. of three experiments performed as in (A) are 

shown. (C) MCF-7 cells were treated for 3 h with MK-1775 (300 nM) or RO-3306 (5 μM). Cells were 

harvested and lysed in MPER buffer and processed for western blotting with indicated   

          (Legend continued on next page) 
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166285 (Fig. 3H and Fig. S3A and B) and a 

previously validated WEE1 shRNA plasmid (Fig. 

3I and Fig. S3C)31,32. Both PD-166285 treatment 

and shRNA-mediated WEE1 depletion confirmed 

that forced activation of CDK1 through WEE1 

inhibition impairs HR repair. Remarkably, 

treatment with PD-166285 resulted in more 

pronounced HR repair inactivation compared with 

MK-1775 treatment (Fig. 3H and Fig. S3B), 

possibly due to combined inhibition of both WEE1 

and MYT1, which may activate CDK1 more 

potently. 

To establish whether the effects of WEE1 

inhibition on HR repair are specifically due to 

CDK1 activation, we ectopically expressed CDK1. 

Overexpression of CFP-tagged wt-CDK1 

efficiently blocked HR repair in both MCF-7 cells 

and HeLa cells (Fig. 3J and S3D). An even 

stronger decrease in HR repair was observed 

when we overexpressed CFP-AF-CDK1, which 

lacks the WEE1 phosphorylation site and mimics 

the situation of WEE1 inhibition (Fig. 3J and Fig. 

S3D)33. These results show that WEE1 inhibition 

impairs HR repair through aberrant CDK1 

activation. 

CDK1 targets many substrates, including DNA 

damage repair components34. Within the HR 

repair pathway, BRCA2 was previously shown to 

be phosphorylated by CDKs35. Notably, CDK-

mediated BRCA2 phosphorylation on serine-3291 

was demonstrated to negatively impact DNA 

repair.  

Using flow cytometry, we tested whether 

WEE1 inhibition leads to upregulation of BRCA2 

phosphorylation, and observed clearly increased 

S3291-BRCA2 phosphorylation after WEE1 

inhibition (Fig. 4A and B), whereas CDK1 

inhibition ablated BRCA2 phosphorylation (Fig. 4A 

and B). Similar results were obtained by 

immunoblotting, in which the increased S3291 

phosphorylation of BRCA2 could be fully reversed 

by CDK1 inhibition  (Fig. 4C). To determine 

whether forced CDK1 activation through WEE1 

inhibition also resulted in BRCA2 phosphorylation 

in interphase cells, we separately analyzed mitotic 

and interphase cells (Fig. 4D). WEE1 inhibition 

indeed resulted in increased levels of phospho-

S3291-BRCA2 in interphase cells, which were 

fully dependent on CDK1, as RO-3306 treatment 

could reverse this upregulation completely (Fig. 

4D and E).  

Cell cycle kinases have been shown to 

modulate DNA damage responses, both positively 

and negatively14-16,23,32,35-40. Although not 

completely understood, low levels of CDK activity 

are apparently required for proper induction of HR 

repair of DNA breaks, whereas high levels of CDK 

activity can inactivate DNA damage responses 

and proper DNA repair (Fig. 4F blue line). Forced 

activation of CDK1 activity, as achieved with 

WEE1 inhibitors, can increase CDK1 levels 

sufficiently to inactivate HR repair (Fig. 4F, red 

line). CDK1 has many substrates in the DNA 

damage repair network, often with multiple CDK1 

consensus phosphorylation motifs16,34,41. Further 

research is required to address the contribution of 

individual CDK1 substrate(s), including BRCA2, 

on the observed effects of forced CDK1 activation. 

antibodies. (D) MCF-7 cells were treated for 3 h with MK-1775 (300 nM) or RO-3306 (5 μM) in the 

presence of nocodazole. After treatment, cells were harvested and stained for phospho-S3291-

BRCA2/Alexa-647 and P-H3/Alexa-488 cells and analyzed by flow cytometry. Mitotic cells were gated 

based on p-H3 positivity and subsequently analyzed for phospho-S3291-BRCA2. A minimum of 

10 000 events per sample was analyzed and a representative experiment is shown. Total amounts of 

mitotic cells per condition are shown in Figure S4. (E) Averages and s.d. of phospho-S3291-BRCA2 

positivity of three independent experiments from (D). (F) Model of altered DNA repair after forced 

CDK1 activity through WEE1 inhibition. In unperturbed situations (blue line), CDK1 levels rise during 

cell cycle progression and cause inactivation of the DNA damage response and drive mitotic entry. As 

a result of WEE1 inhibition (red line), CDK1 activity is aberrantly elevated, which leads to accelerated 

mitotic entry and impaired DNA damage responses in interphase cells. 
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Our study shows that aberrant activation of CDK1 

through WEE1 inhibition can exploit feedback 

mechanisms of cell cycle kinases on DNA 

damage responses. Our results confirm previous 

reports that WEE1 inhibition leads to premature 

mitotic entry and show that WEE1 inhibition leads 

to increased CDK1 activity levels in interphase 

cells, resulting in inactivation of HR DNA repair18-

20. Importantly, disruption of these feedback 

mechanisms may partly explain the potentiating 

effects of WEE1 inhibition on the cytotoxicity of 

chemo- and radiotherapy and warrant cell cycle-

modifying interventions as powerful tools to 

modulate DNA damage responses.  
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Figure S1. Cytotoxicity of MK-1775 in BJ fibroblasts and neonatal rat myocardiocytes. (A) 

Confluent or log-phase BJ fibroblasts were treated with different concentrations of MK-1775 in 6-well 

plates. After four days, cells were fixed in methanol and stained using crystal violet. (B) Primary 

neonatal rat cardiomyocytes were isolated and cultured in DMEM medium containing 10% FCS as 

previously described (Lu et al 2010, PLoS One, 5(9):e12963). After three days of culturing, cells were 

treated with MK-1775 (100 nM or 300 nM) and 24 hours later beating was analyzed using bright field 

live microscopy. Average beating frequencies (beatings per minute) and standard deviations of four 

independent cultures are indicated (see for representative examples Online Movies M1, M2 and M3). 

(C) Neonatal rat myocardiocytes grown on laminin-coated glass coverslips were treated as for panel 

(B). Cells were fixed in formaldehyde and stained for Troponin T/Alexa-488, γH2AX/Alexa-568 and 

counterstained with Hoechst (Sigma). Representative images are shown. Arrow indicates a co-

isolated fibroblast without troponin T bundles showing MK-1775-induced γH2AX foci. (D) Primary 

neonatal rat cardiomyocytes were treated as for panel (C). Numbers of γH2AX foci per nucleus were 

counted and averages and standard deviations of three experiments (at least 25 nuclei per condition 

quantified) are shown. 
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Figure S2. Cytotoxicity and radiosensitization of MK-1775 in cancer cells. (A) MTT assays of 

MCF-7, MDA-MB-231, SKBR3, T47D and HeLa cells were performed as for Fig. 1I. For each cell line, 

2000 cells were plated (6 replicates) and MTT conversion was measured after four days of treatment. 

Untreated cells were set to 100%. Survival curves and IC50 values were determined using Graphpad 

software. (B) MK-1775 concentrations at which 50% growth inhibition is observed (IC50) are indicated 

for indicated cell lines. (C) Long term clonogenic survival assays with MDA-MB-231 and SKBR3, T47D 

and Hela were performed as described in Fig. 1J,K. ‘*’ indicates p<0.05, ‘**’ indicates p<0.01, ‘***’ 

indicates p<0.001. 
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Figure S3. Forced activation of CDK1 impairs homologous recombination DNA repair. (A) MCF7 

cells were treated with PD-166285 (500nM) for indicated time-points and analyzed by Western 

blotting. (B) HeLa-pDR-GFP cells were treated with MK-1775 (300nM) or PD-166285 (500nM) at 1 

hour before transfection with I-Sce1. After 48 hours, at least 100.000 events were analyzed per 

sample for GFP positivity. (C) HeLa-pDR-GFP cells were co-transfected with I-Sce1 and pSuper-

WEE1 or were treated with MK-1775 (300nM) at 1 hour before transfection and analyzed as for Fig. 

3F.  (D) HeLa-pDR-GFP cells were transfected with I-Sce1 in combination with pECFP, pECFP-wt-

CDK1 or pECFP-AF-CDK1. If indicated, cells were treated with MK-1775 (300nM) at 1 hour before 

transfection. After 48 hours, at least 100.000 events were analyzed per sample. Representative plots 

are shown. (E) The amounts of GFP-positivity in CFP positive cells were quantified from three 

independent experiments, treated and analyzed as (D). Averages and standard deviations are shown. 

‘*’ indicates p<0.05, ‘**’ indicates p<0.01. 
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The WEE1 cell cycle checkpoint kinase prevents premature mitotic entry by inhibiting 
cyclin-dependent kinases. Chemical inhibitors of WEE1 are currently being tested clinically 
as targeted anti-cancer drugs. WEE1 inhibition is thought to be preferentially cytotoxic in 
p53-defective cancer cells. However, TP53 mutant cancers do not respond consistently to 
WEE1 inhibitor treatment, indicating the existence of genetic determinants of WEE1 
inhibitor sensitivity other than TP53 status. To optimally facilitate patient selection for 
WEE1 inhibition and undercover potential resistance mechanisms, identification of these 
currently unknown genes is necessary. The aim of this study was therefore to identify gene 
mutations that determine WEE1 inhibitor sensitivity. We performed a genome-wide 
unbiased functional genetic screen in TP53 mutant near-haploid KBM-7 cells using gene-
trap insertional mutagenesis. Insertion site mapping of cells that survived long-term WEE1 
inhibition revealed enrichment of G1/S regulatory genes, including SKP2, CUL1 and CDK2. 
Stable depletion of SKP2, CUL1 and CDK2 or chemical CDK2 inhibition rescued the γH2AX 
induction and abrogation of G2 phase as induced by WEE1 inhibition in breast and ovarian 
cancer cell lines. Remarkably, live cell imaging showed that depletion of SKP2, CUL1 and 
CDK2 did not rescue the WEE1 inhibition-induced karyokinesis and cytokinesis defects. 
These data indicate that the activity of the DNA replication machinery, beyond TP53 
mutation status, determines WEE1 inhibitor sensitivity, and could serve as a selection 
criterion for WEE1-inhibitor eligible patients. Conversely, loss of the identified S phase 
genes could serve as a mechanism of acquired resistance which goes along with 
development of severe genomic instability. 
 
SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT 
 

 

Inhibition of WEE1 is considered an attractive 

anti-cancer therapy for TP53 mutant tumors. 

However, additional factors besides p53 

inactivation may determine WEE1 inhibitor 

sensitivity, which we searched for using unbiased 

functional genetic screening. We discovered that 

the mutational status of several S phase genes, 

including CDK2, determines the cytotoxicity 

induced by WEE1 inhibition. Notably, we found 

that WEE1 inhibition induces two distinct 

phenotypes: accumulation of DNA damage in S 

phase and karyokinesis/cytokinesis failure during 

mitosis. Stable depletion of S phase genes only 

reversed the formation of DNA damage, but did 

not rescue karyokinesis/cytokinesis failure upon 

WEE1 inhibition. Thus, inactivation of non-

essential S phase genes can overcome WEE1 

inhibitor resistance, while allowing the survival of 

genomically instable cancer cells. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 

Precise cell cycle control is critical for proliferating 

cells, especially under conditions of genomic 
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stress. Modulation of the cell cycle checkpoint 

machinery is therefore often proposed as a 

therapeutic strategy to potentiate anti-cancer 

therapy1. Therapeutic inhibition of checkpoint 

kinases can deregulate cell cycle control and 

improperly force cell cycle progression, even in 

the presence of DNA damage. Chemical inhibitors 

for several cell cycle checkpoint kinases have 

been developed. Pre-clinical research, however, 

has shown that the efficacy of therapeutic 

checkpoint inhibition is context-sensitive and 

depends on the genetic make-up of an individual 

cancer2,3. Therefore, to optimally implement such 

novel inhibitors in the clinic, the molecular 

characteristics that determine inhibitor activity 

need to be identified to select eligible patients and 

to anticipate on mechanisms of acquired 

resistance. 

In response to cellular insults like DNA 

damage, cells activate cell cycle checkpoints to 

arrest proliferation at the G1/S or G2/M transition. 

These checkpoints operate by controlling the 

inhibitory phosphorylation on cyclin-dependent 

kinases (CDKs), key drivers of the cell cycle4. 

Most of the current knowledge concerns the 

regulation of CDK1, which is phosphorylated by 

the WEE1 kinase at tyrosine (Tyr)-15 to prevent 

unscheduled CDK1 activity5,6. Conversely, timely 

activation of CDK1 depends on Tyr-15 

dephosphorylation by one of the CDC25 

phosphatases7-10. When DNA is damaged, the 

downstream DNA damage response (DDR) 

kinases CHK1 and CHK2 inhibit CDC25 

phosphatases through direct phosphorylation, 

which blocks CDK1 activation11-13. CDK2 appears 

to be under similar checkpoint control and is also 

phosphorylated by WEE1 on Tyr-15, which 

prevents unscheduled S phase entry. Conversely, 

CDK2 must be dephosphorylated by CDC25 

phosphatases to become active, a process which 

is also controlled by the DDR14,15. In addition to 

this fast-acting kinase-driven DDR network, a 

transcriptional program is activated through p53 

stabilization16. Among the many p53 target genes, 

expression of the CDK inhibitor p21 is induced to 

mediate a sustained G1/S cell cycle arrest, which 

makes the G1/S checkpoint largely dependent on 

p5317. Many human tumors lack functional p53, 

and consequently cannot properly arrest at the 

G1/S transition. TP53-mutant cancers therefore 

enter S phase even in the presence of DNA 

damage and depend strongly on their G2/M 

checkpoint control for genomic stability. In line 

with this notion, therapeutic targeting of G2/M 

checkpoint kinases was proposed to improperly 

force p53-defective cells to progress through the 

cell cycle in the presence of DNA damage1. 

WEE1 is one of the G2/M cell cycle checkpoint 

kinases for which selective chemical inhibitors 

have been developed as anticancer drugs3,18. 

Inhibition of WEE1 potentiates DNA-damaging 

chemotherapeutics and radiotherapy and has 

cytotoxic effects as a single agent19-22. The 

consensus view is that WEE1 inhibition facilitates 

tumor cell killing through G2/M checkpoint 

inactivation, which would catalyze mitotic 

catastrophe23-25. As expected, WEE1 inhibition is 

synergistic with DNA-damaging agents, 

specifically in TP53-mutant cancer cell lines3. 

However, a recent study indicated that only a 

subset of TP53-mutant patient-derived pancreatic 

cancer xenografts showed benefit from WEE1 

inhibition21. This indicates that molecular 

determinants other than TP53 mutation status 

control the cytotoxic effects of WEE1 inhibition, 

but these determinants are currently unknown. 

To improve cancer patient selection for WEE1 

inhibitor treatment, to uncover possible 

mechanisms of resistance, and to help 

understand how WEE1 inhibitors mediate 

cytotoxicity, we aimed to identify gene mutations 

that determine sensitivity to WEE1 inhibition. To 

this end, we performed a functional genetic 

screen using unbiased generation of gene-

knockouts to identify gene mutations that confer 

resistance to WEE1 inhibition in a TP53-mutant 

background. Our data suggest that WEE1 inhibitor 

sensitivity is determined by the status of multiple 
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genes that control S phase entry. In addition, we 

uncovered that aberrant cytokinesis and the 

ensuing genomic instability is a thus far 

unrecognized adverse consequence of WEE1 

inhibition in cancer cells that are WEE1 inhibitor-

resistant. 

 

RESULTS 
 

S phase genes determine WEE1 inhibitor 

sensitivity 
 

To identify genetic factors that determine the 

sensitivity of TP53-mutant cancer cells to WEE1 

inhibition, a loss-of-function genetic screen was 

performed in the near-haploid human KBM-7 cell 

line, which harbors a serine (Ser)-to-glutamine 

(Glu) missense mutation at Ser-215 in p5326. The 

near-haploid karyotype of the KBM-7 cells allows 

‘gene-trap’ retroviruses that carry a strong splice 

acceptor to randomly create instantaneous gene 

knock-outs, a process referred to as insertional 

mutagenesis. 

Cytotoxicity assays revealed that KBM-7 cells 

were even more sensitive to WEE1 inhibitor MK-

1775 (also called AZD1775) than the TP53-

mutant MK-1775-sensitive cell lines MDA-MB-231 

and SKOV3 (Fig. S1A). Based on these results, 

we selected the IC95 doses of MK-1775 (300nM) 

to study the kinetics of cell death induced by 

WEE1 inhibition in KBM-7 cells. Time-course 

analysis of CDK1 phosphorylation at Tyr-15 

revealed that WEE1 inhibition was effective within 

15 minutes after administration (Fig. S1B). Also, 

WEE1 inhibition resulted in reduced levels of 

CDK2 phosphorylation at Tyr-15, and elevated 

γH2AX levels as previously described25. MK-

1775-induced cell death was visible from 6 hours 

of treatment onwards, as evidenced by PARP 

cleavage (Fig. S1B) and the appearance of cells 

with sub-G1 DNA content (Fig. S1C). Due to the 

effective induction of apoptosis within 48 hours of 

incubation (Fig. S1C), and near-complete cell 

death within 72 hours (Fig. S1A), we were able to 

use this setup for screening gene mutations that 

confer resistance to WEE1 inhibitor treatment. 

Approximately 60 million KBM-7 cells were 

randomly mutagenized using retroviral delivery of 

gene-trap virus. After mutagenesis, KBM-7 cells 

were treated with WEE1 inhibitor, and the 

surviving cells were allowed to grow colonies for 

14 days. Integration sites of approximately 80,000 

colonies were subsequently identified using 

massive parallel sequencing and were mapped to 

the human genome (Fig. S1D and online Dataset 

S1)27. 

Insertion site mapping identified 142 genes 

that fulfilled the criteria of having ≥15 gene-trap 

insertions and a ≥0.7 fraction of insertions in 

sense orientation (Fig. 1A and online Dataset S2). 

Network and pathway enrichment analysis of the 

selected genes revealed G1/S regulatory control 

genes to be preferentially mutated in the surviving 

colonies (Fig. 1B and Fig. S2). Of these, SKP2, 

CUL1 and CDK2 were selected for further 

validation. To this end, we infected non-

mutagenized KBM-7 cells with plasmids harboring 

both an IRES-driven mCherry fluorescence 

reporter and shRNA cassette28, targeting either 

SKP2, CUL1 or CDK2. In line with our screening 

data, KBM-7 cells stably depleted of SKP2, CUL1 

or CDK2, but not control-depleted cells (shSCR), 

outcompeted non-infected cells when WEE1 was 

inhibited, as evidenced by a gradual increase of 

mCherry-positive cells in WEE1 inhibitor- treated 

cultures compared to DMSO-treated cells (Fig. 

1C, D and S3A). Importantly, results were 

observed with two shRNAs per gene, and were 

confirmed with the structurally non-related WEE1 

inhibitor PD-166285 (Fig. S3B), as well as with 

shRNA-mediated WEE1 inactivation (Fig. S3C). 

Since KBM-7 cells are grown in suspension, 

are of leukemic origin and near-haploid genotype, 

they represent a very specific cancer entity and 

are more difficult to use for various follow-up 

experiments than adherent cells. Therefore, we 

validated whether CDK2, SKP2 or CUL1 

inactivation also causes resistance to WEE1 

inhibition in MDA-MB-231 breast cancer and 
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SKOV3 ovarian cancer cell lines. MDA-MB-231 

and SKOV3 cells were infected with shRNAs 

targeting CDK2, SKP2 or CUL1 while expressing 

IRES-driven mCherry (Fig. 1D and S3A). Under 

non-challenged conditions, MDA-MB-231 and 

SKOV3 cells in which CDK2, SKP2 or CUL1 were 

silenced were gradually lost from cultures, 

indicating that these genes contribute to cell 

proliferation or survival (Fig. S3D). However, 

when the same cells were treated with WEE1 

inhibitor, we found that cells depleted of CDK2, 

SKP2 or CUL1 drastically outcompeted non-

infected cells (Fig. 1D), confirming the results in 

KBM-7 cells. In addition, chemical CDK2 inhibition 

also rescued cytotoxicity induced by WEE1 

inhibition in long-term proliferation assays, both in 

MDA-MB-231 and SKOV3 cells (Fig. S3E). 

Finally, non-transformed as well as Ras-V12-

transformed Tp53-/-,Cdk2-/- mouse embryonic 

fibroblasts (MEFs)29 were highly resistant to 

WEE1 inhibition in contrast to Tp53-/- MEFs, 

indicating that CDK2 is a cross-species 

determinant of WEE1 inhibitor sensitivity, 

regardless of oncogene status (Fig. 1E and S4A, 

B). Thus, by combining an unbiased genetic 

screen with shRNA and knock-out-based follow-

up experiments, we identified G1/S phase 

regulators as generic factors in determining WEE1 

inhibitor sensitivity. 

 
WEE1 inhibition is preferentially cytotoxic in S 

phase cells 
 

Despite the well-described function of WEE1 in 

the G2/M transition, no clear regulators of the 

G2/M cell cycle transition were identified in our 

screen. Rather, the enrichment for G1/S 

regulatory genes suggested that WEE1 inhibition 
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Figure 1. Haploid genetic screen identifies S phase genes as determinants of WEE1 inhibitor 

sensitivity. (A) Identification of gene-trap insertions enriched in sense orientation in MK-1775-

selected KBM-7 cells. Y-axis indicates fraction of gene-traps in sense orientation compared to total 

insertions. X-axis indicates number of gene-trap insertions. (B) Network modeling with 142 genes 

enriched in sense orientation. Most significant module is shown. Red and yellow proteins were 

identified in the screen. Indirect (dashed lines) and direct interactions (solid lines) are indicated. 

Arrowheads indicate interaction direction. (C) Flow cytometric analysis of pLKO.mCherry transduced 

KBM-7 cells 10 days after MK-1775 (150nM) or DMSO treatment. (D) Ratio of mCherry-positive cells 

of WEE1-inhibited vs. DMSO-treated KBM-7 cells (150nM MK-1775) and MDA-MB-231/SKOV3 cells 

(1µM MK-1775). (E) Non-transformed Tp53
-/-

,Cdk2
-/-

 MEFs were treated for 4 days with 500nM 

MK1775 or DMSO, and stained with crystal violet. 
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predominantly exerts its cytotoxic effects during S 

phase. To test this hypothesis, we inhibited WEE1 

in MDA-MB-231 cells that were synchronized at 

the G1/S transition using thymidine (Fig. S5A). 

Treatment with WEE1 inhibitor immediately 

following thymidine wash-out resulted in robust 

induction of cells with sub-G1 DNA content, 

already emerging at approximately 12 hours after 

treatment (14,1 ± 2%, Fig. 2A and S5A). To test if 

cell death induced by WEE1 inhibition requires S 

phase progression, we applied WEE1 inhibitor 

after cells had completed S phase. To this end, 

we synchronized cells in prometaphase using the 

reversible microtubule polymerase inhibitor 

nocodazole (Fig. S5B). Upon nocodazole wash-

out, cells synchronously exited mitosis to form G1 

cells (Fig. S5B, upper panel). When WEE1 was 

inhibited at the time of nocodazole wash-out, no 

significant increase in sub-G1 cells was observed 

at 12 hours after treatment, suggesting that cells 

indeed require ongoing S phase progression for 

WEE1 inhibition-induced cytotoxicity (4 ± 0.7%, 

Fig. 2A). In line with this notion, cell death was 

induced in cells treated with WEE1 inhibitor during 

mitotic exit, but only at late time points, when 

these cells presumably entered a next round of S 

phase (Fig. S5B). Thus, S phase progression 

appears to be responsible for the cytotoxic effect 

of WEE1 inhibition.  

A remarkable observation during these 

experiments was that WEE1 inhibition during 

release from a nocodazole-induced mitotic arrest 

precluded the emergence of G1 cells (Fig. S5B). 

Specifically, when WEE1 was inhibited during 

mitotic exit, cells remained with 4N DNA and at 

later points entered endoreplication indicated by 

>4N DNA content (Fig. S5B). This phenomenon 

could indicate a role for WEE1 in promoting 

mitotic exit, or a WEE1 inhibitor-induced defect in 

cytokinesis, resulting in tetraploid G1 cells. 

To assess if the cytotoxic potential of WEE1 

inhibition during S phase was related to DNA 

break accumulation, we analyzed γH2AX levels 

over time after WEE1 inhibition (Fig. 2B and S5C). 

When MDA-MB-231 cells were treated 

immediately following release from a thymidine 

block, a substantial percentage of G2 cells stained 

positive for γH2AX (32 ± 2%, Fig. 2B and S5C, 

upper panel). A large fraction of DNA lesions 

persisted up to 48 hours after release (22 ± 1.2%, 

Figure 2. WEE1 inhibition exerts its cytotoxic effects during S phase. (A) MDA-MB-231 cells 

were synchronized in G1/S by thymidine or in G2/M by nocodazole. Cells were treated with MK-1775 

(4μM) or DMSO upon wash-out, fixed at indicated time-points and stained for propidium iodide. Shown 

is the percentage of sub-G1 cells, calculated as the mean of three experiments (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, 

student’s t test). (B) Thymidine synchronized MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with or without MK-1775 

(4μM) directly or 6 hours after wash-out. Cells were fixed at indicated time-points and stained for 

γH2AX (DNA damage) and propidium iodide. The mean of the percentage of γH2AX-positive cells of 

two experiments is shown (**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, student’s t test). (C) pLKO.mCherry transduced 

MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with MK-1775 (4μM). Cells were fixed at indicated time-points and 

stained as in panel (B). The mean of the percentage of γH2AX-positive cells of two experiments is 

shown (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, student’s t test). In all figures error bars indicate SD. 
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Fig. 2B and S5C, upper panel) and induction of 

these DNA breaks required cells to be in S phase, 

as treatment after S phase completion (at 6 hours 

after thymidine wash-out) prevented the 

accumulation of γH2AX-positive G2 cells (6 ± 

0.6%, Fig. 2B and S5C lower panel). 

To subsequently test whether inactivation of 

the identified G1/S regulatory genes could rescue 

γH2AX formation, we combined WEE1 inhibition 

with stable depletion of SKP2 or CUL1, or with 

chemical CDK2 inhibition (Fig. 2C, S5D, E and F). 

Depletion of CUL1 or SKP2 resulted in a ~2-fold 

reduction in γH2AX-positive cells after 48 hours of 

WEE1 inhibition (23 ± 0.8% and 35 ± 0.1% 

respectively versus 53 ± 1% in control-depleted 

cells, Fig. 2C),  as did CDK2 inhibition after 24 

hours (21 ± 1% versus 35 ± 2% in WEE1-

inhibited cells, Fig. S5E, F). Collectively, these 

results indicated that WEE1 inhibition leads to 

γH2AX accumulation, which can be prevented by 

genetic or chemical interference with S phase 

regulators.  

 
Depletion of S phase regulatory genes rescues 

WEE1 inhibition induced loss of G2 phase 
 

The observed cell cycle-dependent accumulation 

of DNA breaks and the defects in mitotic exit upon 

WEE1 inhibition prompted us to study the effects 

of WEE1 inhibition on cell cycle progression in 

more detail. To do so without chemical 

synchronization, we used the ‘fluorescence 

ubiquitination cell cycle indicator’ (FUCCI) 

system30. Monoclonal MDA-MB-231 or SKOV3 

cell lines stably expressing FUCCI vectors were 

treated with WEE1 inhibitor and analyzed for 62 

hours using video microscopy. Whereas control-

treated cells progressed through the cell cycle 

with a G2 duration between ~5 and ~9 hours in 

MDA-MB-231 and SKOV3 respectively, WEE1 

inhibition resulted in a decreased G2 length (5.9-

fold and 3.4-fold in MDA-MB-231 or SKOV3, 

respectively), with consequent mitotic entry almost 

directly from S phase (Fig. 3A and S7A). In line 

with our screening data and flow cytometry 

results, CDK2 inhibition restored or even 

prolonged G2 duration (548 ±162 and 1005 ±94 

minutes in MDA-MB-231 and SKOV3 respectively, 

Fig. 3A), whereas CDK2 inhibition alone did not 

markedly alter G2 length (Fig. 3A). Analogously, 

stable depletion CDK2, SKP2 or CUL1 also 

rescued G2 phase shortening upon WEE1 

inhibition (Fig. 3B). Thus, WEE1 inhibition leads to 

G2 phase abrogation, which is rescued by 

inactivation of identified S phase regulatory 

genes. 

The rescue of G2 length in CDK2-inactivated 

cells coincided with the ability of cells to reduce 

the amount of DNA breaks prior to mitotic entry 

(Fig. S6A, B), suggesting that a sufficiently long 
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Figure 3. WEE1 inhibition abrogates G2 phase. (A) FUCCI-MDA-MB-231 and SKOV3 cells were 

treated with 4μM MK-1775 and/or 1μM CDK2 inhibitor SU-9516 and were subsequently imaged every 

7 minutes for 62 hours. The duration of G2 phase was analyzed for >28 cells per condition. (B) 

pLKO.puro transduced FUCCI-MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with or without MK-1775 (4μM) and 

were imaged as described in (A). The duration of G2 phase was analyzed for >20 cells per condition. 
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G2 phase is required for DNA repair or that CDK2 

affects DNA repair, as suggested previously31. In 

contrast, CDK2 inactivation did not influence the 

initial amount of DNA damage generated during S 

phase upon WEE1 inactivation (Fig. S6C, D), nor 

did it alter the ability of WEE1 inhibition to 

abrogate the G2/M checkpoint (Fig. S6E, F). It 

thus appears that a regained ability to repair DNA 

during G2 mechanistically underpins the ability of 

CDK2 axis inactivation to rescue WEE1 inhibitor-

induced toxicity. 

 
WEE1 inhibition results in cytokinesis failure  
 

Besides the observed G2 phase abrogation, we 

noticed that WEE1 inhibition during mitosis 

resulted in abnormal mitotic exit (Fig. S7A). We 

therefore analyzed the number of cells displaying 

aberrant mitotic exit upon WEE1 inhibition using 

live cell microcopy, and observed widespread 

cytokinesis failure, leading to G1 cells with 

multiple nuclei (Fig. 4A). siRNA-mediated 

silencing of WEE1 induced similar cytokinesis 

defects with consequent increases in multi-

nucleated cells, confirming the results obtained 

with the WEE1 inhibitor (Fig. S7B). The observed 

cytokinesis failure explained the flow cytometry 

results in which nocodazole-released cells 

remained with 4N DNA content after mitotic exit 

(Fig. S5B). Interestingly, when inhibition of WEE1 

was combined with CDK2 inhibition, aberrant 

mitotic exit was not reverted, and multi-nucleation 

induced by WEE1 inhibition persisted (Fig. 4A). 

Importantly, the observation that CDK2 inhibition 

rescued WEE1 inhibitor-induced γH2AX induction, 

G2 abrogation and cytotoxicity, but not cytokinesis 

failure, suggests that cytokinesis failure does not 

compromise cell viability per se and is 

independent of CDK2. 

To test whether cytokinesis failure and 

consequent multi-nucleation is also observed in 

cells that survived long-term WEE1 inhibition, 

MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured for two weeks in 

the combined presence of WEE1 and CDK2 

inhibitors (Fig. 4B). Boundaries of individual cells 

within colonies were visualized using CD44 

staining to facilitate analysis of nuclear content. 

Combined inhibition of WEE1 and CDK2 led to 

substantial increases in multi-nucleated cells 

when compared to either untreated or CDK2-

inhibited cells (Fig. 4B and S7C). Similarly, stable 

depletion of CDK2, SKP2 or CUL1 did not rescue 

the WEE1 inhibition-induced cytokinesis defect 

(Fig. 4C). Thus, we conclude that WEE1 is 

required for normal mitotic exit, and that the 

WEE1-inhibitor-induced cytokinesis defect cannot 

be rescued by CDK2, SKP2 or CUL1 inactivation. 

 
WEE1 is required for CDK1 inactivation during 

mitotic exit to ensure proper cytokinesis 
 

Since Cyclin B/CDK1 represents the major source 

of CDK activity during mitosis, and CDK1 is a 

well-described substrate of WEE1, we tested 

whether altered levels of cyclin B/CDK1 activity 

could underlie the observed cytokinesis defect 

upon WEE1 inhibition. To this end, cells were 

synchronized in prometaphase using nocodazole, 

and isolated by mitotic shake-off. When control-

treated cells were replated after nocodazole 

wash-out, cells exited mitosis within three hours 

as judged by the loss of the mitotic marker 

phospho-Histone H3, which coincided with Cyclin 

B degradation (Fig. S7D). Simultaneously, CDK1 

activity diminished during mitotic exit, as judged 

by loss of MPM2 reactivity, which detects 

phosphorylated CDK1 substrates (Fig. S7D). 

Inhibition of WEE1 during nocodazole wash-out 

did not interfere with mitotic exit as judged by loss 

of phospho-Histone H3, and only marginally 

delayed Cyclin B degradation (Fig. S7D). 

Remarkably, MPM2 reactivity in WEE1 inhibitor 

treated cells showed that CDK1 remained active 

up until 5 hours after nocodazole wash-out (Fig. 

S7D). Thus, WEE1 inhibition uncouples CDK1 

inactivation from Cyclin B degradation during 

mitotic exit, and underscores a role for WEE1 in 

regulating CDK1 activity beyond mitotic entry. 
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Notably, the observed cytokinesis defect that was 

observed after WEE1 inhibition could be 

phenocopied by expression of the CDK1-AF 

allele, in which the WEE1 phosphorylation sites 

are mutationally inactivated (Fig. 4D). In contrast 

to control transfected cells, expression of CDK1-

AF-CFP resulted in mitotic exit without cytokinesis 

or karyokinesis, resulting in multi-nucleated cells 

(65%, Fig. 4D and S7E). These data indicate that 

under conditions of WEE1 inhibition, CDK1 

activity is sustained which leads to aberrant 

cytokinesis and consequent polyploidy. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 

Through unbiased genetic screening, we identified 

mutations in G1/S regulatory genes that 

determine WEE1 inhibitor sensitivity. Consistent 

with these findings, inactivation of these G1/S 

regulatory components rescued the accumulation 

of DNA damage and abrogation of G2 phase that 

is induced by WEE1 inhibition. In addition, we 

identified an additional function of WEE1: 

controlling chromosome segregation and 

cytokinesis. Notably, the aberrant cytokinesis 

following WEE1 inhibition did not compromise cell 

viability as such and may lead to severe genomic 

instability in cancer cells that survive therapeutic 

WEE1 inhibition. 

For many years the mechanism underpinning 

WEE1 inhibitor-induced cytotoxicity was attributed 

to abrogating the G2/M cell cycle checkpoint. 

Specifically, loss of the G2/M checkpoint would 

force premature mitotic entry, leading to mitotic 

catastrophe. This model is in line with WEE1 

inhibitors being preferentially effective in cancer 

Figure 4. WEE1 inhibition induces CDK1-dependent cytokinesis failure. (A) FUCCI-MDA-MB-231 

cells were treated and imaged as in Fig. 3 and Fig. S7A. The percentages of multi-nucleated MDA-

MB-231 and SKOV3 cells were quantified at indicated time-points. (B) Representative 

immunofluorescence images of untreated MDA-MB-231 colonies or colonies that survived combined 

MK-1775 (500nM) and SU-9516 (1μM) treatment. Cells were fixed at 14 days after treatment and 

stained for CD44 (red) and DNA (white). (C) pLKO.puro transduced MDA-MB-231 and SKOV3 cells 

were treated with MK-1775 (500nM) for 14 days and stained as in panel (B). Percentages of multi-

nucleated cells were quantified and presented. (D) MDA-MB-231 cells transfected with CDK1-AF or 

CDK1-WT were treated with MK-1775 (4μM) and subsequently imaged every 7 minutes for 62 hours. 

Mitotic exit was analyzed for >15 CF-positive cells. (E) A model for WEE1 inhibition causing 

cytotoxicity and genomic instability. 
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cells lacking a G1/S checkpoint due to TP53 

mutations3, 32-34. For this reason, we expected to 

find gene mutations that would restore the G2/M 

checkpoint or delay mitotic entry. However, the 

identified mutations were enriched for genes that 

control the G1/S phase transition, including CUL1, 

SKP2 and CDK2 (Fig. 1B) and did not show 

mutations in established G2/M regulators. The 

finding that inactivation of S phase-promoting 

genes rescued WEE1 inhibition was supported by 

our ensuing findings that DNA damage caused by 

WEE1 inhibition occurred during S phase, and 

that cytotoxicity required cells to progress through 

S phase (Fig. 2A and 2B). In line with our data, a 

previous study showed that down-regulation of 

CDK2, but not CDK1, rescued the accumulation of 

γH2AX in WEE1-depleted U2OS osteosarcoma 

cells35. Mechanistically, elevated CDK2 activity 

upon WEE1 inhibition appears to induce S phase-

related defects, including aberrant origin firing, 

nucleotide depletion and MUS81-dependent 

cleavage of stalled replication forks, with γH2AX 

formation as result35,36. Additionally, WEE1 

inhibition was shown to down-regulate ATR and 

CHK1 in a CDK-dependent fashion, which may 

contribute to the accumulation of γH2AX37. Our 

data additionally showed that the induction of 

γH2AX in S phase is required for WEE1 inhibitor-

induced cytotoxicity, and can be reversed by 

CDK2 inhibition, likely by lengthening G2 phase 

and thereby providing time for repair (Fig. 2A-C, 

S5C-F and S6A-D). 

Besides being required during S phase, we 

found that WEE1 is necessary during mitotic exit. 

Specifically, our data showed that WEE1 inhibition 

or mutation of the WEE1 phosphorylation site in 

CDK1 sustained the activity of CDK1 during 

mitotic exit, and resulted in karyokinesis and 

cytokinesis defects (Fig. 4 and S7). As siRNA-

mediated WEE1 depletion induced a similarly 

pronounced cytokinesis defect, our observations 

are unlikely to be explained by off-target effects of 

MK-1775 (Fig. S7B). The observed requirement 

for WEE1 during mitotic exit is intriguing, as 

WEE1 was previously described to limit CDK1 

activity to prevent mitotic entry, rather than to 

control CDK1 activity during mitotic progression. 

Specifically, upon mitotic entry, CDK1 in 

conjunction with PLK1 and CK2, inactivate WEE1 

through phosphorylation and promote its 

proteasomal degradation, which would argue 

against a role for WEE1 in CDK1 regulation after 

mitotic entry38. Nevertheless, Tyr-15 

phosphorylation on CDK1 was observed early 

after mitotic exit, indicative of WEE1 re-activation 

during mitotic exit39, although this was only 

described to form a back-up mechanism during 

mitotic exit40. Since CDK1 phosphorylates – and 

thereby inhibits – multiple cytokinesis components 

including Separase, MKIp2 and ECT2, it is very 

likely that sustained CDK1 activity may underlie 

the defective cytokinesis that was observed after 

WEE1 inhibition41-43 (Fig. 4). Multi-nucleation upon 

WEE1 inhibition was previously noted, although it 

was suggested that these effects might have 

resulted in S phase defects25,44. However, our 

data show that the aberrant mitotic exit was not 

caused indirectly by defective S phase 

progression, since addition of WEE1 inhibitor 

during release from a nocodazole-induced mitotic 

arrest showed near-complete cytokinesis failure 

(Fig. S5B). Furthermore, our results are in line 

with yeast studies, in which WEE1 has a function 

beyond mitotic entry. Experiments with S. pombe 

showed that WEE1 regulation is part of the 

septation initiation network (SIN) during mitotic 

exit45. In addition, the S. cervisiae WEE1 ortholog 

SWE1 constitutes an anaphase checkpoint, which 

controls proper activation of the APC/C to allow 

mitotic exit46. 

Our data support the notion that WEE1 

performs multiple tasks, and that only certain 

subsets account for the cytotoxicity that is induced 

by WEE1 inhibitors. Although WEE1 is known to 

be required for proper G2/M checkpoint 

functioning, our results indicate that the 

cytotoxicity upon WEE1 inhibition is mediated 

primarily in S phase by regulating the CDK2 
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signaling axis. Additionally, our data show that 

WEE1 is required for proper mitotic exit to prevent 

genomic instability, in a CDK1-dependent fashion 

(Fig. 4E). 

This model has two important implications for 

the use of WEE1 inhibitors in cancer treatment. 

Firstly, the involvement of WEE1 in S phase 

explains why gene mutations in S phase 

regulatory genes provide a resistance mechanism 

for WEE1 inhibitors. Conversely, these data may 

explain why not all TP53-mutant cancers appear 

to be sensitive to WEE1 inhibition21. Indeed, 

expression levels of the identified S phase 

regulators are associated to varying degree with 

sensitivity to WEE1 inhibition in TP53 mutant 

cancer cell lines (Fig. S8A-C)47,48. Hence, the 

activation status of S phase regulators may be 

useful as selection criteria for WEE1 inhibitor 

eligible patients. Previously, the activation status 

of CDKs was implemented to predict 

chemotherapeutic responses in breast cancers49. 

In these studies, a profiling-risk score based on 

CDK1 and CDK2 showed that high CDK activity 

was associated with high pathological complete 

response rates. In the context of WEE1 inhibition, 

CDK2 activity could be measured on tumor 

biopsies prior to treatment with WEE1 inhibitors. 

Our findings also implicate that caution is required 

when WEE1 inhibitors are combined with other 

molecularly targeted agents, such as the recently 

developed CDK4/6 inhibitors, which may nullify 

the cytotoxic effects of WEE1 inhibition. Secondly, 

if cells survive the cytotoxic effect of WEE1 

inhibition due to inactivated S phase regulators, 

inhibition of WEE1 entails the risk of inducing 

multi-nucleation. Previous research has shown 

that spontaneous or chemically-induced 

tetraploidization increases tumorigenic 

potential50,51. For this reason, cancer cells with 

unusually low expression or activity of S phase 

regulators, such as CDK2, are not suited for 

treatment with WEE1 inhibitors because of the 

risk of tumor cells becoming more aggressive. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Cell lines 

Human near-haploid KBM-7 cells were cultured in 

Iscove's Modified Dulbecco's Medium (IMDM). 

MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells, SKOV3 ovarian 

cancer cells and HEK293T human embryonic 

kidney cells were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified 

Eagle's Medium (DMEM). Growth media for each 

line were supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum 

(FCS) and penicillin/streptomycin (100 units/ml). 

All cell lines were cultured at 37°C in a humidified 

incubator supplied with 5% CO2. When indicated, 

cells were treated with nocodazole (Sigma 

Aldrich), MK-1775 (Axon Medchem), PD-0166285 

(kindly provided from Pfizer), SU-9516 (Sigma 

Aldrich) or thymidine (Sigma Aldrich). All 

chemicals were dissolved in DMSO, except for 

thymidine, which was dissolved in water. 

Primary mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) 

presenting the Tp53-/- genotype jointly or not with 

the Cdk2-/- genotype were isolated from E13.5 

mouse embryos as described previously29. Briefly, 

the head and the visceral organs were removed, 

the embryonic tissue was chopped into fine pieces 

by a razor blade, trypsinized 15 minutes at 37°C, 

and finally tissue and cell clumps were dissociated 

by pipetting. Cells were plated in a 10cm culture 

dish (passage 0) and grown in DMEM, 

supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum and 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin. Primary MEFs were 

cultured in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2. In 

order to transform MEFs, cells were retrovirally 

transduced with pBABE-puro Ras-V12G and were 

selected with 2 µg/ml of puromycin. 

 

Viral infection 

KBM-7, MDA-MB-231 and SKOV3 cells were 

transduced with pLKO.1 vectors, which either 

carried an IRES mCherry cassette (pLKO.1-

mCherry) or a puromycin resistance cassette 

(pLKO.1-puro). Both pLKO.1 vectors were a kind 

gift from Dr. Schuringa (UMCG, The Netherlands) 

and described previously28. Short hairpin RNAs 
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(shRNAs) against SCR, CDK2, SKP2 or CUL1 

were cloned into pLKO.1 vectors using the Age1 

and EcoR1 restriction sites. The hairpin targeting 

sequences that were used are: CDK2 #1, 5’-

GCCCTCTGAACTTGCCTTAAA-3’; CDK2 #2, 5’-

AAGAGCTATCTGTTCCAG-3;’ SKP2 #1, 5’-

GCCTAAGCTAAATCGAGAGAA-3’; SKP2 #2, 5’- 

GATAGTGTCATGCTAAAGAAT-3’; CUL1 #1, 5’-

GCCAGCATGATCTCCAAGTTA-3’; CUL1 #2 5’-

CCCGCAGCAAATAGTTCATGT-3’; WEE1 5’- 

TTCTCATGTAGTTCGATATTT-3’ and SCR 5’-

CAACAAGATGAAGAGCACCAA-3’. Lentiviral 

particles were produced as described 

previously28. In brief, HEK293T packaging cells 

were transfected with 4 μg plasmid DNA in 

combination with the packaging plasmids VSV-G 

and ΔYPR. Virus-containing supernatant was 

harvested at 48 and 72 hours after transfection 

and filtered through a 0.45 μM syringe filter, and 

used to infect target cells in three consecutive 12 

hour periods. 

To generate FUCCI-MDA-MB-231 and FUCCI-

SKOV3 cells, MDA-MB-231 and SKOV3 cells 

were simultaneously infected with the FUCCI cell 

cycle reporter constructs pCSII-mVenus-hGeminin 

(1-110) and pCSII-EF-mCherry-hCdt1 (30-120). 

The FUCCI plasmids were a kind gift of Dr. 

Miyawaki (RIKEN, Japan) and described 

previously30. To generate lentiviral particles, 

HEK293T packaging cells were transfected with 2 

μg DNA of each FUCCI reporter in combination 

with packaging plasmids ΔYPR and VSV-G. 

Virus-containing supernatant was harvested at 48 

hours after transfection. After one round of 

infection, MDA-MB-231 and SKOV3 cells were 

sorted into monoclonal FUCCI cell lines using a 

Moflo cell sorter. 

 

Transient transfection 

MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded into an 8-

chambered cover glass plates (Lab-Tek-II, Nunc) 

and were transfected 12 hours later with 0.25 μg 

CDK1-AF-CFP or CDK1-WT-CFP by using the 

Fugene 6 reagent (Promega). At 24 hours after 

transfection cells were treated with MK-1775 (4 

μM) and imaged for 62 hours. 

 

Gene-trap mutagenesis and mapping of insertion 

sites 

KBM-7 cells were mutagenized as previously 

described27. In summary, approximately 60x10E7 

KBM-7 cells were retrovirally infected with the 

gene-trap vector pGT, containing a strong splice 

acceptor. A ~75% infection rate was achieved 

based on GFP positivity. Mutagenized cells were 

treated with 300nM of the WEE1 inhibitor MK-

1775 and plated at ~80,000 cells per well in 96-

well plates. Surviving colonies at 14 days after 

MK-1775 treatment were pooled prior to genomic 

DNA isolation. Genomic DNA flanking gene-trap 

pro-viral DNA was sequenced to identify the 

insertion sites as described before27. In summary, 

genomic DNA was isolated from ~40 million cells, 

digested using NlaIII and MseI, and subjected to a 

Linear Amplification (LAM)-PCR protocol followed 

by sequencing using the Genome Analyser 

platform (Illumina). Reads were aligned to the 

human genome (hg18), and the number of 

insertions in sense orientation, which are 

inactivating mutations, per individual gene was 

calculated as well as the total number of 

insertions (online Dataset S1). Genes with 15 or 

more gene trap insertions of which more than 

70% were inactivating were selected as hits 

(online Dataset S2). 

 

Long-term mCherry competition assay 

Proliferative advantages of shRNA-harbouring 

cells were measured by analyzing changes in the 

fraction of cells positive for IRES-driven mCherry. 

To this end, cells were trypsinized and 

resuspended every 3 or 4 days. At those time 

points, approximately 25% of the culture volume 

was used to measure the percentage of mCherry-

positive cells by flow cytometry, and the remaining 

cells were replated for later time points. As 

indicated, cells were treated with MK-1775 

(150nM for KBM-7 cells and 1μM for MDA-MB-
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231 or SKOV3 cells), PD-166285 (2.5nM) or 

DMSO as a control. In case of shRNA-mediated 

WEE1 inactivation, cells were infected with 

pLKO.puro-shWEE1 or shSCR. At least 30,000 

events were analyzed per sample on a LSR-II 

(Becton Dickinson) using FACSDiva software 

(Becton Dickinson). 

 

Live cell microscopy 

FUCCI-MDA-MB-231, FUCCI-SKOV3, CDK1-AF-

MDA-MB-231 and CDK1-WT-MDA-MB-231 cells 

were seeded in 8-chambered cover glass plates 

(Lab-Tek-II, Nunc). Directly prior to imaging, cells 

were treated with 4μM MK-1775 and/or 1μM 

CDK2 inhibitor SU-9516. RFP, GFP and DIC, or 

CFP and DIC images were obtained every 7 

minutes for FUCCI and CDK1-AF/WT-cells 

respectively over a period of 62 hours on a 

DeltaVision Elite microscope, equipped with a 

CoolSNAP HQ2 camera and a 20x immersion 

objective (U-APO 340, numerical aperture: 1.35). 

In the Z-plane, 6 images were acquired at 0.5-

micron interval. Image analysis was done using 

SoftWorX software (Applied Precision/GE 

Healthcare). 

 

MTT assays 

KBM-7, MDA-MB-231 or SKOV3 cells were plated 

in 96-well plates at 10.000, 3.500 or 3.000 cells 

per well respectively and treated with indicated 

concentrations of MK-1775. After 72 hours of 

treatment, methyl thiazol tetrazolium (MTT) was 

added to a final concentration of 0.5 mg/ml and 

cells were incubated for four additional hours. 

Cells were then dissolved in DMSO and the 

produced formazan was measured at 520 nm with 

a Bio-Rad iMark spectrometer. 

 

Protein lysate preparation and immunoblotting 

Knockdown efficiencies and the biochemical 

responses to MK-1775 treatment were analyzed 

by Western blotting. Cells were lysed in 

Mammalian Protein Extraction Reagent (MPER, 

Thermo Scientific), supplemented with protease 

inhibitor and phosphatases inhibitor cocktail 

(Thermo Scientific). 40 μg of protein extract was 

used for separation by SDS-PAGE. Separated 

proteins were transferred to Polyvinylidene 

fluoride (PVDF) membranes and blocked in 5% 

bovine serum albumin (BSA) in tris-buffered saline 

(TBS), with 0.05% Tween20. Immunodetection 

was done with antibodies directed against rabbit 

anti-phospho-Y15-CDK1 (Abcam, ab133463), 

rabbit anti-phospho-Y15-CDK2 (Abcam, 

ab76146), rabbit anti-phospho-S780-Rb (Cell 

Signaling, #9307), rabbit anti-phopho-Ser139-

histone-H2A.X (Cell Signaling, #9718), rabbit anti-

cleaved-PARP (Cell Signaling, #9541), goat anti-

CDK2 (Santa Cruz, sc-163), mouse anti-SKP2 

(Santa Cruz, sc-74477), rabbit anti-CUL1 (Santa 

Cruz, sc-17775), rabbit anti-Cyclin B (Santa Cruz, 

sc-752), mouse anti-MPM2 (Millipore, 05-368), 

mouse anti-phospho-S10-histone H3 (Cell 

Signaling, #9706) and mouse anti-Actin (MP 

Biomedicals, 69100). Appropriate horseradish 

peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary 

antibodies (DAKO) were used and signals were 

visualized with enhanced chemiluminescence 

(Lumi-Light, Roche Diagnostics) on a Bio-Rad 

bioluminescence device, equipped with Quantity 

One/ChemiDoc XRS software (Bio-Rad). 

 

Long-term colony formation and survival assays 

For a long-term colony formation assays, MDA-

MB-231 and SKOV3 cells were seeded into 6-well 

plates (1x10E3 cells per well) and treated with 

either 500nM MK-1775 or DMSO in combination 

with increasing doses (125-1000nM) of the CDK2 

inhibitor SU-9516. After 14 days, cells were fixed 

in methanol, stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue 

and photographed. All assays were performed 

independently at least three times. 

Non-transformed or Ras-V12-transformed MEFs 

were seeded into 6-well plates (5-10x10E4 

cells/well) and cultured in the absence or 

presence of MK-1775 (500nM). After four days, 

cells were fixed, stained with crystal violet and 

photographed. For quantification, the crystal violet 
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stain was extracted in 10% acetic acid and 

quantified at OD 595nm. All assays were 

performed independently at least two times. 

 

Cell cycle analysis 

Cells were synchronized at the G1/S transition 

using a 24-hour incubation with 2.5mM thymidine. 

Alternatively, cells were synchronized at 

prometaphase using 250ng/ml nocodazole. After 

extensive washing, cells were released and 

harvested at indicated time points and 

subsequently fixed in ice-cold 70% ethanol. Cells 

were stained with rabbit anti-phopho-Ser139-

histone-H2A.X (Cell Signaling, #9718) and 

subsequently stained with Alexa488-conjugated 

goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody, in 

combination with propidium iodide/RNAse 

treatment.  

To assess G2/M checkpoint function, cells were 

treated with doxorubicin (1μM) for 16 hours. After 

30 minutes of doxorubicin treatment, nocodazole 

(250ng/ml) was added to cultures to trap cells in 

mitosis. If indicated, cells were treated with MK-

1775 (4μM) at the moment of doxorubicin 

addition. Cells were fixed in ice-cold ethanol 

(70%), and stained with MPM2 antibody (Millipore, 

05-368) and subsequently stained with Alexa647-

conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody, 

in combination with propidium iodide/RNAse 

treatment. At least 20,000 events were analyzed 

per sample on a FACSCalibur (Becton Dickinson). 

FlowJo software was used to analyze data. 

 

Immunofluorescence microscopy 

MDA-MB-231 and SKOV3 cells were grown on 

glass coverslips in 6-well plates. If indicated, cells 

were treated with MK-1775 (500nM) in the 

absence or presence of SU-9516 (1µM). At 14 

days after treatment, cells were fixed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde in PBS. Subsequently, cells 

were stained with rat anti-CD44 (BioLegend, 

#103002) combined with Alexa488-conjugated 

goat anti-rat secondary antibody and 

counterstained with DAPI. Images were obtained 

using a Leica DM6000B microscope equipped 

with a 10x objective (Leica HC PL FLUOTAR 

10x/0.30) and LAS-AF software (Leica). In total 

100-500 cells were scored per condition. 

Alternatively, cells were grown on glass cover 

slips and transfected with 40nM WEE1 siRNA (#1 

WEE1HSS111337 and #2 WEE1HSS111338; 

Invitrogen) or “medium GC duplex” control siRNA 

(Life Technologies; Cat. No: 12935-300). At 96 

hours after siRNA transfection, cells were fixed 

and stained as described above. 

 

Analysis of mRNA expression in relation to WEE1 

inhibitor sensitivity 

Data from the Sanger drug compound screen on 

cancer cell lines (cancer.sanger.ac.uk) was 

used47. Specifically, IC50, IC75 and IC90 data for 

the WEE1 inhibitor with Pubchem identifier (CID: 

10384072) was retrieved for breast and ovarian 

cancer cell lines. Available mRNA expression data 

for these cell lines were in retrieved from Cancer 

Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) project 

(http://www.broadinstitute.org/ccle)48. Of 33 breast 

and ovarian cancer cell lines, both WEE1 inhibitor 

sensitivity and mRNA expression data were 

retrieved (online Dataset S3). Expression of 

CDK2, SKP2 and CUL1 and corresponding IC50, 

IC75 and IC90 values were plotted and linear 

regression (R2) values were calculated using 

GraphPad Prism software. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES 
 

 

Figure S1. Mutations in G1/S regulatory genes are enriched in KBM-7 cells that survive MK-

1775 treatment. (A) KBM-7, MDA-MB-231 and SKOV3 cells were treated with increasing MK-1775 

concentrations and viability was assessed 72 hours after treatment using methyl thiazol tetrazolium 

(MTT). Averages and error bars of at least three replicates are shown. (B) KBM-7 cells were treated 

with MK-1775 (300nM) for indicated time points and analyzed by Western blotting for indicated 

proteins. (C) KBM-7 cells were treated with MK-1775 (300nM) and cell cycle profiles were determined 

at indicated time points by flow cytometric analysis after staining with propidium iodide. Plotted are the 

average percentages and standard deviations of sub-G1 cells from three experiments. (D) Schematic 

representation of the genetic screen with the WEE1 inhibitor MK-1775 in KBM-7 cells. 
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Figure S3. Knockdown efficiencies of S phase genes and long-term survival assay with 

chemical CDK2 inhibition. (A) KBM-7, MDA-MB-231 and SKOV3 cells were transduced with 

indicated shRNA vectors. Knockdown efficiencies of the various shRNAs were assessed by Western 

blotting. (B) Flow cytometric analysis of pLKO.mCherry transduced KBM-7 cells treated with WEE1 

inhibitor PD-166285 (2.5nM). The ratio of mCherry-positive KBM-7 cells in WEE1-inhibited versus 

DMSO-treated cells is presented. (C) Flow cytometric analysis of KBM-7 cells transduced with 

pLKO.mCherry-SCR or pLKO.mCherry-CDK2 in combination with pLKO.puro-WEE1 or pLKO.puro-

SCR. The ratio of mCherry-positive KBM-7 cells in WEE1-depleted versus control-depleted cells at 

indicated time points is shown in the graph. WEE1 shRNA knockdown efficiency was assessed by 

Western blotting and is shown on the left. (D) Flow cytometric analysis of pLKO.mCherry transduced 

MDA-MB-231 cells at day 0 and 10 days after MK-1775 (1µM) or DMSO treatment is indicated. (E) 

Long-term clonogenic survival assay of MDA-MB-231 and SKOV3 cells treated with increasing 

concentrations of CDK2 inhibitor SU-9516 with or without MK-1775 (500nM). 
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WEE1 inhibition. (A) 4-days survival assay of Ras-V12-transformed Tp53
-/-

, Cdk2
-/-

 MEFs treated 

with MK-1775 (500nM) or DMSO. After four days of treatment, cells were fixed, stained with crystal 

violet solution and photographed. (B) Non-transformed Tp53
-/-

, Cdk2
-/-

 MEFs were grown in the 

presence of MK-1775 (500nM) or DMSO. Relative cell viability was measured after four days by 

crystal violet quantification. Averages and standard deviations of two independent experiments are 

indicated. 
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Figure S5. Reduced γH2AX formation after combined inhibition of WEE1 and CDK2. (A) MDA-

MB-231 cells were synchronized at the G1/S transition using thymidine, and were treated with MK-

1775 (4µM) or DMSO upon release. At indicated time points, cells were fixed and stained with 

propidium iodide. Cell cycle profiles were determined by flow cytometry. (B) MDA-MB-231 cells were 

synchronized in mitosis using nocodazole. Upon nocodazole wash-out, cells were treated with MK-

1775 (4μM) or DMSO and analyzed as in panel (A). (C) MDA-MB-231 cells were synchronized at the 

G1/S transition using thymidine and treated with or without MK-1775 directly or at 6 hours after 

thymidine wash-out. Cells were fixed at indicated time points and stained for γH2AX/Alexa-488 and 

propidium iodide and analyzed by flow cytometry. (D) Flow cytometric analysis of pLKO.mCherry 

transduced MDA-MB-231 cells treated with MK-1775 (4μM). Cells were fixed at indicated time points 

and stained for γH2AX and propidium iodide. (E, F) MDA-MB-231 cells were synchronized at the G1/S 

transition with thymidine. Upon thymidine wash-out, cells were treated with MK-1775 (4μM) and/or 

with SU-9516 (1μM). Cells were fixed at indicated time points and subjected to γH2AX/Alexa-488 

staining and propidium iodide staining and analyzed by flow cytometry. Positive staining for γH2AX in 

G2 cells was quantified with FlowJo, using gates as indicated in the figure panels. Representative 

images of MK-1775-treated and MK-1775/SU-9516-treated cells are indicated in panel (E). The 

averages of γH2AX-positive cells of two experiments are presented in panel (F). 
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Figure S6. G2/M checkpoint function and DNA damage formation during replication is not 

altered by CDK2 inactivation. (A, B) MDA-MB-231 cells were synchronized at the G1/S transition 

with thymidine. Upon thymidine wash-out, cells were treated with MK-1775 (4μM) and/or SU-9516 

(1μM). Cells were fixed at indicated time points and stained for MPM2/Alexa-488, γH2AX/Alexa-647 

and propidium iodide and analyzed by flow cytometry. For analysis of γH2AX in mitotic cells, MPM2-

positive cells were gated, and MFI of γH2AX was quantified. Representative images of MK-1775-

treated and MK-1775/SU-9516-treated cells are shown in panel (A). The averages and standard 

deviations of γH2AX MFI of two experiments are presented in panel (B). (C, D) MDA-MB-231 cells 

were synchronized and treated as in panel (A). Cells were fixed at indicated time points and stained 

for γH2AX/Alexa-647 and propidium iodide and analyzed by flow cytometry. Mean fluorescence 

intensity (MFI) of γH2AX in S phase was quantified. Representative images of MK-1775- treated and 

MK-1775/SU-9516-treated cells are indicated in panel (C). The averages and standard deviations of 

γH2AX MFI of two experiments are presented in panel (D). (E) Control-depleted or CDK2-depleted 

MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with doxorubicin (‘dox’, 1μM) for 16 hours. Thirty minutes after 

doxorubicin treatment, nocodazole was added to cultures (250ng/ml). If indicated MK-1775 (4µM) was 

added at the time of doxorubicin treatment. Mitotic cells were identified based on MPM2 reactivity. 

Representative DNA profiles MPM2 plots are indicated for CDK2-depleted cells. (F) Quantification of 

data from panel (E). Averages and standard deviations of two independent experiments are shown. 
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Figure S7. Inhibition or siRNA-mediated depletion of WEE1 induces cytokinesis failure. (A) 

FUCCI-MDA-MB-231 cells were left untreated or were treated with MK-1775 (4μM) alone or in 

combination with SU-9516 (1μM). Subsequently, cells were imaged every 7 minutes for 62 hours. 

Progression from S via G2 into M phase was monitored using FUCCI reporters to score the duration of 

G2 phase. Representative experiments are shown, with t=0 denoting the onset of G2 phase. Zoom-in 

images of right-most panels indicate cell boundaries (dashed lines) and nuclear content (arrows) after 

cell division. (B) MDA-MB-231 and SKOV3 cells were transfected with SCR or WEE1 siRNA. After 4 

days, cells were fixed and stained as described in (Fig. 4B). The percentage of multi-nucleated cells 

was quantified and averages and standard deviations of two experiments are indicated. (C) 

Quantification of the percentages of multi-nucleated MDA-MB-231 cells, treated and imaged as in (Fig. 

4B). (D) MDA-MB-231 cells were left untreated (asynchronous, ‘AS’) or were treated with nocodazole 

for 16 hours. Mitotic cells after nocodazole treatment were obtained by mitotic shake-off and replated 

in the presence or absence of MK-1775 (4uM). At indicated time points, cells were harvested and 

processed for immunoblotting. (E) MDA-MB-231 cells were transiently transfected with CDK1-AF-CFP 

or CDK1-WT-CFP. Subsequently, cells were treated with MK-1775 (4μM) and live cell images for DIC 

and CFP were obtained every 7 minutes for 62 hours. Mitotic progression was monitored and scored 

for normal or aberrant mitotic exit. Representative images are shown, with t=0 denoting the onset of 

mitosis. 
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Figure S8. Association between WEE1 

inhibitor sensitivity and mRNA 

expression of CDK2, SKP2 and CUL1. 

mRNA expression levels and WEE1 

inhibitor sensitivity data of 33 breast and 

ovarian cancer cell lines was retrieved 

from publicly available datasets (see 

materials and methods and online 

Dataset S3). (A) CDK2 mRNA 

expression values and corresponding 

IC50, IC75 and IC90 values for WEE1 

inhibitor 681640 values are plotted. R
2
 

values define the goodness-of-fit of a 

linear regression. (B, C) Linear 

regression analysis as performed in 

panel (A) with SKP2 or CUL1 mRNA 

levels, respectively. 
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Triple-negative breast cancers (TNBCs) display great diversity in cisplatin-sensitivity, which 
cannot solely be explained by cancer-associated defects in DNA repair. Differential 
activation and wiring of the DNA damage response (DDR) in response to cisplatin has been 
proposed to underlie the observed differential sensitivity, but has not been investigated 
systematically. Systems-level analysis – using quantitative time-resolved signaling data 
and phenotypic responses in combination with mathematical modeling – identified that 
the activation status of cell cycle checkpoints determine cisplatin sensitivity in TNBC cell 
lines. Specifically, inactivation of cell cycle checkpoint regulator MK2 or G3BP2, a newly 
identified mediator of cisplatin sensitivity, sensitized cisplatin-resistant TNBC cell lines to 
cisplatin. Interestingly, cisplatin sensitivity of TNBC cell lines could be predicted using 
dynamic signaling data of five cell cycle-related signals. Altogether, we provide a time-
resolved map of cisplatin-induced signaling, which uncovered new determinants of chemo-
sensitivity, revealed the impact of cell cycle checkpoints on cisplatin sensitivity, and offers 
starting points to optimize treatment efficacy. 
 
IN BRIEF 
 

Computational analysis of the dynamics of 

cisplatin-induced signal transduction and gene 

expression identified differences between 

cisplatin-sensitive versus resistant TNBC cell 

lines. These profiles uncover cell cycle checkpoint 

activation and regulation of G3BP2 to determine 

cisplatin sensitivity. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

In standard care, breast cancers are subtyped 

based on the expression of the estrogen and 

progesterone receptors (ER, PR) and the human 

epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (HER2). These 

receptors are ‘oncogenic drivers’ and relevant 

drug targets. Breast cancers lacking expression of 

ER, PR, and HER2 are called triple-negative 

breast cancers (TNBCs)1. TNBCs account for 

~15-20% of all invasive breast cancers and do not 

benefit from anti-hormonal or anti-HER2 

treatments. Although patients with TNBC can 

initially respond to chemotherapy, they do have 

worse overall prognosis compared to other breast 

cancer subtypes. Unfortunately, TNBCs lack clear 

targetable ‘driver’ oncogenes. Thus, there is an 

unmet need for strategies to improve the 

therapeutic options for these patients. 

Apart from chemotherapy, no treatments have 

so far proven to be effective for this patient group. 

Among genotoxic chemotherapeutic agents, 

platinum-based chemotherapeutics, such as 

cisplatin, are a potential treatment option for 

TNBC patients, and predominantly showed 

favorable responses in TNBCs with underlying 

BRCA1/2 mutations2-5. When tested in vitro using 

panels of TNBC models, platinum-containing 

agents again appeared effective, although the 

observed sensitivity varied significantly6. TNBC is 

a heterogeneous breast cancer subtype, so 

identifying molecular features of TNBC that are 

critical for cisplatin sensitivity will likely be 
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necessary if these drugs are to be used 

effectively. At the molecular level, cisplatin 

introduces both intra- and inter-strand DNA 

crosslinks (ICLs). These lesions stall replication 

forks and are therefore especially toxic in 

proliferating cells7. ICL-induced stalled replication 

forks activate the DNA damage response (DDR), 

and initiate DNA repair through multiple DNA 

repair pathways, including homologous 

recombination (HR), nucleotide excision repair 

(NER), and the Fanconi anemia (FA) pathways8,9. 

The ability of cells to repair DNA crosslinks is 

considered to be a critical determinant for the 

cytotoxic effect of cisplatin treatment8,10. 

Consequently, mutations and/or reduced 

expression of HR and FA genes are robustly 

linked to sensitivity of platinum-based 

chemotherapeutics11. In addition, HR-defects can 

be targeted by synthetic lethal approaches, e.g. 

using poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) 

inhibitors12,13. Nevertheless, cisplatin sensitivity is 

not always associated with defective HR, NER, or 

FA. An important challenge is to unravel which 

other factors determine the efficacy of cisplatin 

treatment, and to investigate if such factors could 

be used as targets to potentiate chemo-sensitivity 

of TNBC cells. 

The complexity of the DDR makes it 

challenging to predict how cancers will respond to 

DNA damaging chemotherapy. For instance, it is 

becoming increasingly clear that the DDR does 

not function as an isolated linear signaling 

pathway, but rather is part of a large signaling 

network that interconnects canonical DDR 

pathways with additional pro-growth and pro-

death signaling pathways14-16. Additionally, 

signaling through the DDR occurs in a non-linear 

fashion due to extensive crosstalk and feedback 

control, including adaptation and rewiring 

following stimulation17. Differential activation and 

wiring of the DDR in response to cisplatin has 

been proposed to underlie the differences in 

cisplatin sensitivity18,19. Therefore, it has proven 

very difficult to predict chemo-sensitivity based on 

the presence or activity of DDR components, 

which are typically measured at a single static 

moment after cisplatin treatment. A detailed 

understanding of how signaling dynamics 

fluctuate over time and how molecular signals are 

integrated may be necessary to better understand 

chemo-sensitivity in TNBCs.  

To meet this challenge, we performed a 

systems-level analysis in cisplatin-sensitive and -

resistant TNBC cell lines. We collected 

quantitative time-resolved signaling data on the 

activation status of several key signaling proteins 

together with phenotypic data reporting apoptotic 

and cell cycle regulatory responses. These data 

were integrated using statistical modeling, 

revealing that cisplatin treatment-induced changes 

in cell cycle signaling molecules determine 

cisplatin-induced initiation of cell death, and that 

these profiles could be useful to predict cisplatin 

responses 
 

RESULTS 
 

Large variation in cisplatin sensitivity in human 

triple-negative breast cancer cell lines 
 

We assembled a panel of well-described human 

TNBC cell lines, and measured cellular viability 

after 72 hours of continuous cisplatin treatment. 

Large variations in sensitivity were observed 

among the nine different cell lines, with IC50s 

ranging from 3 µM in SUM149PT to 56 µM in 

MDA-MB-231 (Figure 1A). The increased cisplatin 

sensitivity of two TNBC cell lines, SUM149PT and 

HCC1937, could be rationalized based on 

defective HR due to BRCA1 mutations. For other 

cell lines, even within the same TNBC subtype, 

differences in cisplatin sensitivity could not be 

explained by underlying BRCA1/2 mutations.  

The cellular response to cisplatin involves the 

activation of DDR signaling axes and the repair of 

cisplatin-induced ICLs by various DNA repair 

pathways20-22. In order to better comprehend the 

complexity of the cellular response to cisplatin, we 

aimed to identify factors other than DNA repair 
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related elements, which determine cisplatin 

sensitivity. We therefore intended to measure 

multiple DDR-related signaling nodes in human 

TNBC cell line models with different levels of 

sensitivity to cisplatin, but with similar DNA repair 

status. 

We selected two cisplatin-sensitive (HCC38 

and BT549) and two cisplatin-resistant TNBC cell 

lines (MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-157) of the 

same Basal B breast cancer subtype. To ensure 

that the observed differences in response to 

cisplatin between these cell lines were not caused 

by defective HR, NER, or FA pathways, we 

analyzed RAD51 foci formation after irradiation as 

a measure of HR proficiency (Figure 1B), and 

FANCD2 ubiquitination after mitomycin C (MMC) 

treatment as measure of FA proficiency (Figure 

1C), as well as screening for mutations in NER 

genes. In all four selected cell lines, RAD51 foci 

were clearly induced after irradiation, confirming 

HR proficiency (Figures 1B, D). Additionally, all 

four cell lines showed mono-ubiquitinated 

FANCD2 upon MMC treatment (Figure 1C), 

illustrating FA pathway functionality (Figures 1C, 

D). In addition, we did not find any pathogenic 

mutations in NER or mismatch repair (MMR) 

pathway components, which are described to 

contribute to repair of cisplatin-induced DNA 

lesions (Figure S1). Thus, the selected Basal B 

TNBC cell lines show differences in cisplatin 

sensitivity, which do not appear to be related to 

deficiencies in DNA repair. 

 
Creation of a signal-response dataset for cisplatin 

sensitivity 
 

Differential activation and wiring of the DDR in 

response to cisplatin has been proposed as a
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Figure 1: Heterogeneous responses to cisplatin in TNBC cell lines. (A) Indicated TNBC cell lines 

were treated with various cisplatin concentrations for 72 hours. Subsequently, MTT conversion was 

measured. Averages and error bars of at least three replicates are shown. MDA-MB-231 and MDA-

MB-157 are referred to as MB-231 and MB-157 respectively. (B) Indicated TNBC cell lines were 

irradiated (10 Gy) or left untreated, and were analyzed for RAD51 foci 3 hours later. (C) Indicated 

TNBC cell lines were treated with mitomycin C (MMC, 50 ng/ml) for 24 hours. FANCD2 ubiquitination 

was assessed by Western blotting. (D) Characteristics of all 9 tested TNBC cell lines are listed. IC50 

values for cisplatin were calculated from averages of three independent experiments. TP53, BRCA1 

and BRCA2 mutation status was obtained from the cosmic database.  
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potential source of differences in cisplatin 

sensitivity. To identify which DDR-related signals 

determine cisplatin sensitivity, we explored the 

levels and activation states of different DDR-

related signaling proteins in response to cisplatin 

together with cellular responses to cisplatin. We 

measured the levels or activation states of 22 

signaling proteins that comprise the DDR, cell 

cycle machinery, and/or apoptotic cell death 

pathways and six different phenotypic responses 

(Figure 2A). 

We used quantitative immunoblotting for these 

22 DDR-related proteins in all four TNBC cell lines 

to measure their levels or activation state. Each 

signal was quantified at 11 time points following 

exposure to 2 or 20 µM cisplatin, resulting in 44 

measurements of each signal protein (green), with 

corresponding loading controls (red) (Figure 2B, 

upper panel). Fold changes across all cell lines 

and cisplatin concentrations were quantified 

(Figure 2B, lower panel, and Figure 2C). To 

identify potential relationship between signaling 

dynamics and the differential sensitivity to 

cisplatin, we concomitantly measured phenotypes 

related to cisplatin treatment, including induction 

of DNA damage, changes in cell cycle 

progression, and activation of programmed cell 

death (Figure 2D). These responses were 

quantified at 12 time points between 0 and 120 

hours after cisplatin exposure using flow 

cytometry (Figures 2D, E). All signaling and 

phenotypic response measurements were 

performed in biological and experimental 

duplicates in HCC38, BT549, MDA-MB-157 and 

MDA-MB-231 cells, yielding a dataset of 3,872 

molecular   signals    measurements    and   1,044  

cellular response measurements (Figures 2C, E).  

The addition of cisplatin caused clear dose-

dependent increase in the percentage of sub-G1 

cells and in the magnitude of many of the 

molecular signals (Figures 2C, E). For example, 

after exposure to 20 µM of cisplatin 

phosphorylation of H2AX rose to a maximum fold-

increase of 55, while with 2 µM cisplatin this level 

increased 22-fold. Of note, baseline protein levels 

or activation states of individual signals were 

poorly correlated with sub-G1 levels after 120 

hours cisplatin treatment (Figure S2), indicating 

that sensitivity to cisplatin is poorly predicted by 

DDR activity states prior to drug exposure. In 

contrast, the relationship between the change of 

each signal, measured as area-under-the-curve 

(AUC) and the extent of sub-G1 accumulation, 

showed a positive correlation for most of the 

signals, with RPA being most prevalent (R2=0.96, 

see Figure S3). However, the activation patterns 

of the molecular signals did not show clear dose-

dependent changes. Also, the activation patterns 

of signals differed strongly between cell lines, 

without any clear distinctions between cisplatin-

sensitive and resistant cell lines. Thus, clear dose-

dependent changes could be observed in the 

magnitude of most signals, but the duration and 

pattern of activation differed strongly between cell 

lines. 

 
Statistical Modeling using Partial Least Squares 

(PLS) Regression 
 

To more rigorously analyze the DDR signaling 

data after cisplatin treatment, we used a statistical 

modeling method, partial-least-squares (PLS) 

regression23. PLS regression functions by 

identifying a reduced set of metavariables (or 

“principal components” (PCs)) that maximize co-

variation between molecular signaling “input” 

variables and cellular response “output” 

responses (Figure 3A)24. The first PC reflects the 

latent axis that captures the greatest amount of 

information within the data. Additional PCs are 

identified iteratively to maximally capture residual 

variance until additional PCs cease to capture 

meaningful data (relative to the technical error of 

measurements). This approach can be used to 

simplify complex data and to uncover hidden 

associations between signals and phenotypic 

outcomes that may be missed by eye.  
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Figure 2: A systems-level signal-response dataset following cisplatin. (A) An expanded DNA 

damage signaling-response network that includes canonical components of the DDR and general 

growth and stress response pathways, indicating the integration and intersection of multiple signaling 

pathways that respond to stalled replication forks, DNA damage, apoptosis and cell cycle progression. 

All signals integrated in the model are colored green and the responses are colored blue. (B) Protein 

abundance and activation levels were measured with 48-sample western blots analyzed with two-color 

infrared detection (top). Signal intensity was quantified, normalized to actin and plotted as fold-change 

compared to the lowest measurement. Signaling time course plot is presented from western blot 

shown above. Mean values ±SD of two experiments are shown. (C) The complete signaling dataset 

for four TNBC cell lines following 2 or 20 µM cisplatin treatment. Each box represents an 11 point time 

course of biological duplicate experiments. Plots are colored by response profile, with early sustained 

increases colored in green, late sustained increases colored in red, and decreases colored in blue.  

          (Legend continued on next page) 
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Prior quantitative analysis of signaling has 

revealed that many networks respond to changes 

in levels of protein activation, rather than to the 

absolute activation levels25,26. These “dynamic” 

features can be obscured by large differences 

between cell lines in the overall magnitude of 

signal activation. To highlight signaling dynamics 

in our models, we derived six different 

metrics/metavariables from our time-staggered 

signaling dataset. These ‘signaling dynamics’ 

metrics were 1) fold change (‘FLD’), 2) slope 

between adjacent time points (‘SLP’), 3) maximum 

slope (‘SMX’), 4) dynamic range (‘DYN’), 5) total 

activity (area under the curve, ‘AUC’), and 6) 

average level of activity (‘AVE’). In addition, time-

dependent signal measurements were divided into 

three time frames; ‘early’ ranging from 0 to 2 

hours, ‘middle’ spanning 2 to 12 hours and ‘late’ 

ranging from 12 to 24 hours, to capture specific 

time regimes where fluctuation in signal dynamics 

best correlated with cellular response. In total, 132 

metrics were composed, based on 22 molecular 

signals and 6 different metavariables. Using this 

approach, signaling dynamics were included in 

the input variables (signals), while output 

variables (responses) were only encoded using 

uncoupled time-points. Each response variable 

was represented by the average value calculated 

for each time frame. 

We initially explored these data by building a 

PLS regression model comprised of the data from 

all four cell lines. The resulting model reduced the 

dataset into a low-dimensional principal 

component (PC) vector space consisting of only 

four PCs (Figure S4A). Together these four PCs 

explained 60% of the overall variance in the data 

(R2), and predicted 29% of the variation, using a 

to cross validation scheme (Q2) (Figure S4A). 

These low model fitness parameters reflected that 

the underlying data were not being well captured 

in a single model. Based on this observation, we 

speculated that the signaling proteins were being 

used in a fundamentally different manner in 

cisplatin-sensitive and -resistant cell lines. Thus, 

we next separated the data to build two separate 

models: one for cisplatin-sensitive cell lines and 

one for cisplatin-resistant cell lines. Our PLS 

model of ‘cisplatin-sensitive’ cell lines HCC38 and 

BT549 captured 81.6% of the co-variance 

between signals and responses with the first two 

PCs (Figure S4B). Likewise, 81.4% of the co-

variance in the data of the cisplatin-resistant cell 

lines MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-157 was 

explained by the first two PCs of the ‘cisplatin-

resistant model’ (Figure S4C). In both cases, we 

observed significant improvements in model 

prediction accuracy, with Q2 parameters 

increasing to over 80% for both models. In both 

the ‘cisplatin-sensitive’ and ‘cisplatin-resistance’ 

model, PC1 largely captured the variation 

associated with the different time regimens 

(Figure 3B), whereas PC2 captured cell line-

specific variance, which especially in the resistant 

model, separated MDA-MB-157 cells from MDA-

MB-231 cells (Figure 3B). 

To further examine the quality of our models, 

we used jack knife-based cross validation to 

compare each measured cellular response in 

isolation to the responses predicted by our 

models27. Both models were particularly accurate 

in predicting the sub-G1 apoptotic response, cell 

cycle state, and extent of γH2AX phosphorylation,

Responses that were not significantly changed by treatment were shaded grey to black with darkness 

reflecting response strength. Numbers below each plot report the maximum fold change on the y-axis. 

(D) Measurements of response data. DNA content, the percentage of mitotic cells and the level of 

DNA damage were measured by flow cytometry. Left panel; example FACS plot showing cell cycle 

profiles based on DNA content. The percentage of cells in G1, S and G2-phase, and the percentage of 

cell death illustrated by sub-G1 were quantified. Middle panel; the percentage of mitotic cells was 

measured with anti-phospho-Histone H3 immunoreactivity. Right panel; the level of DNA damage in 

G1 cells was quantified as phospho-γH2AX mean fluorescence intensity in 2n-peak. (E) The complete 

response dataset colored as in panel (C). 
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Figure 3: Data-driven PLS models correctly predict sub-G1 from molecular signals activated by 

cisplatin. (A) Basic explanation of PLSR modeling. Left panel: In this simplified example, 2 signaling 

components and 1 response marker make up the “signaling space”. These can separately be plotted 

as time-course plots (as traditionally done and shown left panels) or can be plotted in multidimensional 

“data space” (top middle panels). Further reduction of the data space can be achieved by identification 

of principle components (PCs), which are defined as latent axes that maximally capture the variance in   

          (Legend continued on next page) 
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following cisplatin treatment. The correlations 

between measured responses and those 

predicted by our model were all above 0.97 

(Figures 3C and S4D, E). Thus, the combination 

of signaling metrics and responses was adequate 

to build two well-fit models that could predict 

cellular responses, including sub-G1 levels, in 

response to cisplatin. Importantly, the fact that 

model fitness required sensitive and resistant cells 

to be modeled separately suggests that the 

underlying differences between cisplatin-sensitive 

and cisplatin-resistant cells were not likely to be 

different levels of activation within similarly 

functioning networks, but instead were more likely 

to be caused by signaling through fundamentally 

different networks. 

 
PLS model identifies determinants of cisplatin 

sensitivity  
 

To better understand how specific signal 

transduction proteins influence the responses to 

cisplatin, we projected the ‘loading vectors’ for 

each signaling feature and aggregated responses, 

respectively, into the PC vector space24. Vector 

loadings report the contribution of each signal to 

the variation captured by a specific PC. This 

information can thus be used to highlight critical 

features that differentiate between cisplatin 

responses in sensitive and resistant cells. In both 

models, we observed a strong anti-correlation 

between ‘sub-G1’ and ‘G1’, which was captured 

by PC1 in both instances (Figure 3D). Thus, 

signals that contribute strongly to PC1 are likely to 

be important for cisplatin sensitivity in these cells. 

The vector loadings plot revealed many signals 

and signaling features that are strongly co-variant 

with sub-G1 cells, suggesting that multiple 

signaling features, rather than a single signal, are 

critical for predicting cisplatin sensitivity in TNBC 

cells.  

As both models could accurately predict cell 

death, we next wished to determine whether 

specific signal proteins contributed to this 

differential accumulation of sub-G1 in response to 

cisplatin in our models. Our strategy was to 

identify signals that were the most differentially 

weighted in sensitive versus resistant cells, as 

these signals might underlie the difference in 

cisplatin sensitivity in TNBC cell lines. A 

particularly interesting example was MK2, an 

inflammation-related and cell cycle checkpoint 

kinase, whose role in the DDR remains unclear. In 

the model of cisplatin-sensitive adrcells, pMK2 

showed positive co-variance with the subsequent 

emergence of ‘sub-G1’ cells, suggesting that this 

protein contributes to cisplatin-induced cell death 

(Figure 3E). In contrast, in the ‘cisplatin-resistant’ 

the dataset. When signaling vectors are regressed against response vectors, the PC-space can be 

used to identify co-variation between molecular signals and corresponding cellular responses (shown 

in bottom right panel). Our data space was comprised of 6,336 signaling vectors (6 metrics * 22 

signals * 3 time-frames * 4 cell lines * 2 duplicates * 2 concentrations) and 288 response vectors (6 

responses * 3 time-frames * 4 cell lines * 2 duplicates * 2 concentrations). (B) PLSR analysis of 

covariation between molecular signals and cellular responses. Scores plots represent a 

comprehensive measure of the signaling response of each TNBC cell line at a specified time, as 

indicated by the colors and symbols in the legend. Scores are plotted for the sensitive and resistant 

PLS models. (C) Correlation plot between measured sub-G1 by flow cytometry (y-axis) and cross-

validated predictions of sub-G1 (x-axis) by the PLS models. (D) PLS loadings plotted for signals and 

responses, and colored by signaling class. (E) PC1 loading scores of the dynamical signaling metrics 

(FLD, DYN, SMX, SLP) are plotted. Loading scores of the four dynamical metrics of pMK2 and their 

average are shown in the upper panel. Loading scores of the dynamical metrics of all cell cycle related 

signals (PLK1, Aurora-A, CyclinB1, CDC25C and CDC25A) and their average are shown in the lower 

panel. (F) Cisplatin sensitivity of BT549 and MDA-MB-231 cell lines, transduced with indicated 

shRNAs measured by MTT conversion after 72 hours of cisplatin treatment. Inset bar graphs depict 

MTT conversion upon treatment with 7.5 or 15 µM cisplatin of BT549 and MDA-MB-231 respectively. 
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model, dynamic MK2-related metrics were 

negatively correlated with ‘sub-G1’, suggesting 

that activation of the cell cycle checkpoint kinase 

MK2 promotes cell death in sensitive cells but 

paradoxically inhibits cell death in resistant cells.  

To test these model-generated predictions, 

cisplatin-sensitive (BT549) and insensitive (MDA-

MB-231) cell lines were transduced with shRNAs 

targeting MK2 (Figure S5A). Consistent with our 

modeling-based predictions, depletion of MK2 

resulted in altered cisplatin sensitivity. Specifically, 

knockdown of MK2, which our models predicted to 

promote cell death in cisplatin-sensitive cell lines, 

resulted in reduced cisplatin sensitivity in cisplatin-

sensitive BT549 cells (Figure 3F, left panel). The 

cisplatin-resistant cell line MDA-MB-231 showed 

contrasting results. Consistent with the model’s 

paradoxical prediction that MK2 activation 

prevents cell death in cisplatin-resistant cell lines, 

knockdown of MK2 resulted in enhanced cisplatin 

sensitivity in MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure 3F, right 

panel).  

Interestingly, among the signals that showed 

the largest differences in PC1-score between the 

sensitive and resistant PLS model, many were 

linked to cell cycle regulation (Figures 3E and 

S5B). Whereas all other signal classifications 

showed a similar distribution of PC1-scores in the 

sensitive and resistant model, PC1-scores of cell 

cycle-related signals showed a differential 

distribution (Figures 3E and S5C). These data 

underscore cisplatin sensitivity to be linked to the 

ability of cancer cells to activate cell cycle 

checkpoint signaling, which is in line with a role for 

cell cycle checkpoints in preventing transmission 

of DNA lesions to daughter cells to protect 

genome integrity. 

 
Cisplatin-induced changes in cell cycle 

progression and cell death in TNBC cell lines 
 

To test whether altered cell cycle checkpoint 

activation could differentiate between the selected 

cisplatin-sensitive and -resistant TNBC cell lines, 

we monitored cell cycle dynamics at several time 

points after treatment with cisplatin (Figure 4A). 

Notably, both insensitive cell lines, MDA-MB-231 

and MDA-MB-157, showed a transient S/G2 cell 

cycle arrest, after which proliferation was resumed 

(Figures 4A, B). In contrast, cisplatin-sensitive cell 

lines ceased cell cycle progression at the G2 

stage and remained with 4n DNA for the 

remainder of the experiment (Figures 4A, B). 

Similar results were obtained when synchronized 

cell cultures were treated with cisplatin (Figures 

S6A, B).  

 When TNBC cell lines were treated with high 

dose cisplatin (20 µM), both sensitive and 

resistant cell lines entered a prolonged cell cycle 

arrest (Figures 4A and B). In line with their high 

sensitivity to cisplatin, BT549 and HCC38 

displayed clear induction of apoptosis, as judged 

by the proportion of cells with sub-G1 DNA 

content, in contrast to MDA-MB-231 and MDA-

MB-157 cells (Figure 4C). Thus, in line with our 

modeling data, cisplatin-sensitive and resistant 

TNBC cell lines show different cell cycle 

distributions in response to cisplatin. 

To explore whether the cell cycle arrest 

kinetics were related to dynamics of DNA damage 

resolution, TNBC cell lines were transduced with 

GFP-tagged MDC1, which binds γH2AX and 

therefore serves as a marker for DNA breaks 28. 

Live cell imaging revealed that cisplatin-resistant 

cell lines accumulated DNA damage in response 

to cisplatin treatment as evidenced by GFP-MDC1 

foci, but only entered mitosis when DNA damage 

foci were resolved (Figures 4D, E). In contrast, 

cisplatin-sensitive cell lines often entered mitosis 

in the presence of GFP-MDC1 foci. This was 

particularly pronounced in HCC38 cells, which 

entered mitosis with very high levels of DNA 

damage, which even remained visible after cells 

exited mitosis (Figure 4D, E). These findings 

suggest that cisplatin-sensitive TNBC cells are 

unable to properly repair DNA breaks prior to 

mitotic entry, possibly caused by slippage through 
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  Figure 4: Cisplatin-induced changes in cell cycle progression and cell death in TNBC cell lines. 

(A-C) Quantitative cell cycle analysis. Cells were treated with 2 or 20 µM cisplatin and at indicated 

time points, cells were fixed and stained with propidium iodide. Cell cycle profiles were determined by 

flow cytometry. (A) Representative cell cycle profiles of MDA-MB-157 (red) and BT549 (blue) cells 

after treatment with 2 or 20 µM cisplatin are shown. (B) Quantification of G1-cells from three biological 

replicates. (C) Quantification of sub-G1-cells from three biological replicates. (D, E) TNBC cell lines 

were stably transduced with GFP-MDC1 and cell fate upon cisplatin-induced DNA damage was 

assessed. Cells were treated with cisplatin (2 µM) for 24 hours prior to time-lapse imaging. (D) 

Representative experiments are shown, with time-point ‘M-1’ showing the last frame prior to mitosis, 

‘M1’ indicating the onset of mitosis, ‘M2’ denoting mitotic exit and ‘M+1’ presenting the first time frame 

after cytokinesis. (E) Quantification of the numbers of MDC1-foci before (open circles) and after (filled  

          (Legend continued on next page) 
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the prolonged DNA damage-induced G2/M cell 

cycle arrest. 

Our prior data suggested that differences in 

DDR and cell cycle checkpoint signaling may 

account for the observed differences in cisplatin 

sensitivity. We next explored cisplatin-induced 

gene expression changes, in order to reiterate this 

notion and to potentially highlight signals that may 

contribute to the observed differences in drug 

sensitivity. To investigate this, we analyzed 

changes in gene expression 72 hours after low 

dose cisplatin (2 µM), in both sensitive and 

resistant TNBC cell lines (Figure S6C). Gene 

Ontology pathway analysis of differentially 

expressed genes (DEGs) revealed a strong 

enrichment for genes involved in cell cycle 

regulation, DNA repair, mRNA processing, and 

apoptosis (Figure 4F), although the DEGs showed 

limited overlap between cell lines (Figure 4G). In 

line with our cell cycle progression data, gene 

expression analysis showed decreased 

expression of G2/M cell cycle pathway 

components and lowered levels of DNA repair 

genes in cisplatin-resistant cell lines after 72 

hours of treatment. In stark contrast, cisplatin-

sensitive cell lines consistently showed up-

regulated expression of G2/M cell cycle pathways 

(Figure 4F). These data suggest that cell cycle 

progression or the ability to install a damage-

induced cell cycle checkpoint arrest determines 

the cellular response to cisplatin. However, the 

limited numbers of DEGs and the lack of 

significant overlap of altered genes between cell 

lines suggested that cisplatin sensitivity is not 

predominantly transcriptionally controlled, but 

rather driven by post-translational modifications. 

 

G3BP2 depletion promotes cell cycle arrest in 

cisplatin-resistant cell lines 
 

Among the genes that revealed contrasting 

regulation between cisplatin-sensitive versus 

cisplatin-resistant TNBC cell lines three genes 

were identified, G3BP2, HMMR and NEK2, which 

were previously remotely linked to DNA damage, 

but not associated to cisplatin response (Figure 

4G). We measured their levels after cisplatin 

treatment in our selected TNBC cell lines (Figure 

S7A), and added these data to our previously 

collected dataset. PLS regression modeling using 

this expanded dataset resulted in improved 

predictive models with Q2 parameters of 91% and 

92% for the sensitive and resistant model, 

respectively (Figure S7B).  

To identify the minimal subset of signaling 

features that are required to accurately predict 

cisplatin sensitivity, we iteratively removed signals 

beginning with those with the lowest contribution 

to model fitness (lowest VIP score)26. For the PLS 

models of either sensitive or resistant cells, we 

found that the full predictive capacity of our 

models required only the 4 or 6 most informative 

metrics (Figures 5A and S7C). In parallel, we 

performed this analysis in the inverse order, 

iteratively removing signals starting with the 

highest VIP-score. Interestingly, these models 

were also remarkably resilient to this type of 

perturbation, as the full predictive capacity of the 

model was unchanged even when the top 60 most 

informative metrics were eliminated (Figure 5B). 

Thus, accurate predictions could be generated 

using models that contained either the most or the 

least informative signals, albeit with a substantially 

larger number of signals required when the least 

informative signals are used. Taken together, 

circles) mitosis. (F) Gene Ontology (GO) pathway analysis of differential expressed genes (DEGs). 

Up-regulated GO-terms are colored yellow and down-regulated GO-terms are colored blue. Color 

intensity is based on p-value. DEGs were determined following 2 µM cisplatin treatment for 72 hours 

versus untreated cells. (G) Overlap between DEGs of cisplatin-sensitive and resistant TNBC cell lines. 

Genes with a fold-change ≥ 1.75 in one/two sensitive cell lines as well as in one/two resistant cell lines 

are colored red. 
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Figure 5: Robustness of PLSR models, and validation of G3BP2 as a determinant of cisplatin 

sensitivity. (A, B) The minimal number of signaling metrics required for predicting sub-G1 was 

calculated by iteratively removing metrics. The fraction of G3BP2-related metrics among metrics with 

highest VIP scores is indicated in pie charts. (A) Metrics were eliminated sequentially from the models 

of cisplatin-sensitive cell lines (left panel) or cisplatin-resistant cell lines (right panel) on the basis of 

their relative magnitude of their coefficients in the model, from highest to lowest VIP-score. (B) Metrics 

were sequentially eliminated from the model of cisplatin-sensitive cell lines, from lowest to highest VIP-

score. (C) PC1 loading scores of the dynamical signaling metrics of G3BP2 and their average are 

plotted for the sensitive and resistant model individually. (D) Cisplatin sensitivity of MDA-MB-231 and  

              (Legend continued on next page)  
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these data highlight that predictive information is 

not rare in signaling data, but rather is redundantly 

encoded throughout the signaling network. 

Notably, the metrics with the highest predictive 

accuracy differed between the sensitive and 

resistant model. In particular, signaling metrics of 

G3BP2 were critical for model predictive accuracy 

in the sensitive model, while these were absent 

within the top VIP-scores of the resistant model 

(Figures 5A). In addition, the dynamic metrics of 

G3BP2 had an opposite PC1-score in the 

sensitive versus resistant model (Figure 5C). 

These data indicate that G3BP2 promotes cell 

death in sensitive cells but paradoxically inhibits 

cell death in resistant cells. To test this prediction, 

cisplatin-sensitive (BT549) and insensitive (MDA-

MB-231) cell lines were transduced with shRNAs 

targeting G3BP2 (Figure S7D). Consistent with 

our modeling-based predictions in cisplatin-

sensitive TNBC cells, depletion of G3BP2 resulted 

in altered sensitivity (Figure 5D). Similarly, 

knockdown of G3BP2 sensitized MDA-MB-231 

cells to cisplatin, to an even larger extent (Figure 

5D). 

To examine whether G3BP2 knockdown 

changed the behavior of MDA-MB-231 to 

resemble other aspects of the behavior observed 

for cisplatin-sensitive cell lines, we analyzed cell 

cycle distribution after cisplatin treatment. To this 

end, MDA-MB-231 cells were transduced with 

doxycycline-inducible shRNAs targeting G3BP2. 

Interestingly, while control cell lines only 

transiently arrested in G2, G3BP2-depleted cells 

showed a maintained G2 arrest (Figures 5E, F). In 

line with this observation, G3BP2 knockdown cells 

accumulated more cisplatin-induced DNA damage 

when compared to control cells (Figure 5G). 

Interestingly, although MDA-MB-231 cells are 

described to display mesenchymal features29, 

their morphology changed upon G3BP2 

knockdown into a mobile phenotype with 

extensive protrusions (Figure S7E). To test if 

knockdown of G3BP2 had any influence on EMT 

characteristics in MDA-MB-231 cells, we analyzed 

the abundance of different EMT-related factors. 

Notably, while control MDA-MB-231 cells showed 

expression of the mesenchymal markers 

Fibronectin and ZEB1, knockdown of G3BP2 

resulted in a decrease in their expression (Figure 

S7F). Conversely, the expression of the epithelial 

marker E-cadherin increased after knockdown of 

G3BP2 (Figure S7F). 

 
PLS models trained on cisplatin-sensitive and -

resistant cells accurately predict cisplatin 

sensitivity in a panel of TNBC cells 
 

To validate whether cisplatin-induced signaling 

dynamics of pMK2, RPA and G3BP2 can predict 

cisplatin sensitivity beyond the model training set 

of four TNBC cell lines, we measured the 

abundance of these three signals, together with 

the levels of BCL-xL and pKAP1 – the two highest 

scoring signals in our original models - following 

cisplatin treatment in three untested TNBC cell 

lines (MDA-MB-468, HCC1806 and HCC1143). 

Although these cell lines were all relatively 

sensitive to cisplatin, they displayed a significant 

range in IC50 (MDA-MB-468, IC50: 3µM; 

HCC1806, IC50: 10µM; and HCC1143, IC50: 27 

BT549 cell lines, transduced with indicated shRNAs measured by MTT conversion after 72 hours of 

cisplatin treatment. (E, F) MDA-MB-231 cells with doxycycline-inducible shRNAs for luciferase or 

G3BP2 were treated with 2 µM cisplatin. At indicated time points, cells were fixed and stained with 

propidium iodide. Cell cycle profiles were determined by flow cytometry (E). Percentages of G2 cells 

were quantified. Averages and standard deviations of three independent experiments are plotted (F). 

(G) H2AX levels after 2 µM cisplatin treatment for 72 hours. MDA-MB-231 cells expressing inducible 

shRNAs against luciferase or G3BP2 were fixed and stained with anti-H2AX antibody and propidium 

iodide. H2AX levels and DNA content were determined by flow cytometry of two independent 

experiments. 
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µM) (Figure 6A). Based on our PLS modeling, we 

anticipated that signaling metrics collected for 

these five signals alone would be sufficient to 

predict cisplatin sensitivity. To test this notion, we 

generated a new PLS model with data of the 

original large dataset (i.e. four TNBC cell lines, 

treated with 20 µM) in combination with the data 

of the five selected signals from the additional 

three cell lines. Interestingly, the scores plot for 

this combined dataset showed that PC1 

separated all cell lines based on their cisplatin 

sensitivity, including the three additional cell lines 

(Figure 6B). The least sensitive cell line of the 

validation panel, HCC1143, was located between 

the resistant and sensitive cell lines of the original 

model, while the projection of HCC1806 and 

MDA-MB-468 was similar to the cisplatin-sensitive 

cell lines (Figure 6B). We used our minimal model 

to predict sub-G1 percentage for the validation 

panel in response to cisplatin. Importantly, not 

only was ‘sub-G1’ accurately predicted for the cell 

lines of the original model, but also for the newly 

included cell lines the predictions were accurate 

(R2=0.849) (Figure 6C). Thus, by using only the 

data of the five most important signals for 

distinguishing cisplatin-sensitive from insensitive 

cell lines, PLS modeling successfully captured 

levels of cisplatin sensitivity. Taken together, our 

data highlight a small compendium of signals – 

including RPA, pMK2 and G3BP2 – which are 

used differently in the context of cisplatin-sensitive 

and -resistant TNBC cells to promote the 

observed differences in drug sensitivity.  

 
DISCUSSION 
 

In this study, we describe a systematic time-

resolved approach to identify molecular signals 

that can distinguish cisplatin-sensitive from 

resistant TNBC cell lines.  

We found that the observed variability in 

cisplatin sensitivity among TNBC cell lines could 

only partly be explained by defects in DNA repair. 

In contrast, cell cycle checkpoint factors appeared 

to determine cisplatin sensitivity in TNBC cell line 

models that do not harbor obvious DNA repair 

defects. At the cellular level, we observed that 

both sensitive and resistant cell lines engage a 

cisplatin-induced S/G2 cell cycle arrest. However, 

whereas resistant cell lines did recommence cell 

cycle progression, cisplatin-sensitive models did 

not. Importantly, our data indicate that cisplatin-

induced changes in signaling, rather than static 

states of signaling molecules prior to treatment, 

are important in determining cell fate. Of note, 

also baseline signaling levels may play a role. 

Specifically, the activation status of some cell 

cycle checkpoint signals prior to treatment (e.g. p-

Figure 6: Validation of PLS model-generated predictions in additional TNBC cell lines. (A) 

Cisplatin sensitivity of the validation cell lines (colored) compared to the original four cell lines (grey). 

After cells were treated with cisplatin for 72 hours, MTT conversion was measured. Averages and error 

bars of at least three replicates are shown. (B) Scores plot of the general PLS model comprehended 

with signaling (pMK2, RPA, G3BP2, pKAP1 and BCL-xL) and response data of additional TNBC cell 

lines (MDA-MB-468, HCC1806 and HCC1143). (C) Correlation plot between measured sub-G1 by flow 

cytometry (y-axis) and cross-validated predictions of sub-G1 (x-axis) by the PLS model.  
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ATR) did show some positive correlation with 

cisplatin-induced cell death (Figure S2), 

suggesting that intrinsic DNA damage handling is 

re-wired and contributes to cellular responses to 

treatment-induced DNA damage in specific TNBC 

models.  

PLS regression analysis of time-resolved 

signaling and phenotypic data of two sensitive and 

two cisplatin-resistant TNBC cell lines led to a 

predictive model which uncovered changes in 

signaling protein activity that can be used to 

accurately predict how cells will respond to 

cisplatin. Changes in G3BP2 expression after 

cisplatin treatment were identified as one of the 

signals that correlated strongly with cell death 

following cisplatin exposure. Previously, G3BP2 

was described to play a role in stress granule 

formation, and was found to be involved in Twist-

induced EMT30. In line with these reports, G3BP2 

depletion in the cisplatin-resistant cell line MDA-

MB-231 reduced mesenchymal cell morphology, 

resulted in a prolonged cisplatin-induced G2 cell 

cycle arrest, and importantly, led to increased 

sensitivity to cisplatin. These results underscore a 

role for mesenchymal transition in reduced 

chemo-sensitivity. Our data suggests that such a 

mesenchymal transition is versatile, and that 

targeting G3BP2 in mesenchymal-like cisplatin-

resistant TNBC cancer cells may increase chemo-

sensitivity.  

In the context of defective p53, cancer cells 

were shown to increasingly depend on 

p38MAPK/MK2 for proper cell cycle checkpoint 

control and survival after DNA damage31. 

Specifically, deletion of MK2 was reported to 

abrogate cell cycle checkpoint responses, and to 

sensitize tumor cells to cisplatin in vitro and in 

vivo32,33. Other studies demonstrated MK2 to be 

involved in DNA damage-induced replication fork 

stalling34. In the latter case, MK2 knockdown 

rescued gemcitabine-induced replication stalling 

and increased cell survival. Interestingly, our 

dataset also reflects these opposite roles MK2 in 

dictating cell survival after DNA damage. While 

knockdown of MK2 resulted in increased cisplatin 

sensitivity in the cisplatin-resistant cell line MDA-

MB-231, the sensitivity of the cisplatin-sensitive 

cell line BT549 was reduced. These data suggest 

a context-dependent requirement for MK2 in 

checkpoint responses. Further research is 

warranted to uncover which tumors may benefit 

from combined treatment with platinum-containing 

chemotherapeutics and MK2 inhibitors. 

In finding predictive biomarkers for chemo-

response, the status of a signaling molecule is 

typically assessed in treatment-naive tumors. We 

measured signaling flux at various time-points in 

response to cisplatin treatment, and found that 

signaling dynamics to be of key importance in 

predicting the cellular response to cisplatin. 

Indeed, modeling of cisplatin-induced changes in 

DDR signaling, survival- and cell cycle-pathways 

revealed that dynamics rather than overall activity 

of signaling pathways were critically important in 

distinguishing cisplatin-sensitive from resistant cell 

lines. These results underscore that steady-state 

levels of signaling molecules in untreated tumor 

cells or clinical tumor material may have low 

predictive value, and in an ideal scenario, 

samples before and shortly after start of treatment 

should be analyzed. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Cell Lines 

Human TNBC cell lines MDA-MB-468, MDA-MB-

157, MDA-MB-231, CAL120 and Hs578T, and 

HEK293T human embryonic kidney cells were 

cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium 

(DMEM). Hs578T were further supplemented with 

10 µg/ml insulin. HCC38, BT549, HCC70, 

HCC1806 and HCC1937 were grown in RPMI 

1640 media. SUM-149PT cells were grown in 

Ham’s F12 media supplemented with 5 µg/ml 

insulin and 1 µg/ml hydrocortisone. All culture 

media were supplemented with 10% fetal calf 

serum (FCS), 100 units/ml penicillin, and 100 

µg/ml streptomycin. The cell lines were cultured at 
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37°C in a humidified incubator supplied with 5% 

CO2. When indicated, cells were treated with 

cisplatin (Accord). If indicated, cells were treated 

with 1 µg/ml doxycycline. 

 

Viral Infection 

To obtain stable MDC-GFP-expressing HCC38, 

BT549, MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-157 cell lines, 

cells were infected with pLenti CMV/TO GFP-

MDC1 (779-2), which was a gift from Eric 

Campeau (Addgene plasmid # 26285). GFP-

positive cells were subsequently sorted into 

polyclonal cell lines using a Moflo cell sorter.  

shRNAs against MK2, RPA32 and G3BP2 or a 

scrambled sequence (SCR) were cloned into 

pLKO.1 vectors using the Age1 and EcoR1 

restriction sites. The hairpin targeting sequences 

that were used are: MK2 #1 5’-

CCAGCACTCGATTGTTGTAAA-3’, MK2 #2 5’-

AGAAAGAGAAGCATCCGAAAT-3’, RPA #1 5’-

AGTAGGTTTCATCTATCAAAT-3’, RPA #2 5’-

ACATTGTGCCCTGTACTATAT-3’, G3BP2 #1 5’-

GACTCTGACAACCGTAGAATA-3’, G3BP2 #2 5’-

GTGATGATCGCAGGGATATTA-3’ and SCR 5’-

CAACAAGATGAAGAGCACCAA-3’. Lentiviral 

particles were produced as described 

previously35. In brief, HEK293T packaging cells 

were transfected with 4 µg plasmid DNA in 

combination with the packaging plasmids VSV-G 

and ΔYPR. Virus-containing supernatant was 

harvested at 48 and 72 hours after transfection 

and filtered through a 0.45 µm syringe filter, and 

used to infect target cells in three consecutive 12 

hour periods. 

 

MTT Assays 

Cells were seeded in 96-well plates at 3,000 to 

4,000 cells per well and treated with indicated 

concentrations of cisplatin. After 72 hours of 

treatment, methyl thiazol tetrazolium (MTT) was 

added to a final concentration of 0.5 mg/ml and 

cells were incubated for four additional hours. 

Cells were then dissolved in DMSO and the 

produced formazan was measured at 520 nm with 

a Bio-Rad iMark spectrometer. 

 

Immunofluorescence Microscopy 

Cells were left untreated or were irradiated with 

10Gy using a Cesium137 source (CIS 

international/IBL 637 irradiator, dose rate: 0.01083 

Gy/s). Three hours later, cells were fixed in 2% 

paraformaldehyde with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS 

for 30 minutes at room temperature. Cells were 

permeabilized in 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 

minutes. To block nonspecific binding, cells were 

incubated with PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20 

and 4% BSA (Fraction V) (PBS-Tween-BSA) for 1 

hour. Cells were incubated overnight at 4°C with 

mouse anti-RAD51 (GeneTex, GTX70230, 1:400) 

in PBS-Tween-BSA. Cells were extensively 

washed and incubated for 45 minutes with 

Alexa488-conjugated secondary antibodies. 

Images were acquired on a Leica DM-6000RXA 

fluorescence microscope, equipped with Leica 

Application Suite software. 

 

Low-Throughput Western Blotting 

Knockdown efficiencies and the ubiquitination of 

FANCD2 were analyzed by Western blotting. 

Cells were lysed in Mammalian Protein Extraction 

Reagent (MPER, Thermo Scientific), 

supplemented with protease and phosphatase 

inhibitor mixtures (Thermo Scientific). Forty 

micrograms of protein extract was used for 

separation by SDS/PAGE. Separated proteins 

were transferred to Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) 

membranes and blocked in 5% (wt/vol) BSA in 

Tris-buffered saline (TBS), with 0.05% Tween20. 

Immunodetection was done with antibodies 

directed against FANCD2 (sc-20022, Santa Cruz), 

G3BP2 (A302-040A, Bethyl), phospho-MK2 

(#3041, Cell Signaling), RPA32 (ab2175, Abcam) 

and β-actin (0869100, MP Biomedicals). 

Appropriate horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-

conjugated secondary antibodies (DAKO) were 

used for enhanced chemiluminescence (Lumi-

Light, Roche Diagnostics) on a Bio-Rad 
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bioluminescence device, equipped with Quantity 

One/ChemiDoc XRS software (Bio-Rad). 

 

RNA Expression Analysis by Microarray Analysis 

Total RNA was extracted from cells using the 

RNAeasy Kit (QIAGEN). The Illumina whole-

genome expression array HumanHT-12 v4.0 

(Illumina) was used and processed at the UMCG 

Medical Genetics department on a fee-for service 

basis. Microarray data were obtained from 2 

independent biological replicates per time point. 

Detailed analysis of microarray data was 

performed with GeneSpring GX (Agilent 

Technologies) and GeneGo as indicated. 

Expression data can be found in the GEO 

repository under the accession number 

GSE103115. 

 

Live Cell Microscopy 

GFP-MDC1-expressing TNBC cells were seeded 

in 8-chambered cover glass plates (Lab-Tek-II, 

Nunc). 16 hours after plating, cells were treated 

with 2 µM cisplatin for 24 hours. After media 

replacement, GFP and DIC images were obtained 

every 5 minutes over a period of 16 hours on a 

DeltaVision Elite microscope, equipped with a 

CoolSNAP HQ2 camera and a 20x immersion 

objective (U-APO 340, numerical aperture: 1.35) 

as described previously35. In the Z-plane, 6 

images were acquired at 0.5-micron interval. 

Image analysis was done using SoftWorX 

software (Applied Precision/GE Healthcare). The 

number of MDC1-foci before, during and just after 

mitosis was scored. 

 

Flow Cytometric Analysis 

Cells were plated 24 hours prior to treatment with 

2 or 20 µM cisplatin. Following treatment, cells 

were washed in PBS, trypsinized, and fixed in ice-

cold 70% ethanol. Cells were stained with anti-

phospho-Ser139-histone-H2A.X (#9718, Cell 

Signaling) or anti-phospho-histone-H3 (#9706, 

Cell Signaling) and subsequently stained with 

Alexa488-conjugated secondary antibodies, in 

combination with propidium iodide/RNAse 

treatment. Samples were measured on a 

FACSCalibur (Becton Dickinson) and data were 

analyzed using the FlowJo software. The level of 

cell death was measured as fractionated DNA 

(sub-G1).  

Cells were synchronized at the G1/S transition 

using a 24-hour incubation with 2.5 mM thymidine. 

After extensive washing, cells were released and 

harvested at indicated time points and 

subsequently fixed in ice-cold 70% ethanol.  

 

High-Throughput Western Blotting 

Cells were washed twice in PBS and lysed directly 

on the plate in Mammalian Protein Extraction 

Reagent (MPER, Thermo Scientific), 

supplemented with protease inhibitor and 

phosphatases inhibitor mixture (Thermo 

Scientific). Cell lysates were normalized for 

protein content using the BCA protein assay 

(Pierce). Lysates were run on 48-well 8% pre-cast 

poly-acrylamide gels (E-PAGE, Invitrogen) and 

transferred using the iBlot gel transfer device onto 

nitrocellulose membranes (Invitrogen). Blots were 

blocked in Odyssey Blocking Buffer (LiCOR 

Biosciences), incubated overnight with primary 

antibody at 4 degrees, stained with secondary 

antibodies conjugated to an infrared dye for 1 

hour at RT, and visualized using an Odyssey 

scanner (LiCOR Biosciences). 

Most antibodies used in this study were 

purchased from Cell Signaling, including those 

targeting γH2AX (#9718), CDC25C (#4688), p-

CHK1-Ser345 (#2348), p-CHK2-Thr68 (#2197), p-

MK2-Thr334 (#3041), p-ATR-Ser428 (#2853), p-

AKT-Ser473 (#3787), p-ERK-Thr202/Tyr204 

(#4376), p-P38-Thr180/Tyr182 (#4511), p-JNK-

Thr183/Tyr185 (#9251), p-NFκB p65-Ser536 

(#3033), RIPK1 (#3493)1, Aurora A (#3092), Bcl-

xL (#2762) and MCL1 (#4572). Antibodies against 

CyclinB1 (sc-752), FANCD2 (sc-20022) and 

CDC25A (sc-7389) were purchased from Santa 

Cruz, antibodies against p-CDK1-Y15 (ab133463) 

and RPA32 (ab2175) from Abcam, antibodies 
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against p-KAP1-ser824 (A300-767A) and G3BP2 

(A302-040A) from Bethyl, antibodies against 

NEK2 (610593) from BD Bioscience, antibodies 

against HMMR (TA307117) from Origene, 

antibodies against β-actin (0869100) from MP 

Biomedicals and antibodies against PLK1 (06-

813) were from Millipore.  

For computational modeling, raw signals for each 

protein were quantified and background was 

subtracted using Li-COR Odyssey software. For 

each gel, loading differences were corrected 

through normalization to β-actin signals. For gel-

to-gel normalization, samples were normalized 

using a reference sample, which was loaded on 

each gel. The reference sample for all signals was 

derived from MCF-7 cells, lysed at 3 hours after 

irradiation (10Gy). For time-course plots, signal 

averages were calculated from biological 

duplicate experiments and the data were then 

plotted according to fold change across all cell 

lines and both cisplatin concentrations (Figure 3).  

 

Computational Data-Driven Modeling 

Data-driven modeling and the application of 

partial-least-squares to biological data have been 

described in detail previously24. In PLS modeling, 

the goal is to use X (signals) to predict Y 

(responses) and to describe their covariance. The 

data were divided into two matrices: E (a matrix 

containing the X variables) and F (a matrix 

containing the Y variables). In our study 

the dimensions of E are 176 × 25 signals (2 

treatments x 4 cell lines x biological duplicate 

measurements x 11 time points) and the 

dimensions of F are 176 × 6 (six cellular 

responses). Signal dynamics can be lost in PLS 

modeling due to uncoupling of temporal data. 

Therefore, we quantified several aspects of each 

signaling trajectory of which the approach was 

similar to that used previously by Janes et al25. In 

the current study, all data were mean centered 

and unit variance scaled to non-dimensionalize 

the different measurements. PLS regression 

analyses were performed using the program 

SIMCA-P (Umetrics). Model predictions were 

made via cross-validation by leaving out a random 

sample of 1/6th of the observations and predicting 

that 1/6th from the remaining 5/6th of the data. 

The process was reiterated until each of the data 

were omitted and predicted. Model fitness was 

calculated using R2 and Q2, which were 

calculated as described previously26. VIP scores 

were calculated as previously described25. 

Metavariables that captured signal dynamics were 

calculated as 1) average, 2) area-under-the curve, 

3) slope (between first time-point and last time-

point of time-frame), 4) maximum slope (highest 

slope observed in time-frame), 5) fold-change 

(maximum value divided by minimum value in 

time-frame) and 6) dynamical range (maximum 

value minus lowest value in time-frame). 
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Figure S1: Selected TNBC cell lines not deficient in MMR and NER. (A) MMR and NER gene 

mutation frequency in the selected TNBC cell lines, MMR deficient cell lines and MMR proficient cell 

lines. (B) Number of CG-to-TA mutations in the same panel of cell lines as (A). Gene mutation status 

and CG-to-TA mutations were obtained from the COSMIC database.   
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Figure S2: Correlation between baseline signal measurements and sub-G1. Baseline signal 

values and sub-G1 measurements at t=120 hours after cisplatin treatment are presented as 

scatterplots. The linear correlation (R
2
) between signals and sub-G1 was calculated for all four cell 

lines treated with 2 and 20 µM cisplatin.  
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Figure S3: Correlation between cisplatin-induced signaling measurements and sub-G1. 

Cisplatin-induced signaling was quantified as AUC between t=0 and t=24, and presented as scatterplot 

with sub-G1 measurements of t=120. The linear correlation (R
2
) between signals and sub-G1 was 

calculated for all four cell lines treated with 2 and 20 µM cisplatin.  
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of BT549 and MDA-MB-231 cells transduced with shRNAs targeting MK2. Lysates were made 5 days 

after transduction. (B) Differential PC1 loading scores. PC1 loading scores were calculated for all 

signal-metrics combinations. Plotted in the top graph are the PC1-scores of the sensitive model 
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Figure S6: Cell cycle progression of synchronized cells upon cisplatin treatment. (A, B) After 

cells were synchronized in early S-phase with thymidine, cells were released and treated with 2 µM 

cisplatin. Cells were fixed at indicated time-points and stained with propidium iodide. Experiments of all 

four cell lines, cisplatin-resistant (red) and cisplatin-sensitive (green) were performed in duplicate. (A) 

Representative examples of cell cycle profiles of MDA-MB-157 (red) and BT549 (green). (B) 

Quantification of G1-cells. Averages from two biological experiments are shown. (C) Differential 

expressed genes (DEGs) following 2 µM cisplatin treatment for 72 hours versus untreated cells. 

Genes that meet the cut-off of ≥ 1.75-fold change and a p-value ≤ 0.05 are colored red. B score is the 

log of the odds of differential expression. 
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Figure S7: Dynamics of NEK2, HMMR and G3BP2 abundance upon cisplatin treatment, and 

EMT features upon G3BP2 depletion. (A) Protein abundance levels of NEK2, HMMR and G3BP2 

were measured. Signal intensity was quantified following 2 or 20 µM cisplatin treatment, normalized to 

actin and plotted as fold-change compared to the lowest measurement. Each box represents an 11 

point time course of biological duplicate experiments. Plots are colored by response profile, with early 

sustained increases colored in green, late sustained increases colored in red, and decreases colored 

in blue. Responses that were not significantly changed by treatment were shaded grey to black with 

darkness reflecting response strength. Numbers below each plot report the maximum fold change on 

the y-axis. (B) Explained variation (R2), and predicted variation (Q2) for PLS models built with 

increasing numbers of principal components. (C) Breakpoint analysis of the model of cisplatin-resistant 

cell lines. Metrics were sequentially eliminated from the model of cisplatin-resistant cell lines, from 

lowest to highest VIP-score. (D) BT549 and MDA-MB-231 cells with doxycycline-inducible shRNAs for 

luciferase or G3BP2 were treated with doxycycline for 48 hours. Cells were lysed and immunoblotted 

for G3BP2 and Actin. (E) 5 days after doxycycline-induced expression of shRNAs targeting luciferase 

or G3BP2, the morphology of MDA-MB-231 cells was recorded using bright light. (F) Protein 

expression levels of EMT-factors. MDA-MB-231 cells expressing doxycycline-inducible shRNAs 

against G3BP2 were lysed at indicated time-points after doxycycline addition. Protein expression 

levels were detected by Western blot.  
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BRCA2 deficiency confers sensitivity to TNFα-mediated 
cytotoxicity 
 
Anne Margriet Heijink1*, Francien Talens1*, Lucas Jae2, Thijn R. Brummelkamp2, Marcel 
A.T.M. van Vugt1 
 
1
 Department of Medical Oncology, University Medical Center Groningen, University of Groningen, Hanzeplein 

1, 9723 GZ Groningen, the Netherlands. 
2
 Division of Biochemistry, the Netherlands Cancer Institute, 

Plesmanlaan 121, 1066 CX Amsterdam, the Netherlands 
 

BRCA2 maintains genome stability via homologous recombination DNA repair and 
replication fork stabilization. BRCA2 Loss is deleterious for survival of normal cells, but is 
paradoxically tolerated in cancer cells. A genome-wide loss-of-function genetic screen in 
near-haploid KBM-7 cells, revealed Tumor Necrosis Factor-alpha (TNFα) signaling as a 
determinant of cell survival upon BRCA2 inactivation. Specifically, inactivation of the TNF 
receptor (TNFR1) or its downstream effector SAM68 rescued the cell death induced by 
BRCA2 inactivation. BRCA2 inactivation induced TNFα production, and sensitivity to TNFα. 
Enhanced TNFα sensitivity was not restricted to BRCA2 inactivation, as inactivation of 
BRCA1 or FANCD2, or hydroxyurea treatment also sensitized cells to TNFα. Finally, 
enhanced TNFα sensitivity was associated with re-wired TNFR1/ NF-kB signaling in BRCA2-
depleted cells, as assessed by quantitative mass-spectrometry, and required ASK1 and JNK 
signaling. Combined, our data reveal a novel mechanism by which autocrine TNFα 
signaling, induced by loss of BRCA2, limits tumor cell viability. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

Cells are equipped with evolutionary conserved 

pathways to deal with DNA lesions1. These 

signaling pathways are collectively called the 

‘DNA damage Response’ (DDR), and constitute a 

complex signaling network, displaying multiple 

levels of cross-talk and feed-back control. Multiple 

parallel kinase-driven DDR signaling axes ensure 

rapid responses to DNA lesions, whereas a 

complementary transcriptional DDR axis warrants 

maintained signaling. Ultimately, activation of the 

DDR results in an arrest of ongoing proliferation, 

which provides time to repair DNA damage. In 

case of sustained or excessive levels of DNA 

damage, the DDR can instigate a permanent cell 

cycle exit (senescence) or initiate programmed 

cell death (apoptosis)2. 

DNA damage can arise from extracellular 

sources, including UV light exposure or anti-

cancer treatment, but also originates from 

intracellular sources, such as oxygen radicals 

from metabolism. An alternative source of DNA 

damage accumulation is defective DNA repair. 

Multiple syndromes are caused by germline 

mutations in DNA repair genes, which lead to 

accumulation of DNA damage, and ensuing 

adverse phenotypes such as accelerated ageing, 

neurodegeneration and predisposition to cancer3.  

For instance, homozygous hypomorphic 

mutations of the DNA repair genes BRCA1 and 

BRCA2 are associated with development of 

Fanconi’s anemia4,5, whereas heterozygous 

BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations predispose affected 

individuals to early-onset breast and ovarian 

cancer6-8. 

Both BRCA1 and BRCA2 are key players in DNA 

damage repair through homologous 

recombination (HR)9. BRCA1 functions upstream 

in HR, where it controls the initiation of DNA-end 

resection at sites of DSBs, in conjunction with 

CtIP and the MRN complex1,2,9. Once BRCA1 has 

been recruited to sites of DNA breaks, it 

associates with PALB2, which ultimately recruits 
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BRCA2. BRCA2 controls the loading of the 

RAD51 recombinase onto resected DNA ends10. 

Inactivation of BRCA1, BRCA2, or other HR 

components, severely compromises homology-

driven repair of DSBs9,11,12. Since HR is vital to 

repair double-stranded breaks that spontaneously 

arise during DNA replication, functional HR is 

required to maintain genomic integrity10,13-15. 

Consequently, homozygous loss of Brca1 or 

Brca2 leads to accumulation of DNA breaks, and 

results in activation of p53, which promotes 

transcriptional cell cycle arrest and activation of 

apoptosis and senescence programs16-19. In line 

with these observations, BRCA1 or BRCA2 loss is 

not tolerated during human or mouse 

development and leads to embryonic lethality10,13-

15. Importantly, Brca1 or Brca2 is not only 

essential in the context of development; deletion 

of these genes also severely impacts proliferation 

in vitro, indicating that BRCA1 and BRCA2 are 

intrinsically essential to cellular viability13,15,16. 

In clear contrast, loss of BRCA1 or BRCA2 is 

apparently tolerated in breast and ovarian cancers 

affected by BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations. It 

remains incompletely understood how these 

tumor cells remain viable, despite their continuous 

accumulation of DNA lesions20. The observation 

that BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutant cancers almost 

invariably have inactivated TP53, points at p53 

signaling forming a barrier to cellular proliferation 

in the absence of BRCA1 or BRCA2. Indeed, 

concomitant deletion of Tp53 in mice delays early 

embryonic lethality in Brca1-/- or Brca2-/- 

embryos21,22, and is required to promote tumor 

formation23. However, Tp53 inactivation only 

partially rescued embryonic lethality and cellular 

viability of Brca1 or Brca2 mutant cells, indicating 

that additional mechanisms are likely to play a 

role in the survival of these cells.  

Despite the extensive knowledge on DDR 

signaling and insight into DNA repair 

mechanisms, it currently remains incompletely 

clear how cells with DNA repair defects are 

eliminated, and conversely, how such cells can 

escape clearance. Several gene mutations have 

previously been described to rescue survival of 

BRCA1-deficient cells, but for BRCA2-deficient 

cancer cells this remains less clear 24-32. Here, we 

used a haploid genomic screen to identify gene 

mutations that modify cell viability in BRCA2-

inactivated cells. We find that loss of the TNFα 

receptor, or several of its downstream signaling 

components, rescued cytotoxicity induced by 

BRCA2 inactivation in KBM-7 cells. Inactivation of 

TNFα signaling rendered cells insensitive to 

autocrine pro-apoptotic signaling, instigated by 

BRCA2 loss. These effects were not restricted to 

BRCA2 inactivation, as inactivation of BRCA1 of 

FANCD2 also caused cellular sensitivity to TNFα. 

Combined, our results describe a novel 

mechanism, by which obstruction of autocrine 

TNFα signaling, induced by loss of the BRCA2 

tumor-suppressor gene, limits tumor cell growth. 

 

RESULTS 
 

A haploid genetic screen identifies TNF receptor 

signaling gene mutations to rescue cell death 

induced by BRCA2 depletion 
 

To identify gene mutations which rescue 

cytotoxicity induced by loss of BRCA2, 

monoclonal KBM-7 cell lines were engineered to 

express doxycycline-inducible BRCA2 shRNAs 

(Fig. 1A, Fig. S1A). To test whether doxycycline 

treatment resulted in functional inactivation of 

BRCA2, we tested two previously described 

functions of BRCA2; facilitating recruitment of 

RAD51 to sites of DNA breaks11, and protection of 

stalled replication forks40. After 48 hours of 

doxycycline treatment, IR-induced recruitment of 

RAD51 to foci was lost (Fig. 1B, Fig. S1B). 

Analogously, the ability to protect stalled 

replication forks, as assessed by DNA fiber 

analysis, was weakened significantly (Fig. 1C). 

Specifically, control cells maintained nascent DNA 

at replication forks upon hydroxyurea (HU)-

induced replication fork stalling. In contrast, 

BRCA2-depleted cells showed defective 
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   Figure 1. Genetic determinants of cellular survival in BRCA2-depleted KBM-7 cells. (A) KBM-7 

cells were stably transduced with indicated doxycyline-inducible shRNA vectors. Cells were treated 

with doxycycline for three or five days and lysates were immunoblotted for BRCA2 and Actin. (B) 

Quantification of the percentage of cells with ≥10 RAD51 foci after 5 Gy irradiation. KBM-7 cells 

harboring indicated shRNAs were treated with doxycycline for 96 hours prior to irradiation. 

Approximately 100 cells were scored per condition per replicate. Error bars indicate standard 

deviations of two independent experiments. (C) KBM-7 cells expressing shBRCA2 #2 were processed 

for DNA fiber analysis after treatment with doxycycline for 96 hours. Cells were then incubated with 

CldU (25 μM) for 40 minutes to label replication tracks and subsequently treated with HU (2 mM) for 

four hours. CldU track lengths are plotted for ±500 fibers per condition. Median values are indicated 

and error bars represent standard deviations. P values were calculated using two-tailed Student’s t-

test. (D) Indicated KBM-7 cells were plated in the presence or absence of doxycycline. At indicated 

time points, cell numbers were assessed. Error bars indicate standard deviations of three independent 

experiments. (E) Work flow of genetic screen in near-haploid KBM-7 cells. (F) Gene mutations 

identified in KBM-7 cells which survived doxycycline-induced BRCA2 inactivation. Throughout the 

figure, * indicates P<0.05, ** indicates P<0.01, *** indicates P<0.001 and **** indicates P<0.0001. 
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protection of stalled forks, as indicated by 

decreased CldU fiber length after HU treatment 

(Fig. 1C). Finally, analysis of cell numbers 

showedthat proliferation ceased from 4 days after 

doxycycline treatment onwards in shBRCA2 cells, 

and a near-complete loss of cell viability was seen 

in less than 2 weeks of BRCA2 depletion (Fig. 

1D). Importantly, these effects were observed with 

two independent BRCA2 shRNAs. Notably, KBM-

7 cells harbor a loss-of-function TP53 mutation, 

and our results therefore show that p53 

inactivation per se does not preclude the cytotoxic 

effects of BRCA2 loss10,21. 

The virtually complete cell death after BRCA2 

depletion in the near-haploid KBM-7 cells allowed 

us to use insertional mutagenesis to screen for 

gene mutations that confer a survival advantage 

upon BRCA2 depletion (Fig. 1E). To this end, we 

mutagenized KBM-7-shBRCA2 #2 cells using a 

retroviral ‘gene-trap’ vector to obtain a collection 

of ∼100 × 106 mutants36,41. Massive parallel 

sequencing was performed on genomic DNA 

isolated from cells that were allowed to grow for 

19 days in the presence of doxycycline (Table 

S1). To filter out mutations in genes required for 

doxycycline-mediated expression of shRNAs, we 

performed a cross-comparison with results from a 

similar screen for gene mutations that reversed 

cell death induced by shRNA-mediated loss of the 

essential mitotic spindle component Eg5 (Table 

S1)42. As expected, multiple dominant integration 

hotspots identified in the shBRCA2-screen, 

marked doxycycline-related genes which will 

nullify the BRCA2 depletion, including SUPT3H, 

POU2F1, and NONO. Among the top shBRCA2-

specific hits, we identified multiple components of 

the TNFα receptor complex, including TNFRSF1A 

(encoding TNFR1), KHDRBS1 (encoding SAM68) 

and TNFRSF1B (encoding TNFR2)(Fig. 1F). 

 
TNFα signaling determines cellular viability in 

BRCA2-depleted cancer cells 
 

To assess whether BRCA2 mutations in cancers 

are associated with decreased expression of 

identified genes, we analyzed the serous ovarian 

cancer (SOC) TCGA dataset43. We specifically 

analyzed SOC, since BRCA2 germline mutations 

are most frequently found within this dataset. 

Interestingly, of the TNFα pathway components, 

KHDRBS1 showed the largest difference in 

median mRNA expression level between BRCA2 

wildtype (wt) and BRCA2 mutated tumors (Fig. 

2A). In addition, of all SOC-tumors that are 

classified by the TCGA as having down-regulated 

KHDRBS1 mRNA (n=8), 37.5% has a mutation in 

BRCA2. According to literature, the KHDRBS1 

gene product SAM68 is recruited to TNFR1 upon 

activation with TNFα, where it functions as a 

scaffold for NF-kB activation (Fig. 2B, ‘complex 

1’)44. In a delayed response upon TNFα 

administration, TNFR1 is internalized and SAM68 

and RIPK1 disassociate from the TNFα receptor. 

Together with FADD and caspase-8 (Fig. 2B, 

‘complex 2’), SAM68 and RIPK1 initiate activation 

of intrinsic caspases and thereby promote cell 

death44. 

To validate whether TNFR1 or SAM68 

inactivation confers a survival advantage upon 

BRCA2 depletion, KBM-7-shBRCA2 cells were 

infected with plasmids harboring shRNAs 

targeting TNFR1 or SAM68 while also encoding 

an IRES-driven mCherry cassette (Fig. S2A). In 

line with our screening data, BRCA2-depleted 

KBM-7 cells that were also depleted for TNFR1 or 

SAM68 showed a survival advantage over cells 

only depleted of BRCA2, as judged from the 

gradual increase in mCherry-positive cells (Fig. 

2C,D). Notably, TNFR1- or SAM68-depleted 

KBM-7 cells did not confer a survival advantage 

through compromising the shRNA-induced 

knockdown of BRCA2 (Fig. S2B). In contrast, 

BRCA2 depletion was nullified by siRNA-mediated 

knockdown of SUPTH3, in line with expectations 

(Fig. S2C). 

Depletion of TNFR1 or SAM68 did not reduce the 

total level of DNA damage induced by BRCA2 
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Figure 2. Loss of TNFR1 and SAM68 rescues cellular viability in BRCA2-depleted cancer cells. 

(A) mRNA expression levels of indicated genes were assessed in BRCA2 wt and germline BRCA2 

mutant ovarian cancers from the TCGA dataset. (B) Schematic overview of TNFR1 complex formation 

upon TNFα binding, leading to cell survival (complex I) or delayed caspase activation and cell death 

(complex II). (C) Flow cytometry analysis of KBM-7-pLKO.tet.shBRCA2 cells, additionally carrying 

indicated shRNA vectors with IRES-driven mCherry cassettes. Cells were treated with doxycycline for 

14 days and percentages of mCherry-positive cells were measured. (D) KBM-7-pLKO.tet.shBRCA2 

cells carrying mCherry shRNA cassettes for TNFR1, SAM68 or SCR were treated with or without 

doxycycline to induce BRCA2 shRNA expression. Percentages of mCherry-positive cells were 

measured every three or four days for three weeks after start of doxycycline treatment. Ratios of   

          (Legend continued on next page) 
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loss, as γH2AX levels were similar (Fig. S2D). 

Moreover, loss of TNFR1 or SAM68 did not confer 

a generic survival advantage, as TNFR1 or 

SAM68 depletion did not rescue cytotoxicity 

induced by Eg5 depletion (Fig. S2E).  

It should be noted that not in all tested cells 

line models, TNFα receptor signaling controlled 

cell death upon BRCA2 loss. When Brca2F/-

:Tp53F/F MEFs were infected with Cre-

recombinase to induce loss of BRCA2 and p53, 

this resulted in efficient gene inactivation and 

interfered with cellular viability (Fig. S3A). Of note 

shRNA-mediated inactivation of TNFR1 or SAM68 

did not significantly rescue cellular survival (Fig. 

S3B,C). In line with these cells not being 

responsive to TNFα receptor signaling, 

inactivation of Brca2 did not confer sensitivity to 

recombinant TNFα (Fig. S3D).  

Next, two triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) 

cell lines, BT-549 and MDA-MB-231, were 

depleted for BRCA2 (Fig. S4A). In line with results 

in KBM-7 cells, BRCA2 depletion interfered with 

long-term survival (Fig. S4B). Assessing the 

effects of TNFR1 inactivation on survival of 

BRCA2-depleted MDA-MB-231 was not feasible, 

because TNFR1 appeared essential for viability in 

this cell line, regardless of BRCA2 status (Fig. 

S4C-E). Although acute depletion of TNFR1 also 

affected viability in the majority of BT-549 cells, a 

stably depleted population of TNFR1-depleted 

cells was established (Fig. S4F,G), and showed 

that TNFR1 inactivation results in a survival 

benefit in BRCA2-depleted context (Fig. 2E,F). 

SAM68 depletion interfered with survival of BT-

549 cells independent of BRCA2 status, as hardly 

any cells survived constitutive SAM68 depletion 

(Fig. S4G,H). Combined, our data show that loss 

of TNFR1 or SAM68 confers a survival advantage 

in BRCA2-depleted cells, in situations where 

TNFR1 or SAM68 are not essential for viability, 

suggesting a mechanistic link between TNFα  

signaling and BRCA2 function. 

 
BRCA2 loss results in TNFα production and 

increased TNFα signaling 
 

To further investigate the relation between BRCA2 

inactivation and TNFα signaling, we first tested 

whether limiting the available TNFα pool would 

alter the reduced cellular viability induced by 

BRCA2-depletion. Indeed, upon addition of the 

TNFα-neutralizing antibody infliximab to culture 

media, cellular viability of BRCA2-depleted KBM-7 

cells increased from ~20% to ~35% (Fig. 3A). 

Importantly, and in line with these findings, 

BRCA2 depletion in KBM-7 cells resulted in 

increased levels of TNFα secretion, as measured 

using ELISA (Fig. 3B).  

Although the levels of TNFα reproducibly 

increased upon BRCA2 loss, the overall level of 

TNFα was limited, and we wondered whether this 

increase accounted for activation of the TNFα 

signaling cascade. To test this, we measured the 

levels of JNK phosphorylation (pJNK) and PARP 

cleavage (cPARP) by flow cytometry. BRCA2 

depletion for 4 or 7 days resulted in increased 

levels of pJNK, which was not observed in control-

depleted cells (Fig. 3C). In accordance with these 

mCherry-positive cells in doxycycline treated cultures versus untreated cultures are indicated. Per 

condition, at least 30,000 events were measured. (E) BT-549 cells, stably transduced with 

pLKO.tet.shBRCA2 #2 were infected with IRES mCherry shRNA vectors as for panel (D). Cells were 

treated with or without doxycycline, and percentages of mCherry-positive cells were measured. Ratios 

of mCherry-positive cells at indicated time points versus mCherry-positive percentages at day 0 are 

indicated. Error bars indicate standard deviations of three independent experiments. P values were 

calculated using two-tailed Student’s t-test. * indicates P<0.05, ** indicates P<0.01, *** indicates 

P<0.001. (F) Representative flow cytometry plots of BT-549-shBRCA2 #2 cells from panel (E) are 

shown, carrying mCherry shRNA cassette for TNFR1 #2. Cells were treated for 15 days with or without 

doxycycline and gated based on mCherry positivity. Numbers indicate the percentages of mCherry-

positive cells.  
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Figure 3. BRCA2 depletion results in increased TNFα signaling. (A) KBM-7 cells harboring 

indicated shRNAs were treated with doxycycline for 48 hours and subsequently plated and treated 

with indicated concentrations of infliximab for five days. Error bars indicate standard deviations of two 

independent experiments. (B) KBM-7 cells harboring indicated shRNAs were treated with doxycycline 

for the indicated time periods. Medium was harvested and TNFα concentrations were measured using 

ELISA. Error bars indicate standard deviations of two independent experiments. (C) BT-549 cells 

harboring indicated shRNAs were treated with doxycycline for the indicated time periods. Cells were 

analyzed by flow cytometry for pJNK expression. Gating was performed as shown in the left panel. 

Numbers indicate the percentages of living cells stained positive for pJNK. Error bars indicate 

standard deviations of two independent experiments. (D) BT-549 cells were treated as described in 

(C). Cells were analyzed by flow cytometry for cleaved PARP. Gating was performed as shown in the 

left panel. Numbers indicate the percentages of living cells stained positive for cleaved PARP. Error 

bars indicate standard deviations of two independent experiments. Throughout the figure, P values 

were calculated using two-tailed Student’s t-test. * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001. 
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observations, the levels of PARP cleavage were 

also elevated over time upon BRCA2 loss (Fig. 

3D). Thus, BRCA2 loss instigates a TNFα 

signaling cascade, leading to cell death in KBM-7 

cells, which can be circumvented by sequestering 

the levels of circulating TNFα. 

 

Increased TNFα sensitivity in BRCA2-depleted 

cancer cells 
 

Since the overall levels of TNFα after BRCA2 

depletion were limited, we wondered whether 

increased cellular sensitivity to TNFα could also 

play a role. To test whether BRCA2 inactivation 

increases sensitivity to TNFα, BRCA2-depleted 

Figure 4. BRCA2 inactivation causes sensitivity to TNFα in cancer cells. (A) KBM-7 harboring 

hairpins against BRCA2 were treated with doxycycline for 48 hours and subsequently plated and 

treated with indicated TNFα concentrations for five days. Cell viability was assessed by MTT 

conversion. (B) KBM-7-shBRCA2 #1 cells with hairpins against SAM68, TNFR1 or SCR were treated 

with or without doxycycline and treated with indicated TNFα concentrations for five days. Cell viability 

was assessed by MTT conversion. (C) Breast cancer cell lines MDA-MB-231, HCC38 and BT-549 

harboring shLUC or shBRCA2 #2 were pre-treated for 48 hours with doxycycline and subsequently 

plated and treated with indicated TNFα concentrations for five days. Cell viability was assessed by 

MTT conversion. (D) DLD-1 WT or BRCA2
-/-

 cells were plated and treated for five days with indicated 

TNFα concentrations. Cell viability was assessed by MTT conversion. (E) BT-549 cells harboring 

hairpins against BRCA2, BRCA1 and FANCD2 were treated with doxycycline for 48 hours and 

subsequently plated and treated with indicated TNFα concentrations for five days. Cell viability was 

assessed by MTT conversion. (F) MDA-MB-231, HCC38 or BT-549 cells were plated and treated with 

100 μM HU and indicated TNFα concentrations for five days. Cell viability was assessed by MTT 

conversion. Measurements were normalized to cells without TNFα treatment. Throughout the figure, 

error bars indicate standard error of the mean of at least three independent experiments with three 

technical replicates each. Measurements were normalized to untreated cells.  
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KBM-7 cells were treated with recombinant TNFα 

Indeed, BRCA2-depleted, but not control-depleted 

KBM-7 cells, showed significantly increased 

sensitivity to recombinant TNFα Fig. 4A. Notably, 

the observed sensitivity to TNFα was rescued by 

co-depletion of SAM68 or TNFR1 (Fig. 4B). These 

responses were not specific to KBM-7 cells, as 

increased TNFα sensitivity was also observed in a 

dose-dependent manner upon BRCA2 depletion 

in a panel of TNBC cell lines (BT-549, MDA-MB-

231 and HCC38) (Fig. 4C, S5A). These findings 

were further confirmed in the colorectal cancer 

cell line DLD-1, in which the BRCA2 gene was 

inactivated using CRISPR/Cas9 (Fig. 4D, S5B). 

Importantly, the increased sensitivity to TNFα in 

BRCA2-depleted cells could not be attributed to 

changes in TNFR1 expression levels upon 

BRCA2 inactivation (Fig. S5G,H). 

To check whether increased TNFα sensitivity 

was selectively induced by BRCA2 inactivation, 

BT-549 cells were depleted for the DNA repair 

proteins BRCA1 or FANCD2 (Fig. S5B). Depletion 

of BRCA1 or FANCD2 decreased long-term 

survival, comparable to BRCA2 depletion (Fig. 

S5C). Importantly, depletion of BRCA1 or 

FANCD2 again resulted in sensitivity to 

recombinant TNFα, although to a lesser extend 

when compared to BRCA2 inactivation (Fig. 4E). 

Of note, induction of replication stress with a non-

toxic dose of hydroxyurea (HU) (Fig. S5D,E) also 

sensitized TNBC cell lines to recombinant TNFα 

(Fig. 4F, S5F). Taken together, these results show 

that BRCA2 inactivation not only induces TNFα 

signaling, but results in increased TNFα 

sensitivity. Importantly, TNFα sensitivity is not 

specific to BRCA2 inactivation, and is also 

induced by inactivation of BRCA2, BRCA1 or 

FANCD2, or chemical induction of replication 

stress. 

 
BRCA2 loss leads to rewiring of TNFα signaling 
 

To investigate how BRCA2 inactivation may 

underlie differential activation of the TNFα 

pathway, we assessed global changes in protein 

abundance using SILAC- mass spectrometry (Fig. 

5A). Labeled (‘heavy’) or unlabeled (‘light’) protein 

extracts from BRCA2-depleted or control-depleted 

BT-549 cells were mixed and analyzed by mass 

spectrometry (MS). To control for potential effects 

of metabolic labeling, label-swap controls were 

included (Fig. 5A). Common differentially 

expressed proteins measured in at least three out 

of four independent MS runs were plotted (Fig. 

5B). Interestingly, depletion of BRCA2 resulted in 

differential expression of previously described 

regulators of NF-kB signaling and apoptosis (Fig. 

5C). Among others, BRCA2-depletion resulted in 

upregulation of ITGA6 (integrin α6β1), ANXA4, 

ANPEP (CD13), CD9, and FAM129A (Niban), 

previously shown to stimulate TNFα/NF-kB 

signaling45-47, or inhibit apoptosis48. Conversely, 

decreased abundance upon BRCA2 depletion 

was observed for TAGLN (SM22α) and HSPB1 

(HSP27), described to inhibit NF-kB signaling 

(Fig. 5C, Table S2)49,50.  

These data suggested that BRCA2 depletion 

leads to re-wiring of NF-kB signaling, possibly as 

a mechanism to counter pro-apoptotic TNFα 

signaling. In physiological conditions, TNFα-

induced NF-kB pro-survival signaling is dominant 

over apoptosis signaling51. However, sustained 

activity of JNK (MAPK8), which together with the 

ASK1 kinase (MAP3K5) acts downstream of the 

TNF receptor, can ‘overrule’  NF-kB pro-survival 

signaling and drive apoptosis51-54. Interestingly, 

among the most differentially expressed proteins, 

several direct or indirect regulators of JNK, ASK1, 

caspases and other members of TNFα signaling 

were identified (Fig. S6A). Our observation that 

BRCA2 depletion leads to increased JNK activity 

(Fig. 3C) would be in line with such a mechanism. 

To test if sustained activity of ASK or JNK kinases 

is required to mediate TNFα-induced cell death in 

BRCA2-depleted cells, we chemically inhibited 

ASK1 (Fig. 5D) or JNK (Fig. 5E), in combination 

with TNFα treatment. Control-depleted BT-549 

cells were not sensitive to TNFα, and their viability 
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Figure 5. BRCA2 depletion leads to re-wiring of NFκB signaling and apoptosis. (A) Workflow of 

SILAC-MS analysis of BT-549 cell lines with indicated hairpins. (B) Log2 ratios (heavy vs light) of 

proteins that were measured in at least three out of four independent MS analyses. Black dots 

represent the mean of log2 ratios from three or four experiments. Proteins of interest among the top 

5% up- and downregulated hits in BRCA2-deficient cells are indicated. (C) Schematic overview of up- 

and down-regulated proteins in BRCA2-deficient cells that influence NF-kB signaling and apoptosis. 

(D, E) BT-549 shLUC (left panels) or shBRCA2 #2 cells (right panels) were treated with doxycycline 

for 48 hours and subsequently treated with indicated concentrations of TNFα and ASK1 inhibitor (D) or  

           (Legend continued on next page) 
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was not affected by ASK1 or JNK inhibition (Fig. 

5D,E). In contrast, BRCA2-depleted cells again 

showed decreased viability upon TNFα 

administration. Notably, these effects were dose-

dependently reversed by ASK1 or JNK inhibition 

(Fig. 5D,E). Importantly, very similar effects were 

observed in BRCA2-depleted MDA-MB-231 cells 

(Fig. S6C,D).  

ASK1/JNK signaling was previously described 

to predominantly involve mitochondria-mediated 

‘intrinsic’ apoptosis52,55. In line with this notion, 

TNFα-induced cell death in BRCA2-depleted cells 

was significantly rescued by a broad-spectrum 

caspase inhibitor zVAD-FMK, but not the 

caspase-8-specific inhibitor zIETD-FMK (Fig. 5F). 

Combined, these data show that BRCA2 depletion 

leads to rewired TNFα/NF-kB signaling, and that 

activity of JNK and ASK1 is required for TNFα-

induced cell death in BRCA2-depleted cells. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 

DNA repair defects facilitate genome instability 

and the ensuing accumulation of cancer-

promoting mutations56. Indeed, inherited or 

somatic mutations in DNA repair genes are 

frequently observed in cancer1. Yet, defective 

DNA repair compromises cellular viability, and it 

remains incompletely clear how (tumor) cells deal 

with loss of DNA repair pathways. Here, we used 

an unbiased screen to identify genetic factors that 

influence cellular survival of near-haploid KBM-7 

cells upon BRCA2 inactivation. We identified and 

validated mutations in TNFRSF1A (encoding 

TNFR1) and KHDRBS1 (encoding SAM68) to 

rescue cell death in BRCA2-depleted KBM-7 cells. 

Further, we found that HR-deficiency instigates 

autocrine TNFα signaling, and that HR-deficient 

cancer cells are increasingly sensitive for TNFα, 

mediated through ASK1/JNK signaling. 

TNFα signaling has previously been described 

to context-dependently promote cellular survival 

or promote apoptosis51. We find that TNFα 

signaling in the context of accumulated DNA 

damage exerts pro-apoptotic effects, either 

through defective DNA repair or through HU-

induced replication stress. These effects are, at 

least in part, regulated by ASK1 and JNK kinases. 

The observation that the broad-spectrum caspase 

inhibitor zVAD, but not a caspase-8 inhibitor, 

could reverse TNFα sensitivity, points at an 

involvement of caspase 3 and 955. These findings 

are in good agreement with earlier reports, which 

described increased transcription of TNFα upon 

irradiation57, enhanced sensitivity of FANC-C 

mutant cells to TNFα58, and irradiation-induced re-

wiring of TNFα signaling which limits cellular 

survival59. Furthermore, treatment with 

recombinant TNFα was shown to sensitize cancer 

cells for genotoxic agents60.  

Multiple other mutations have previously been 

described to rescue cell death upon loss of 

homologous recombination genes. Most of these 

mutations (including TP53BP1, MAD2L2, HELB 

and RIF1) could rescue cell death and PARP1 

inhibitor sensitivity induced by inactivation of 

BRCA1 but not BRCA2, which is likely due to 

BRCA2 functioning downstream of DNA-end 

resection24-30,32,61,62. Recently, inactivation of 

PAXIP1 (encoding PTIP), was shown to rescue 

cell death induced by BRCA2 mutation31. PAXIP1 

was identified in our screen, but was less 

significant than TNFR1 and SAM68, and was for 

that reason not included for follow-up analysis.  

Constitutive NF-kB activation is described to 

often occur in different types of cancers, and is 

associated with aggressive tumor growth and 

therapy resistance63. Such NF-kB activity might be 

accompanied with autocrine TNFα secretion, as 

has been demonstrated for head-and-neck 

cancers64. NF-kB activation was previously 

described in response to DSB formation, where it 

JNK inhibitor (E) for five days. For P values, see Table S3.  (F) BT-549 shLUC or shBRCA2 #2 cells 

were treated with doxycycline for 48 hours and subsequently treated with zVAD (25μM), caspase 8 

inhibitor (25nM) and/or TNFα (12.5 ng/mL) for five days. For panels D-F, cell viability was assessed by 

MTT conversion. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean of at least three independent 

experiments, with four technical replicates each. Measurements were normalized to untreated cells. P 

values were calculated using Student’s t-test. If significant, * indicates P<0.05. 
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provides an initial cellular stress response to DNA 

damage65,66. Paradoxically, sustained levels of 

DNA damage (in our models caused by BRCA2-

deficiency) lead to prolonged JNK activation, 

which is normally suppressed by NF-kB53,54. 

Consequently, sustained JNK signaling can 

promote pro-apoptotic signaling upon TNFα–

induced TNFR1 activation67,68. 

TNFα, in analogy to NF-kB signaling, has also 

been described to play a role in cancer. 

Recombinant TNFα was shown to induce cancer 

cell senescence when combined with IFN-γ 

treatment, and was demonstrated to induce tumor 

cell death in metastatic melanoma via isolated 

limb perfusion69,70. Our observations of TNFα 

sensitivity of BRCA2-defective cancer cells, 

suggest that BRCA2-mutant tumors may be 

selectively sensitive to TNFα. Unfortunately, 

development of TNFα-based treatment modalities 

was not successful due to toxicity71. Conversely, 

our data suggest that inactivation of TNFα 

signaling may allow survival of BRCA-deficient 

tumor cells, and warrants care in using TNFα 

antagonists in BRCA mutation carriers72. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Cell culture 

Human near-haploid KBM-7 cells were cultured in 

Iscove's Modified Dulbecco's Medium (IMDM). 

MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells, 293T human 

embryonic kidney cells, DLD-1 cells and mouse 

embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were cultured in 

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM). 

BT-549, HCC38 were cultured in Roswell Park 

Memorial Institute (RPMI) medium. Growth media 

for each line were supplemented with 10% fetal 

calf serum (FCS) and penicillin/streptomycin (100 

units/mL). Mouse embryonic fibroblasts harboring 

the Brca2sko allele were a kind gift of Jos Jonkers 

and Peter Bouwman (Netherlands Cancer 

Institute, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) and were 

described previously33. All human cell lines were 

cultured at 37°C in a humidified incubator 

supplied with 5% CO2. MEFs were cultured in a 

low-oxygen (1% O2) incubator. For stable isotope 

labeling, BT-549 cells harboring shLUC and 

shBRCA2 #2 were cultured for at least four cell 

passages (~14 days) in RPMI medium with 

unmodified arginine (Arg) and Lysine (Lys) (Light, 

‘L’) or with stable isotope-labeled Arg10 and Lys6 

(Heavy, ‘H’)(Silantes). 

 

Viral transduction 

To generate KBM-7 and breast cancer cell lines 

with doxycycline-inducible shRNAs, cells were 

infected with Tet-pLKO-puro, harboring short RNA 

hairpins (shRNAs) directed against luciferase (5’-

AAGAGCTGTTTCTGAGGAGCC-3’), KIF11 (5’- 

CACGTACCCTTCATCAAATTT-3’), BRCA2 (#1 

5’-GAAGAATGCAGGTTTAATA-3’ and #2 5’-

AACAACAATTACGAACCAAACTT-3’), BRCA1 

(#1 5’-CCCACCTAATTGTACTGAATT-3’ and #2 

5’- CCCTAAGTTTACTTCTCTAAA-3’), FANCD2 

(#1 5’- AAGGGAGAAGTCATCGAAGTA-3’). Tet-

pLKO-puro was a gift from Dmitri Wiederschain 

(Addgene plasmid # 21915)34. 

To validate hits from the genetic screens, KBM-7, 

MEFs and breast cancer cells were transduced 

with pLKO.1 vectors, which in addition to the 

shRNA cassette either carried an IRES mCherry 

cassette (pLKO.1-mCherry, a kind gift from Jan 

Jacob Schuringa (UMCG, The Netherlands)), or a 

puromycin resistance cassette (pLKO.1-puro, a 

gift from David Root, Addgene plasmid # 

10878)35. Both pLKO.1 plasmids were used as 

described previously36. shRNAs against 

TNFRSF1A and KHDRBS1 were cloned into 

pLKO.1 vectors using the Age1 and EcoR1 

restriction sites. The hairpin targeting sequences 

that were used are: TNFRSF1A (#1, 5’-

GGAGCTGTTGGTGGGAATATA-3’ and #2, 5’- 

TCCTGTAGTAACTGTAAGAAA-3’), KHDRBS1 

(#1, 5’-GTTCCCAAGTTAGTCAAGTAT-3’ and #2, 

5’- GATGAGGAGAATTACTTGGAT-3’) and SCR 

(5’-CAACAAGATGAAGAGCACCAA-3’). For MEF 

cells, shRNA sequences used for TNFRSF1A 

were (5’-GGCTCTGCTGATGGGGATACA-3’), 
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KHDRBS1 (5’-GACGAGGAGAATTATTTGGAT-

3’) and SCR (5’-CAACAAGATGAAGAGCACCAA-

3’). Lentiviral particles were produced as 

described previously36. In brief, HEK293T 

packaging cells were transfected with 4 μg 

pLKO.1 DNA in combination with the packaging 

plasmids lenti-VSV-G and lenti-ΔYPR using a 

standard calcium phosphate protocol. Virus-

containing supernatant was harvested at 48 and 

72 hours after transfection and filtered through a 

0.45 μM syringe filter with the addition of 4 μg/mL 

polybrene. Supernatants were used to infect 

target cells in three consecutive 12 hour periods. 

MEFs were transduced with pRetroSuper 

retrovirus as described previously24. Briefly, 

HEK293T cells were grown to 70% confluency 

and transfected with 10 μg retroviral vector 

encoding ‘Hit-and-run’ Cre recombinase together 

with Gag-Pol packaging and VSV-G37. 

Supernatants were harvested at 48 and 72 hours 

after transfection and filtered through a 0.45 μM 

syringe filter. MEFs were plated and infected for 

24 hours with retroviral supernatant with an 

additional second and third round of infection after 

24 and 32 hours. 24 hours after the last infection, 

cells were washed and cultured in fresh medium 

with 2 μg/mL puromycin for 48 hours. Switching of 

the conditional sko allele upon Cre retrovirus, 

resulting in a 110 basepair fragment, was shown 

by PCR amplification of genomic DNA with the 

following primers: 5′-GTG GGC TTG TAC TCG 

GTC AT-3′ (forward) and 5′-GTA ACC TCT GCC 

GTT CAG GA-3′ (reverse). 

 

Gene-trap mutagenesis and mapping of insertion 

sites 

KBM-7 cells were infected with pLKO.1-tet-puro-

BRCA2 #2 and puromycin-resistant clones were 

sorted into monoclonal cell lines. The resulting 

monoclonal KBM-7-shBRCA2 #2 cell line was 

mutagenized using retroviral infection as 

described previously38. In short, approximately 

64*10E6 KBM-7 cells were retrovirally infected 

with the gene-trap vector pGT, containing a strong 

splice acceptor. After three consecutive rounds of 

infection a ~75% infection rate was achieved 

based on GFP positivity. All mutagenized cells 

were pooled and 20*10E6 cells were treated with 

1 μg/mL doxycycline. 5 days after doxycycline 

addition, cells were plated at 20,000 cells per well 

in 40 96-wells plates to allow competitive selection 

for 14 days. Subsequently, cell pellets were frozen 

and DNA was isolated. Viral insertions were 

amplified using LAN PCR, identified by massive 

parallel sequencing and mapped to the human  

genome as described previously39. 

 

Western blotting 

Knockdown efficiencies and biochemical 

responses were analyzed by Western blotting. 

Cells were lysed in Mammalian Protein Extraction 

Reagent (MPER, Thermo Scientific), 

supplemented with protease inhibitor and 

phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Scientific). 

40 µg of protein extract was used for separation 

by SDS-PAGE. Separated proteins were 

transferred to Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) 

membranes and blocked in 5% milk in Tris-

buffered saline (TBS), with 0.05% Tween20. 

Immunodetection was done with antibodies 

directed against BRCA2 (Calbiochem, #OP95), 

TNFR1 (Cell Signaling, #3736; Santa Cruz, # 

sc8436), SAM68 (Santa Cruz, #sc333), BRCA1 

(Cell Signaling, #9010), FANCD2 (Santa Cruz, 

#sc20022), Eg5 (Cell Signaling, #7625) and beta-

Actin (MP Biochemicals, #69100). Appropriate 

horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated 

secondary antibodies (DAKO) were used and 

signals were visualized with enhanced 

chemiluminescence (Lumilight, Roche 

diagnostics) on a Biorad Bioluminescence device, 

equipped with Quantity One/Chemidoc XRS 

software (Biorad). 

 

Quantitative RT-qPCR 

Cell pellets from KBM-7-shBRCA2 #1, KBM-7-

shBRCA2 #2 or KBM-7-shLUC treated with 

doxycycline (1 μg/mL) for 0 or 4 days were 
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harvested. Total RNA was isolated using the 

RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) and cDNA was 

synthesized using SuperScript III (Invitrogen) 

according to manufactures instructions. 

Quantitative RT-PCR for BRCA2 mRNA 

expression levels was performed in triplicate using 

the following oligo’s: 5’-

TTGTTTCTCCGGCTGCAC-3’ (forward) and 5’-

CGTATTTGGTGCCACAACTC-3’ (reverse). 

GAPDH was used as a reference and 

experiments were performed on an Applied 

Biosystems Fast 7500 machine. Alternatively, 

KBM-7-shBRCA2 #2 cells were pre-treated with 

doxycycline for 24 hours prior to transfection with 

40 nM SUPTH3 siRNA (Thermo Scientific; ON-

TARGETplus SMART pool; Cat. No: L-019548-

00) or “medium GC duplex” control siRNA (Life 

Technologies; Cat. No: 12935-300). At 72 hours 

after siRNA transfection, cell pellets were 

harvested and BRCA2 mRNA levels were 

determined as above.  

 

Immunofluorescence microscopy 

KBM-7 cells were left untreated or were irradiated 

using a Cesium137 source (CIS international/IBL 

637 irradiator, dose rate: 0.01083 Gy/s). Three 

hours later, cells were washed in PBS and then 

fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde with 0.1% Triton X-

100 in PBS for 30 minutes at room temperature. 

Cells were permeabilized in 0.5% Triton X-100 in 

PBS for 10 minutes. Subsequently cells were 

extensively washed and incubated with PBS 

containing 0.05% Tween-20 and 4% BSA 

(Fraction V) (PBS-Tween-BSA) for 1 hour to block 

nonspecific binding. Cells were then incubated 

overnight at 4°C with mouse anti-Rad51 

(GeneTex, GTX70230, 1:400) and rabbit anti-

γH2AX (Cell Signaling, #9718, 1:100) in PBS-

Tween-BSA. Cells were extensively washed and 

incubated for 1 hour with Alexa488 and Alexa647-

conjugated secondary antibodies. Images were 

acquired on a Leica DM-6000RXA fluorescence 

microscope, equipped with Leica Application Suite 

software.  

DNA Fiber assay 

To assess replication fork protection during 

replication stress, KBM-7-shBRCA2 #2 cells were 

pre-treated with doxycycline (1 μg/mL) for 96 

hours, and then pulse-labeled with chloro-

deoxyuridine (CIdU, 50 µM) for 40 minutes. 

Subsequently, cells were washed with medium 

and incubated with hydroxyurea (HU, 2 mM) for 

four hours. Cells were lysed on microscopy slides 

in lysis buffer (0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate 

(SDS), 200 mM Tris [pH 7.4], 50 mM EDTA). DNA 

fibers were spread by tilting the slide and were 

subsequently air-dried and fixed in 

methanol/acetic acid (3:1) for 10 minutes. Fixed 

DNA spreads were stored for 24 hours at 4°C and 

prior to immuno-labeling, spreads were treated 

with 2.5M HCl for 1.5 hours. CIdU was stained 

with rat anti-BrdU (1:750, AbD Serotec) for 2 

hours and slides were further incubated with 

AlexaFluor 488-conjugated anti-rat IgG (1:500) for 

1.5 hours. Images were acquired on a Leica DM-

6000RXA fluorescence microscope, equipped 

with Leica Application Suite software. The lengths 

of CIdU and IdU tracks were measured using 

ImageJ software. 

 

Flow cytometry 

To measure changes in the fraction of shRNA-

containing mCherry-positive cells, cells were re-

plated every 3 or 4 days. At those time-points, 

approximately 25% of the culture was used to 

measure the percentage of mCherry-positive cells 

by flow cytometry, whereas the remaining cells 

were re-plated for further time points. If indicated, 

cells were treated with doxycycline (1 μg/mL) or 

50% ETOH as a control. At least 10,000 (BT-549) 

or 30,000 (KBM-7) events were analyzed per 

sample on a LSR-II (Becton Dickinson). 

Cells, pre-treated with doxycycline (1 μg/mL) or 

HU, were harvested at different time points, 

washed and fixed in ice-cold 70% ethanol. Cells 

were permeabilized and blocked with PBS-

1%BSA-0.05%Tween20 or with PBS-2%BSA-

0.1%Triton for 1 hour and stained with rabbit anti-
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cleaved-PARP (Cell Signaling, #5625), rabbit anti-

phospho-SAPK/JNK (Thr183/Tyr185) (Cell 

Signaling, #9251), rabbit anti-TNFR1 (Abcam, 

#19140) or rabbit anti-γH2AX (Cell Signaling, 

#9718) overnight at 4°C. Samples were 

subsequently stained with AlexaFluor 488-

conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody for 

1 hour and analyzed on a FACS Calibur (Becton 

Dickinson). Data was analyzed with FlowJo 

software.  

  

Clonogenic survival assays 

BT-549 cells or MEFs were plated in 6-wells 

plates (1,000 cells per well) and treated with 

doxycycline (1 μg/mL) or recombinant TNFα as 

indicated. MEFs were pre-infected with retroviral 

‘Hit-and-run’ Cre recombinase and selected with 

puromycin (2 μg/mL). After 14 days, cells were 

fixed in 4% formaldehyde-PBS and stained with 

0.1% crystal violet in H2O.  

 

MTT assays 

KBM-7, MDA-MB-231, BT-549, HCC38 and MEF 

cells were plated in 96-wells plates (600-800 cells 

per well), and pre-treated with or without 

doxycycline (1 μg/mL) for 2 days. MEFs were pre-

infected with retroviral ‘Hit-and-run’ Cre 

recombinase and selected with puromycin (2 

μg/mL). Cells were treated with indicated 

concentrations of the following agents: Infliximab 

(Merck, Sharp and Dome), HU (Sigma), ASK1 

inhibitor NQDI-1 (Axon Medchem, #2179), JNK 

inhibitor SP600125 (Selleck Chemicals, #S1460), 

Pan caspase inhibitor (Z-VAD-FMK, Promega), 

Caspase-8 Inhibitor (Z-IETD-FMK, R&D systems) 

and/or recombinant TNFα (Thermofisher). After 5 

days of treatment, methyl thiazol tetrazolium 

(MTT) was added to a final concentration of 0.5 

mg/mL for 4 hours. Medium was removed and 

formazan crystals were dissolved in DMSO. The 

absorbance was measured at 520 nm with a Bio-

Rad iMark spectrometer. Cell viability was 

calculated as the relative value in signal 

compared to DMSO- or untreated cells. Unless 

mentioned otherwise, statistical significance was 

tested using two-sided Student’s t-tests. 

 

TNFα ELISA 

KBM-7-shBRCA2 or KBM-7-shLUC cells were 

treated with doxycycline (1 μg/mL) for 48 hours. 

Proteins in supernatant culture media were 

concentrated using Microcon-30kDa centrifugal 

filter units with Ultracel-30 membrane (Millipore). 

Subsequently, TNFα concentrations were 

determined using a human TNFα ELISA kit 

(KHC3011, Life Technologies). 

In-gel digestion and LC-MS/MS 

BT-549 cells were cultured in light (‘L’) or heavy 

(‘H’) SILAC media and were treated with 

doxycycline for 48 hours. Cells were harvested 

and lysed in NP-40 buffer (20mM Tris pH 7.4, 

150mM NaCl, 0.2% v/v Igepal, 10% glycerol) 

supplemented with a protease/phosphate inhibitor 

cocktail (Thermofisher). Protein concentrations 

were determined using Bradford assay and 50 μg 

of proteins from shLUC-‘L’ cells was mixed with 

shBRCA2 #2-‘H’ cells and vice versa. Proteins 

were separated by SDS-PAGE. Gel lanes were 

cut into 10-12 slices for in-gel digestion. Slices 

were cut into 1 mm pieces and destained with 100 

mM ammonium bicarbonate (ABC) in 50-70% 

acetonitrile (ACN). Reduction (10 mM DTT in 100 

mM ABC) and alkylation (55 mM iodoacetamide in 

100 mM ABC) steps were performed to block 

cysteines. Gel pieces were dehydrated and 

incubated overnight with 10 ng/μL trypsin 

(Promega), diluted in 100 mM ABC at 37°C. 

Peptides were subsequently extracted with 5% 

formic acid for 20 minutes.  

Online chromatography of the extracted tryptic 

peptides was performed using an Ultimate 3000 

HPLC system (Thermofisher Scientific), coupled 

to a Q-Exactive-Plus mass spectrometer with a 

NanoFlex source (Thermofisher Scientific), 

equipped with a stainless-steel emitter. Tryptic 

digests were loaded onto a 5 mm × 300 μm 

internal diameter (i.d.) trapping micro column 

packed with PepMAP100, 5 μm particles (Dionex) 
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in 0.1% formic acid at the flow rate of 20 μl/min. 

After loading and washing for 3 min, trapped 

peptides were back-flush eluted onto a 50 cm × 

75 μm i.d. nanocolumn, packed with Acclaim C18 

PepMAP RSLC, 2 μm particles (Dionex). Column 

temperature was maintained at 40°C. Eluents 

used were 100:0 H2O/acetonitrile (volume/volume 

(V/V)) with 0.1% formic acid (Eluent A) and 0:100 

H2O/acetonitrile (v/v) with 0.1% formic acid 

(Eluent B). The following mobile phase gradient 

was delivered at the flow rate of 300 nl/min: 3–

50% of solvent B in 90 min; 50–80% B in 1 min; 

80% B during 9 min, and back to 1 % B in 1 min 

and held at 1% A for 19 min which results in a 

total run time of 120 min. MS data were acquired 

using a data-dependent acquisition (DDA) top-12 

method dynamically choosing the most abundant 

not-yet-sequenced precursor ions from the survey 

scans (300–1650 Th) with a dynamic exclusion of 

20 sec. Survey scans were acquired at a 

resolution of 70,000 at mass-to-charge (m/z) 200 

with a maximum inject time of 50 ms or AGC 3E6. 

DDA was performed via higher energy collisional 

dissociation fragmentation with a target value of 

5x10E4 ions determined with predictive automatic 

gain control in centroid mode. Isolation of 

precursors was performed with a window of 1.6 

m/z. Resolution for HCD spectra was set to 

17,500 at m/z 200 with a maximum ion injection 

time of 50 ms. Normalized collision energy was 

set at 28. The S-lens RF level was set at 60 and 

the capillary temperature was set at 250°C. 

Precursor ions with single, unassigned, or six and 

higher charge states were excluded from 

fragmentation selection. 

MS data analysis 

Mass spectrometry raw files were processed in 

MaxQuant (version 1.5.2.8) containing the 

integrated Andromeda search engine and 

searched against the human proteome 

downloaded from the UniProt database (20197 

entries), using a false discovery rate of 0.01 at the 

protein and peptide level. Multiplicity was set to 1 

with Lys6 and Arg10 selected as labels. 

Carbamidomethyl was set as a fixed modification 

and oxidation of methionine as a variable 

modification. Default parameters were used for all 

other settings. Proteins were excluded based on 

the criteria ‘marked potential contaminant or 

reverse protein by MaxQuant’ and ‘only identified 

by either light or heavy labelled peptide’. For 

further analysis, log2 of protein ratio’s 

(heavy/light) was calculated. Proteins present in at 

least 3 out of 4 independent analyses were further 

analyzed. The mass spectrometry proteomics 

data have been deposited to the 

ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE 

partner repository with the dataset identifier 

PXD007253. 
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Figure S1. BRCA2 deficiency of KBM-7-shBRCA2 cell lines. (A) KBM-7 cells harboring indicated 

hairpins were treated with doxycycline for indicated time periods. BRCA2 mRNA expression was 

measured using RT-qPCR. Measurements were normalized to expression levels at day 0. Error bars 

represent standard deviations of three independent measurements. P values were calculated using 

two-tailed Student’s t-test. ** indicates P<0.01, *** indicates P<0.001. (B) Representative 

immunofluorescence images of KBM-7 cells harboring indicated hairpins and treated with or without 

doxycycline for four days. Cells were irradiated (5 Gy) and stained three hours post irradiation with 

anti-RAD51 and DAPI. 
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mCherry cassettes. Cells were treated with doxycycline (1μg/mL) for four days prior to cell lysis, and 

immunoblotted for TNFR1, SAM68 or Actin. (B) KBM-7 cells transduced with indicated hairpins were 

treated with or without doxycycline for four days. BRCA2 mRNA expression was measured using RT-

qPCR. Measurements were normalized to expression levels without doxycycline treatment. Error bars 

represent standard deviations of three independent measurements. P values were calculated using 

two-tailed Student’s t-test. *** indicates P<0.001. (C) KBM-7-shBRCA2 #2 cells were transfected with 

indicated siRNAs and simultaneously treated with doxycycline for three days. BRCA2 mRNA 

expression was measured and quantified as for panel (B). (D) γH2AX levels were measured by flow 

cytometry. Indicated KBM-7 cell lines were treated with doxycycline for indicated time periods prior to 

fixation. Gating was performed as shown in the right panels. Error bars indicate standard deviations of 

two independent experiments. (E) KBM-7-pLKO.tet.shBRCA2 #2 or KBM-7-pLKO.tet.shEg5 cells 

carrying mCherry shRNA cassettes for TNFR1, SAM68 or SCR were treated with or without 

doxycycline. Percentages of mCherry-positive cells were measured every two or three days after start 

of doxycycline treatment. Ratios of mCherry-positive cells in doxycycline treated cultures versus 

untreated cultures are indicated. Per condition, at least 30,000 events were measured. 

 

Figure S3. TNFα signaling does not interfere with viability of Brca2-depleted MEFs. (A) Brca2
sko/- 

MEFs were infected with Cre retrovirus and subsequently selected with puromycin for two days (2 

μg/mL). Genomic DNA was isolated and Cre targeting of the Brca2
sko

 allele was detected by genomic 

PCR (product: 110 base pairs). (B) Brca2
sko/- 

MEFs were infected with mCherry-expressing hairpins 

against TNFR1, SAM68 or scrambled sequence (SCR). Cells were treated with Cre recombinase and 

percentages of mCherry-positive cells were measured using flow cytometry. The ratios of mCherry-

positive cells at day x compared to percentages of mCherry-positive at day 0 cells were calculated. 

Error bars represent standard deviations of three independent experiments. (C) Immunoblotting of 

Brca2
sko/- 

MEFs infected with mCherry-expressing hairpins against SAM68 or TNFR1. (D) Indicated 

MEF lines were plated and treated with TNFα for five days. Cell viability was assessed by MTT 

conversion. Error bars represent standard deviations of three technical replicates. 
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Figure S4. Loss of TNFR1 and SAM68 in BT-549 and MDA-MB-231 affects cell viability. (A) MDA-

MB-231 and BT-549 cells harboring shLUC or shBRCA2 were treated with doxycycline for four days 

and immunoblotted for BRCA2 and Actin. (B) BT-549 cells harboring indicated hairpins were plated in 

6-well plates and treated with or without doxycycline. Cells were fixed after 14 days and stained with 

crystal violet. (C) Immunoblotting of MDA-MB-231-shBRCA2 #2 cells infected with shTNFR1 #2, 

shSAM68 #2 or shSCR. (D) Quantification of mCherry-positive MDA-MB-231-shBRCA2 #2 cells, after 

transduction with mCherry-expressing shTNFR1 #2, shSAM68 #2 or shSCR after 22 days.  
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(E) Representative flow cytometry plots of MDA-MB-231-shBRCA2 #2 with mCherry-expressing 

shTNFR1 #2 or shSCR, treated for 22 days without doxycycline. Cells were gated on mCherry 

positivity. (F) Immunoblotting of BT-549-shBRCA2 #2 cells infected with shTNFR1 #2, shSAM68 #2 or 

shSCR. (G) Quantification of mCherry-positive BT-549-shBRCA2 #2 cells, after transduction with 

mCherry-expressing shTNFR1 #2, shSAM68 #2 or shSCR after 25 days. (H) BT-549-shBRCA2 #2 

cells harboring mCherry-expressing shSAM68 #2 were treated with or without doxycycline for 

indicated time periods. mCherry positivity was measured by flow cytometry. Percentages were 

normalized to mCherry percentages at day 0.  
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Figure S5. Sensitivity to TNFα is not restricted to BRCA2 inactivation, and is not due to 

changes of TNFR1 expression levels. (A) Immunoblotting of HCC38 cells harboring shLUC or 

shBRCA2 #2 treated with doxycycline for four days (B) Immunoblotting of DLD-1 wt and BRCA2
-/-

 cells  

          (Legend continued on next page) 
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for BRCA2 and Actin. (C) Representative flow cytometry histogram of BT-549-shLUC cells stained 

with anti-TNFR1. (D) BT-549-shLUC and -shBRCA2 #2 cells were treated with doxycycline for the 

indicated time periods. Expression of TNFR1 was measured using flow cytometry as for panel (G). 

Mean MFI of three independent experiments is indicated. P values were calculated using Student’s t-

test. * indicates P<0.05, ** indicates P<0.01, *** indicates P<0.001. (E) Immunoblotting of BT-549 cells 

carrying indicated hairpins against BRCA1 and FANCD2. Cells were treated with or without 

doxycycline for four days. (F) BT-549 cells harboring indicated hairpins were plated in 6-well plates 

and treated with or without doxycycline. Cells were fixed after 14 days and stained with crystal violet. 

(G) Representative flow cytometry histograms of BT-549-shLUC and MDA-MB-231-shLUC cells 

treated with or without hydroxyurea (100 μM) for 24 hours and stained with anti-γH2AX. (H) 

Quantification of mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of γH2AX staining in BT-549-shLUC and MDA-MB-

231-shLUC cells as shown in panel G. γH2AX MFI of cells treated with hydroxyurea was normalized to 

untreated cells. Error bars show standard deviations of three independent experiments. P values were 

calculated using Student’s t-test. * indicates P<0.05, ** indicates P<0.01, *** indicates P<0.001. (I) BT-

549-shLUC cells were plated and treated with or without indicated concentrations of hydroxyurea and 

TNFα for five days. Cell viability was assessed by MTT conversion. Error bars represent standard 

deviations of two independent experiments. P values were calculated using Student’s t-test. * indicates 

P<0.05, ** indicates P<0.01, *** indicates P<0.001.   
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Figure S6. BRCA2 depletion 

leads to up and down regulation 

of genes interacting with NFκB 

signaling and apoptosis. (A) 

Protein network from top hits in 

BRCA2-depleted BT-549 cells as 

shown together with apoptotic 

regulators, NFκB, and TNFR1 

signaling components generated 

by STRING v.10.5. (B, C) MDA-

MB-231-shLUC (left panels) or 

shBRCA2 #2 cells (right panels) 

were treated with doxycycline for 

48 hours and subsequently treated 

with indicated concentrations of 

TNFα and ASK1 inhibitor (B) or 

TNFα and JNK inhibitor for five 

days (C). Cell viability was 

assessed by MTT conversion. 

Error bars indicate standard error 

of the mean of at least three 

independent experiments, with four 

technical replicates each. 

Measurements were normalized to 

untreated cells.  
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Table S1. TOP50 genes identified in the haploid genetic screens 

shBRCA2 #2 shEg5 #1 shBRCA2 #2 - shEg5 #1 

Gene FDR-pvalue Gene FDR-pvalue Gene FDR-pvalue 

SUPT3H 3,40E-97 TAF6L 3,27E-255 TNFRSF1A 5,99E-47 

POU2F1 4,31E-69 TAF5L 2,81E-162 USP15 3,99E-26 

TNFRSF1A 5,99E-47 TADA1 3,08E-147 SMARCD2 2,03E-18 

USP15 3,99E-26 SUPT3H 3,52E-122 TIAL1 3,12E-15 

KDM3B 7,30E-19 SUPT7L 1,29E-73 ARID1A 3,52E-15 

SMARCD2 2,03E-18 POU2F1 4,16E-49 GRM8 9,87E-14 

TIAL1 3,12E-15 KDM3B 8,63E-21 XPOT 6,15E-11 

ARID1A 3,52E-15 ZNF143 9,78E-13 RUNX1 1,57E-10 

GRM8 9,87E-14 RBM19 1,75E-03 GPATCH8 2,23E-09 

XPOT 6,15E-11 TRIM28 1,75E-03 SMARCC1 4,99E-09 

TAF6L 1,32E-10 GJA1 6,76E-03 RANBP1 1,50E-08 

RUNX1 1,57E-10 LOC126536 6,76E-03 KHDRBS1 2,56E-08 

GPATCH8 2,23E-09 NRXN3 3,08E-02 NONO 3,23E-08 

SMARCC1 4,99E-09 CLVS1 3,33E-02 CBFA2T3 3,41E-08 

RANBP1 1,50E-08 PLXNA4 3,44E-02 EYS 7,75E-06 

KHDRBS1 2,56E-08 MAGI2 4,48E-02 DDI2 1,11E-05 

NONO 3,23E-08 C10orf68 4,55E-02 RBM6 1,77E-05 

CBFA2T3 3,41E-08 
 

  SLC18A1 5,28E-05 

SUPT7L 1,21E-06 
 

  PDE4D 5,28E-05 

EYS 7,75E-06 
 

  PHIP 6,64E-05 

DDI2 1,11E-05 
 

  THRA 1,29E-04 

RBM6 1,77E-05 
 

  CTNNA2 3,29E-04 

SLC18A1 5,28E-05 
 

  ANGPT1 3,29E-04 

PDE4D 5,28E-05 
 

  POLR3GL 4,85E-04 

TADA1 6,64E-05 
 

  SKAP2 5,16E-04 

PHIP 6,64E-05 
 

  BRF2 5,25E-04 

THRA 1,29E-04 
 

  NGLY1 7,37E-04 

CTNNA2 3,29E-04 
 

  SMARCA4 8,70E-04 

ANGPT1 3,29E-04 
 

  RQCD1 8,73E-04 

POLR3GL 4,85E-04 
 

  ANP32A 1,36E-03 

SKAP2 5,16E-04 
 

  PNPLA7 1,77E-03 

BRF2 5,25E-04 
 

  SCHIP1 2,28E-03 

NGLY1 7,37E-04 
 

  GNAQ 2,73E-03 

SMARCA4 8,70E-04 
 

  PRKCD 4,65E-03 

RQCD1 8,73E-04 
 

  SAFB 5,37E-03 

TAF5L 1,29E-03 
 

  TNFRSF1B 5,54E-03 

ANP32A 1,36E-03 
 

  YLPM1 5,54E-03 

PNPLA7 1,77E-03 
 

  CDK6 8,11E-03 

SCHIP1 2,28E-03 
 

  CNOT4 8,72E-03 

GNAQ 2,73E-03 
 

  PHF6 8,72E-03 

PRKCD 4,65E-03 
 

  GOLGA3 8,88E-03 

SAFB 5,37E-03 
 

  PAXIP1 1,03E-02 

TNFRSF1B 5,54E-03 
 

  PPM1F 1,11E-02 

YLPM1 5,54E-03 
 

  DNMT3L 1,17E-02 

CDK6 8,11E-03 
 

  RPRD2 1,27E-02 

CNOT4 8,72E-03 
 

  RFX1 1,32E-02 

PHF6 8,72E-03 
 

  RABGAP1L 1,32E-02 

GOLGA3 8,88E-03 
 

  CACNA1A 1,40E-02 

PAXIP1 1,03E-02 
 

  GPC5 1,40E-02 

PPM1F 1,11E-02     MAPK10 1,59E-02 
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Table S2. TOP50 genes identified in the SILAC MS analysis 

Protein code Gene Average ratio LOG2 

P23229 ITGA6 44.744 21.617 

P02461 COL3A1 41.550 20.548 

Q8IVF2 AHNAK2 39.517 19.825 

Q07157 TJP1 37.041 18.891 

O95302 FKBP9 35.381 18.230 

Q15274 QPRT 34.649 17.928 

P61225 RAP2B 34.388 17.819 

Q9BZQ8 FAM129A 33.187 17.306 

P21926 CD9 32.523 17.015 

O00425 IGF2BP3 31.160 16.397 

P11717 IGF2R 29.338 15.528 

P11233 RALA 28.932 15.327 

Q8IV08 PLD3 27.816 14.759 

Q8IVL5 P3H2 27.127 14.397 

P15144 ANPEP 26.982 14.320 

P17858 PFKL 26.712 14.175 

Q6PIU2 NCEH1 26.484 14.051 

Q9UPN3 MACF1 26.062 13.820 

Q14108 SCARB2 25.593 13.557 

P46821 MAP1B 25.459 13.482 

P05362 ICAM1 25.351 13.421 

O00764 PDXK 24.992 13.215 

Q01650 SLC7A5 24.812 13.110 

P05067 APP 24.697 13.044 

P49746 THBS3 24.694 13.041 

Q9UFN0 NIPSNAP3A 24.657 13.020 

P26006 ITGA3 24.558 12.962 

P04080 CSTB 24.356 12.843 

P21589 NT5E 24.321 12.822 

Q09666 AHNAK 24.316 12.819 

P02794 FTH1 24.145 12.717 

Q71U36 TUBA1A 24.078 12.677 

P20908 COL5A1 23.867 12.550 

P35237 SERPINB6 23.624 12.403 

P07339 CTSD 23.349 12.234 

P51114 FXR1 23.304 12.206 

Q93034 CUL5 23.118 12.090 

P13987 CD59 23.017 12.027 

P36871 PGM1 22.882 11.942 

P48735 IDH2 22.556 11.735 

P09525 ANXA4 22.369 11.615 

Q9H1H9 KIF13A 22.114 11.450 

P08195 SLC3A2 21.848 11.275 

P09104 ENO2 21.391 10.970 

Q99536 VAT1 21.360 10.949 

O75955 FLOT1 21.288 10.900 

P04083 ANXA1 21.285 10.898 

Q9UHD8 SEPT9 21.170 10.820 

O60879 DIAPH2 21.138 10.799 

P15311 EZR 21.059 10.745 

P27105 STOM 21.022 10.719 
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SUMMARY 

 

To maintain genome integrity, cells are equipped with a cell-intrinsic signaling network called the DNA 

damage response (DDR). This network recognizes DNA lesions and initiates various downstream 

pathways to coordinate a cell cycle arrest with the repair of the damaged DNA. If the levels of DNA 

damage are excessive, either due to the amount of inflicted DNA damage or due to insufficient DDR, the 

DDR can mediate clearance of affected cells through apoptosis or senescence. The cellular response to 

DNA damage is relevant for the maintenance of genome stability in normal tissues, as well as in cancer 

cells, of which treatment often involves DNA damaging therapeutics. However, not all damaged cells 

that are beyond repair are cleared and not every tumor from the same tumor type responds similarly to 

DNA damaging treatment. In this thesis, we aimed to identify factors that determine cell survival in 

situations of defective DNA repair, and uncover which factors determine sensitivity to cell cycle 

checkpoint inhibition or cisplatin treatment. Additionally, we investigated the effects of cell cycle 

checkpoint inhibitors on DNA repair. 

Aberrations in cell cycle checkpoints or defects in DNA repair can lead to mitotic entry in the 

presence of DNA damage. To provide insight into how cells deal with DNA damage during mitosis, we 

performed a literature study in Chapter 2. Throughout the cell cycle, cells activate the DDR in response 

to DNA damage, although the extent of DDR signaling is different in each phase of the cell cycle. In the 

1950s, it was recognized that when cells are damaged during mitosis, they continue cell cycle 

progression without repairing their DNA. This contrasts with interphase cells, which arrest cell cycle 

progression to allow DNA repair. Recent findings revealed that the DDR is partially turned off during 

mitosis. In response to irradiation-induced DNA double strand breaks (DSBs), ATM is activated, the 

MRN complex is still recruited to sites of DNA damage during mitosis and H2AX is phosphorylated. 

However, downstream DDR components, including 53BP1, are not recruited to irradiation-induced foci, 

nor are histones ubiquitinated. Thus, mitotic cells appear to mark their DNA damage for repair after 

mitotic exit. 

Cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (CDK1) is one of the mitotic kinases that inactivates key DNA damage 

checkpoint proteins when cells enter mitosis. In Chapter 3, we investigated if forced CDK1 activation 

during interphase affects the repair of DNA double strand breaks. We elevated the activity of CDK1 

using the chemical WEE1 inhibitor MK-1775. In physiological situations, WEE1 phosphorylates CDK1 to 

keep CDK1 inactive, and chemical WEE1 inhibition thus elevates CDK1 activity. We validated in non-

transformed cells that WEE1 inhibition does not induce cytotoxicity in normal cells. Instead, we found 

that WEE1 inhibition potentiates the sensitivity to radiotherapy and accelerated mitotic entry in p53-

defective cancer cells, but not in p53-proficient cancer cells. We further observed an impaired DNA 

damage response after forced CDK1 activation. Specifically, WEE1 inhibition reduced the numbers of 

53BP1 foci at sites of DNA damage while it increased γH2AX levels, indicative of defective DNA repair. 

Indeed, when CDK1 levels were increased in interphase cells, homologous recombination (HR) repair 

was compromised, as confirmed by in vivo endonuclease assays. We found that this defect in HR after 

WEE1 inhibition was accompanied by increased phosphorylation of the HR repair protein BRCA2, which 
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is one of the targets of CDK1. Combined, our findings indicate that forced activation of CDK1 in 

interphase cells interferes with normal DNA damage responses and impairs HR DNA repair. This 

mechanism can (at least partly) explain the observed effects of WEE1 inhibition on the cytotoxicity of 

chemo- and radiotherapy, and highlights WEE1 inhibition as powerful tool to modulate DNA damage 

responses in cancer cells.  

To optimally facilitate patient selection for WEE1 inhibition and undercover potential resistance 

mechanisms, identification of genes that - beyond p53 inactivation - determine WEE1 inhibitor sensitivity 

is necessary. Therefore, in Chapter 4 we performed an unbiased functional genetic screen in a TP53-

mutant background to identify mutations that confer resistance to the WEE1 inhibitor MK-1775. Despite 

the well-described function of WEE1 in the G2/M transition, insertion site mapping of cells that survived 

long-term WEE1 inhibition revealed enrichment of G1/S regulatory genes. In line with this observation, 

we observed that WEE1 inhibition during S phase was more cytotoxic, when compared to treatment of 

non-S phase cells. Moreover, cells specifically accumulated H2AX phosphorylation during S phase 

progression in response to WEE1 inhibition. Using a combination of live cell microscopy with FUCCI cell 

cycle reporters, we showed that WEE1 inhibition abrogates G2 duration, resulting in cytokinesis failure 

and apoptosis. Interestingly, stable depletion of G1/S regulatory genes SKP2, CUL1 and CDK2 reduced 

WEE1 inhibition-induced γH2AX levels, rescued G2 phase duration and caused resistance to WEE1 

inhibition in breast and ovarian cancer cell lines. Remarkably, depletion of SKP2, CUL1 and CDK2 did 

not rescue the WEE1 inhibition-induced cytokinesis defect. In conclusion, we have identified 

components of the G1/S transition as determinants of WEE1 inhibitor sensitivity, indicating that 

interrogating G1/S control, beyond p53 status, could serve as a selection criterion for WEE1 inhibitor 

eligible patients.  

Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is an incompletely understood tumor type with a worse overall 

prognosis when compared to other breast cancers. Platinum-based chemotherapeutics, such as 

cisplatin, previously appeared to be effective when tested in in vitro TNBC models. These observations 

were explained by TNBC cancers frequently harboring DNA repair defects. However, we observed that 

TNBCs displayed great diversity in cisplatin-sensitivity, which could not solely be explained by cancer-

associated defects in DNA repair. To better understand and aid in developing tools to predict cisplatin 

sensitivity, we applied a systems-level analysis of cisplatin responses in TNBC cells. To this end, in 

Chapter 5, we used quantitative time-resolved signaling data and phenotypic responses in combination 

with mathematical modeling. The mathematical model we built was based on partial-least-squares 

(PLS) regression analysis, and could accurately predict cisplatin-induced cell death, both in an 

experimental panel, as well as a validation set of TNBC cell lines. Interestingly, dynamics of signaling, 

rather than absolute activation status, were shown to be critically important to distinguish cisplatin-

sensitive from resistant cell lines. Specifically, the dynamics of G3BP2 and MK2 activation were shown 

to determine cisplatin sensitivity, and inactivation of these genes conferred cisplatin sensitivity in 

resistant cell line models. Combined, we provided a time-resolved map of cisplatin-induced signaling, 

which uncovered new determinants of chemo-sensitivity and offers starting points to optimize treatment 

efficacy. 
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Functional repair of double-stranded breaks via HR is vital to maintain genomic integrity in living cells 

and is therefore essential to cellular viability. Surprisingly, however, loss of HR-related genes such as 

BRCA2 is tolerated in cancer cells and stimulates the development of breast and ovarian cancer. This 

apparent contradiction is called the ‘BRCA paradox’. In Chapter 6, we performed a genome-wide loss-

of-function genetic screen to identify genes that rescue the cell death induced by BRCA2 inactivation. 

Mapping of the insertion sites showed that inactivation of the TNF receptor (TNFR1) or its downstream 

effector SAM68 rescued cell death induced by BRCA2 inactivation in KBM-7 cells. As a mechanistic link 

between the TNF-signaling pathway and BRCA2 function, we showed that BRCA2 inactivation induced 

TNFα production, and increased downstream signaling of the TNF receptor as measured by phospho-

JNK and enhanced TNFα sensitivity. This increase in TNFα sensitivity could be rescued by inactivation 

of TNFR1 or SAM68, and was not restricted to BRCA2 inactivation, as depletion of BRCA1 or FANCD2, 

or hydroxyurea treatment also sensitized cells to TNFα. Finally, quantitative mass-spectrometry 

revealed that upon BRCA2 depletion, cells upregulate NF-kB activation, likely as a compensatory 

mechanism to counter increased TNFα signaling. In conclusion, our data reveal a novel mechanism by 

which autocrine TNFα signaling, induced by loss of BRCA2, limits tumor cell viability. 

 

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES  

 

S phase genes determine WEE1 inhibitor sensitivity  
 

WEE1 is a dual specificity kinase that phosphorylates, and thereby inhibits both CDK1 and CDK2 at 

tyrosine 15 (Y15)1. Together with their cognate cyclins, CDKs form cyclin/CDK complexes, which are 

the key drivers of the cell cycle. In conjunction with Cyclin B, CDK1 is involved in the progression from 

G2 phase to mitosis, while CDK2 complexed to either Cyclin E or Cyclin A is involved in the transition 

from G1 to S phase and the progression through S phase2. When CDKs are inhibited, for instance 

through WEE1-mediated Y15 phosphorylation, (unscheduled) cell cycle progression is prevented. 

Conversely, activation of CDK1/2 kinases requires Y15 to be dephosphorylated by one of the CDC25 

phosphatases3. Combined, WEE1 is an important cell cycle checkpoint kinase that prevents premature 

S phase and mitotic entry.  

Chemical inhibitors of WEE1 are currently being tested clinically as targeted anti-cancer drugs. For 

long, the consensus view was that WEE1 inhibitor-induced cytotoxicity is mediated by G2/M checkpoint 

inactivation4,5. Specifically, loss of the G2/M checkpoint would force premature mitotic entry, leading to 

mitotic catastrophe6. In line with this model, WEE1 inhibition is preferentially effective in TP53-mutant 

cancer cell lines that lack a functional G1/S checkpoint and depend strongly on their G2/M checkpoint 

control for genomic stability7. However, in our study we uncovered determinants of WEE1 inhibitor 

sensitivity which do not directly control G2/M checkpoint behavior8. The lack of G2/M gene mutations 

was not likely due to these genes being essential per se. For example, CDC25C is a clear G2/M 

regulator and appears not to be an essential gene and was not identified in our screen9. Rather, we 

identified genes that control the G1/S phase transition and observed that WEE1 inhibition is 
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preferentially cytotoxic in S phase cells. Indeed, knockdown of S phase genes or chemical inhibition of 

CDK2 rescued the γH2AX induction and the cytotoxicity induced by WEE1 inhibition. In line with our 

observations, down-regulation of CDK2, but not CDK1, was previously shown to rescue the 

accumulation of γH2AX in WEE1-depleted U2OS osteosarcoma cells10. In addition, cell lines with 

constitutive CDK2 activity (though expression of the CDK2AF allele) showed accumulation of irreparable 

DNA damage during S phase, which could only be prevented by reducing the levels of Cyclin A/CDK211.  

The importance of CDK2 activity in cancer cells was illustrated by studies that investigated the CDK2 

activation status or its transcriptional signature across tumor samples. Specifically, high CDK2 activity in 

frozen biopsy samples taken before neoadjuvant chemotherapy was associated with high pathological 

complete response rates to paclitaxel12,13. Similarly, a 97-gene transcriptional signature that proxies 

CDK2 activity predicted that cancers with low CDK2 activity profile had a poor outcome, while 

particularly in colon cancer, high CDK2 activity was associated with improved outcome14. These data 

imply that in the context of chemotherapeutic treatment, low CDK2 activity is protective for cancer cells, 

and conversely, that high CDK2 activity improves outcome.  These data are in good agreement with our 

results on WEE1 inhibition. 

Around the time that we performed our functional genetic screen, a genome-scale pooled RNA 

interference screen was reported using the same WEE1 inhibitor, MK-1775, in pancreatic cancer 

models15. In agreement with our data, cytotoxicity of MK-1775 was shown to be suppressed by 

knockdown of S phase related genes. Specifically, suppression of CDK2 and Cyclin A2 was identified to 

increase proliferation after WEE1 inhibition. Thus, although WEE1 is known to be required for proper 

G2/M checkpoint functioning, our results and those of others indicate that the cytotoxicity upon WEE1 

inhibition is mediated primarily in S phase by regulating the CDK2 signaling axis. Importantly, CDK2 

activity appears to be a more generic determinant of survival in the context of regular chemotherapy.  

Surprisingly, when baseline expression levels of 200 total or phosphorylated proteins were correlated 

with MK-1775 sensitivity, high levels of AXL, an activator of the AKT/mTOR pathway, appeared to 

correlate with primary resistance to MK-1775 in small cell lung cancer (SCLC) models16. Although MK-

1775 resistance was shown to be rescued through the addition of AXL or mTOR inhibitors, they did not 

test different WEE1 inhibitors or WEE1 siRNAs to exclude MK-1775 off target effects. A recent report in 

which the specificity of MK-1775 was investigated confirmed the presence of off target effects, including 

PLK1 and mTOR activators17. Unfortunately, the correlation of CDK2 or phospho-CDK2 levels with MK-

1775 resistance could not be assessed, as the full dataset of this specific report was not disclosed. 

Combined, these results indicate that WEE1 inhibitor sensitivity is controlled by S phase regulators, but 

that additional, context-dependent, determinants likely play a role.  

 

Checkpoint kinases are interesting therapeutic targets when applied based on careful analysis of the 

tumor to support patient selection 
 

Immediately after DNA break detection, a cell cycle arrest is installed to provide cells the time to repair 

DNA breaks, and to prevent the transmission of damaged chromosomes to daughter cells. DNA 
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damage can induce an arrest at three distinct points during the cell cycle. The G1/S checkpoint arrests 

cells prior to entering S phase, the intra-S phase checkpoint controls ongoing DNA replication, and the 

G2/M checkpoint prevents entry into mitosis in case of unrepaired DNA lesions. Although these 

checkpoints act at distinct phases in the cell cycle, their molecular wiring shows significant overlap. In 

response to DNA DSBs, the common upstream regulator ATM becomes activated and phosphorylates 

and thereby activates the CHK2 kinase. In S/G2, ATR is activated in response to ssDNA stretches and 

activates CHK1. Consecutively, both CHK2 and CHK1 inhibit the CDC25 phosphatases and thereby 

inactivate CDKs. In parallel, activation of ATM, ATR, CHK2, and CHK1 all lead to activation of p53, 

which mediates a cell cycle arrest through transactivation of CDK inhibitors, notably p21. 

As cells are under constant assault of DNA damage either through endogenous (such as replication 

errors) or exogenous sources (including sunlight), efficient DNA repair is vital. Not only do cells rely on a 

functional DNA repair machinery, also sufficient time to repair the damage is essential to prevent cells 

from progressing through the cell cycle in the presence of DNA damage. Therefore, checkpoint 

inhibitors are cytotoxic as single agents4. Most likely, fast replicating cancer cells produce high levels of 

replication stress-induced DNA damage, and therefore depend on functional cell cycle checkpoints for 

cell survival. In addition, checkpoint inhibitors were shown to potentiate genotoxic anti-cancer therapies 

including irradiation and chemotherapy18,19. The effects of ‘sloppy’ versus efficient checkpoint function 

were illustrated in Chapter 5, where we identified differential regulation of S/G2 cell cycle progression in 

cisplatin-sensitive versus resistant triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) cell lines in response to 

cisplatin treatment. Whereas cisplatin-resistant TNBC cell lines arrested in response to cisplatin and 

only continued cycling when levels of DNA damage were reduced, cisplatin-sensitive cell lines 

maintained arrested or continued cycling in the presence of high levels of DNA damage. Notably, 

depletion of the cell cycle checkpoint component MK2 in a cisplatin-resistant cell line caused increased 

sensitivity to cisplatin. Interestingly, WEE1 inhibition was recently also found to overcome cisplatin 

resistance in TNBC cell lines and xenografts20. These findings illustrate that inactivation of cell cycle 

checkpoint components on which cells rely for survival in conditions of DNA damage can indeed be 

used to induce sensitivity of DNA damaging agents. Also, multiple other studies using a range of tumor 

models have confirmed an increased sensitivity to DNA damaging agents when key checkpoint players 

have been inhibited or depleted21,22,23.   

Chemical inhibitors have been developed for several cell cycle checkpoint kinases, including CHK1, 

CHK2, ATR, ATM as well as WEE1, and a number of such inhibitors are currently being tested in clinical 

trials. In case of the WEE1 inhibitor MK-1775, patients with TP53-mutated ovarian cancer, refractory or 

resistant (< 3 months) to first-line platinum-based therapy were included in a phase II study, in which 

MK-1775 was combined with carboplatin24. Interestingly, the combination treatment of MK-1775 with 

carboplatin demonstrated manageable toxicity and an overall response rate of 43% (95% confidence 

interval (CI), 22% to 66%); including one patient (5%) with a prolonged complete response. Although 

these results are very promising, clearly, TP53 mutation status alone is not sufficient to select those 

patients that will benefit from WEE1 inhibition treatment. 
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Our results indicated that WEE1 inhibitor-insensitive tumor cells frequently undergo failed cytokinesis 

in response to WEE1 inhibition. Next to regulating proper S and G2/M checkpoint functioning, WEE1 

appears to be required for accurate mitotic exit, in a CDK1-dependent fashion. CDK1 phosphorylates – 

and thereby inhibits – multiple cytokinesis components including MKIp2, ECT2 and Separase25,26. So, it 

is very likely that sustained CDK1 activity induced by WEE1 inhibition may underlie defective 

cytokinesis. In line with this observation, cells with constitutively active CDK1 (CDK1AF) enter and exit 

mitosis-like states without carrying out cytokinesis or karyokinesis27. Indeed, constitutively active CDK1 

inhibits sister chromatid separation which can solely be prevented by interrupting the phosphorylation of 

Separase26. In addition, CDK1-dependent phosphorylation of SLX4 controls MUS81-SLX4 complex 

formation28. This complex promotes targeted resolution of persistent replication intermediates during 

mitosis, thereby safeguarding chromosome segregation. Thus, if cells survive the cytotoxic effects of 

WEE1 inhibition due to inactivated S phase regulators, WEE1 inhibition entails the risk of inducing 

cytokinesis failure and thereby increasing tumor aggressiveness29. For that reason, cancers with 

unusually low expression or activity of S phase regulators should be excluded from treatment with 

WEE1 inhibitors. Conversely, extraordinary high levels of CDK2 activity in cancer cells, for instance due 

to amplification of CCNE1, encoding the Cyclin E protein, may highlight those tumors that respond 

favorably to WEE1 inhibition. In line with this notion, patients with CCNE1 amplified cancers were 

enriched in the group of responders to WEE1 inhibitor treatment24, and a recent clinical trial studies 

WEE1 inhibitor treatment selectively in patients with CCNE1 amplifications30. 

 

Dynamics versus steady-state levels of signaling molecules 
 

Biomarkers that predict therapy response are typically measured in untreated tumor samples at their 

steady-state level. Some of these molecular markers are used to select cancers for targeted therapies, 

and have shown robust clinical value, as for instance with HER2 status for trastuzumab treatment. 

Surprisingly, in Chapter 5, we found that signaling dynamics, rather than steady-state levels, were 

important to predict cellular responses to cisplatin. We measured signaling flux at various time-points 

after initiation of cisplatin treatment, and found that dynamics were critically important in distinguishing 

cisplatin-sensitive from resistant cell lines. Of note, we were able to predict cisplatin response in a 

validation panel of TNBC cell lines by measuring the signaling flux of only five signals. Therefore, in an 

ideal scenario, samples before and shortly after start of treatment should be analyzed to timely predict 

responses to cisplatin treatment. 

To implement signaling dynamics as predictive biomarker for treatment response, tumor material 

should be collected before and shortly after treatment. Repeat biopsies can be taken after treatment, 

and analyses of such samples has been shown to predict or improve treatment outcome31,32. 

Alternatively, tumor material can be cultured and treated ex vivo. Interestingly, using ex vivo cultures, 

multiple time-points and treatment options can be included. To date, several strategies have been 

applied to generate primary cultures from individual tumors, of which organotypic tumor slice cultures 

and patient-derived tumor organoids are two of them. Recently, the importance of measuring treatment 
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responses in vitro tumor models over sequencing the mutation status of genes to aid cancer drug-

treatment decisions was again highlighted. Whole-exome sequencing (WES) information of tumor-

normal pairs from 501 patients revealed that only around 10% had gene alterations in targetable cancer 

drivers33. Using organoids, a 3D stem cell-based cell-culture system, high-throughput drug screening 

was performed which revealed effective drugs and drug combinations that limited cancer-cell growth 

and were not identified with WES. The major disadvantage of organoids is that the expansion of tumor 

cells takes months of culturing. Using organotypic tumor slice cultures, tumor slices can directly be 

treated without expansion, and treatment-induced changes in signal dynamics can be measured with 

immunohistochemistry, immunofluorescence or western blotting34,35,36. Using these in vitro cancer 

models, dynamical biomarkers can potentially be used to guide precision medicine next to mutation 

status, beyond steady-state biomarkers. 

 

Rescue of BRCA2 deficiency-induced cell death by reversing apoptotic signaling 
 

BRCA1 and BRCA2 are two key players in homologous recombination (HR)-mediated DNA repair. 

While BRCA1 functions upstream in HR, where it controls DNA-end resection at sites of DNA double-

strand breaks, BRCA2 functions downstream, where it controls the loading of the RAD51 recombinase. 

Without functional HR, DNA breaks accumulate, leading to cell cycle arrest and p53-induced apoptosis, 

underscoring the essential role of functional HR to maintain genome integrity and cellular viability. 

Strikingly, while loss of BRCA1/2 is not tolerated in normal cells, tumors with homozygous mutations in 

BRCA1/2 are viable. An intriguing question is which additional (epi)genetic events allow tumor cells to 

survive BRCA1/2 loss. In general, BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutant cancers almost invariably have inactivated 

TP53. However, Tp53 inactivation only partially rescued embryonic lethality and cellular viability of 

Brca1/2 mutant cells, indicating that additional mechanisms are likely to play a role in the survival of 

these cells. In case of BRCA1, loss of 53BP1, RIF1, REV7 or HELB was shown to rescue BRCA1 

deficiency37,38,39,40,41. Interestingly, all these mutations counteract reduced cell viability after BRCA1 loss 

by restoring HR. Mechanistically, 53BP1, RIF1 and REV7 act as barriers to DNA-end resection, and are 

normally inhibited by BRCA1 in S and G2 phase. Upon loss of BRCA1, CtIP-dependent end resection is 

impaired, but can be re-established if one of the barriers to end resection is lost. For BRCA2-deficient 

cancer cells, it remains less clear which gene mutations rescue cellular viability. Recently, inactivation of 

PAXIP1 (encoding PTIP), was shown to rescue cell death induced by BRCA2 loss42. Instead of rescuing 

HR, loss of PTIP protects BRCA1/2-deficient cells from DNA damage by inhibiting MRE11 recruitment 

to stalled replication forks. Most likely, HR cannot be restored in BRCA2-deficient cells because BRCA2 

functions further downstream in the HR pathway and is therefore more essential than BRCA1. RAD51 

itself functions downstream of BRCA2 and is even more essential, as also underscored by the fact that 

inactivating RAD51 mutations have thus far not been observed in cancers. RAD51 paralogs, including 

RAD51C, facilitate RAD51 and are not essentially required for viability. Recently, RAD51C mutations 

have been identified in cancer43. 
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In our unbiased genome-wide genetic screen with BRCA2-deficient cells (Chapter 6), we also 

identified PTIP. Yet, we also identified multiple TNF receptor related genes, which had more insertions 

and these hits were therefore more significant. We observed increased downstream signaling of the 

TNF receptor after BRCA2 loss, as well as increased sensitivity to TNFα. In other words, our results 

indicate that the TNFα signaling axis plays an important role in response to BCRA2 loss. Interestingly, 

TNF receptor signaling has been reported to promote apoptosis as well as cellular survival in a context 

dependent manner44. In case of DNA damage induced by DNA damaging agents or after loss of DNA 

repair genes, there is a delicate balance between survival and cell death. In case of sufficient DNA 

repair capacity, cellular survival is initiated, while accumulation of unrepaired DNA damage triggers 

apoptosis45. Quantitative mass-spectrometry showed an initial upregulation of proteins that activate NF-

κB upon BRCA2 depletion. Yet, prolonged BRCA2 depletion promotes caspase-dependent apoptosis, 

which is mediated through ASK1/JNK signaling. We observed that caspase inhibition increased cellular 

viability, and likewise, that JNK inhibition reduced TNFα sensitivity of BRCA2 deficient cells. Of note, the 

rescue of cellular survival with the caspase inhibitor was only partial. Possibly, the residual amount of 

cell death induced by BRCA2 inactivation is mediated by caspase-independent apoptosis. Mitochondrial 

outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP) has recently been shown to trigger TNF-dependent, but 

caspase-independent cell death46. In this scenario, MOMP stimulates NF-kB activity, which initiates 

necroptosis. These data highlight in addition to triggering apoptosis, TNF signaling can induce 

necroptosis. In addition, these data show that NF-kB activity can also be linked to TNF-dependent 

initiation of cell death. 

In good agreement with our data, BRCA2-deficient cancer cells were recently demonstrated to 

display increased sensitivity towards death-receptor mediated apoptosis. Very similar to what we 

observed in response to TNF receptor activation, in this report, activation of the TRAIL receptor strongly 

induced apoptosis in cells harboring BRCA2 mutations47. Combined with our data, this suggests that 

BRCA2-mutant tumors may be selectively sensitive to TNF receptor 1 or TRAIL receptor-mediated 

apoptosis, which could facilitate novel therapeutic approaches for patients with BRCA2-deficient tumors.  

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

The way in which tumor cells respond to DNA damage varies between different tumor cells, as are the 

factors that underpin these cellular fate decisions. For instance, while some tumors are unable to repair 

the inflicted damage due to mutations in DNA repair genes like BRCA1/2, other tumors do not engage in 

a proper cell cycle arrest due to a failure in checkpoint activation. In addition, the DDR is not functioning 

as one linear signaling pathway, but rather employs several pathways that display crosstalk and 

feedback which results in many factors that determine cell fate. Finally, there are different types of DNA 

lesions induced by intrinsic or extrinsic factors which each causes a different cellular response and 

requires a specific type of repair. Taken together, the multitude of factors that determine cell fate after 

DNA damage harbors many opportunities for targeted anti-cancer therapies. Yet, the immense signaling 
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complexity also creates difficulties for predicting therapeutic responses, as these different factors can 

also be hijacked by tumor cells as  ‘escape mechanisms’ to survive treatment-induced DNA lesions. 

Successful implementation of targeted anti-cancer therapies requires proper patient selection. This is 

specifically important, because sub-optimal treatment (i.e. of tumors that are not very sensitive to a 

targeted agent) can cause the emergence of resistant tumor cell populations that show increasingly 

aggressive behavior and which are more difficult to treat. To implement efficient patient selection, 

biomarkers are needed for each molecularly targeted or chemotherapeutic agent. This holds true for 

drugs that direct or indirectly cause DNA damage, but is similarly important for other anticancer drugs. 

Most targeted agents that are used in the clinic are already linked to a particular biomarker. For 

instance, the application of trastuzumab is linked to HER2-receptor status, and the BRCA1/2 mutation 

status is a biomarker for patient selection for treatment with the PARP inhibitor olaparib.  As illustrated in 

this thesis, genome-wide genetic screens constitute a perfect tool to discover potent biomarkers and 

resistance mechanisms. To complement data of haploid genetic screens, it will be very interesting to 

perform additional genetic screens that take into account the epigenetic and environmental changes, 

which have been shown to be relevant in tumor cell biology. Indeed, tumor development and responses 

of cancers to drugs is greatly influenced by interactions between tumor cells and the various different 

cell types that constitute the microenvironment48. Additionally, beyond genetic mutations that completely 

shut off genes, epigenetic changes have much more subtle effects on gene expression levels, and were 

shown to play a role in treatment response49. 

Whenever the vulnerability of a tumor is identified, a targeted agent – if present – can be selected to 

treat a selected patient. However, to identify a specific vulnerability of a tumor, tumor material should be 

collected and the mutation status and mRNA expression levels of predictive markers should be 

addressed. In addition, for every targeted therapy the mechanisms of resistance should ideally be 

known and predictive markers are desired. Since this knowledge is not present for all targeted agents 

that are currently in clinical trials, in depth investigation at the cell biological level is warranted to acquire 

an improved picture of the molecular mode of drug action, and the cellular responses they induce. 
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING (VOOR NIET-INGEWIJDEN) 

 

Genetische informatie intact gehouden door DNA-reparatie 
 

Met uitzondering van enkele celtypes, bevatten alle cellen in het menselijk lichaam precies dezelfde 

genetische informatie. Deze informatie ligt opgeslagen in 46 lange strengen DNA, genaamd 

chromosomen. De helft van deze chromosomen zijn afkomstig van onze vader en de andere helft van 

onze moeder. Verspreid over deze chromosomen liggen ongeveer 20.000 genen. Dit zijn stukken DNA 

die de informatie bevatten om de eiwitten te maken die een cel nodig heeft om te functioneren. Niet alle 

genen zijn in elk celtype actief. Een spiercel heeft een ander pakket eiwitten nodig dan bijvoorbeeld een 

zenuwcel. Het DNA van een cel kan daarom gezien worden als een groot boek waarvan niet alle 

pagina’s leesbaar zijn. Het afplakken van sommige pagina’s (lees: genen) zorgt ervoor dat elk celtype 

een specifieke combinatie van genen heeft die aan en uit staan.  

Aangezien genen bepalen hoe een cel zich gedraagt, is het van cruciaal belang dat het DNA intact 

blijft. Toch ontstaan tienduizenden beschadigingen aan het DNA in elke cel per dag1. Deze 

beschadigingen kunnen veroorzaakt worden door invloeden van buitenaf, zoals UV licht, of door 

lichaamseigen processen, zoals fouten die gemaakt worden tijdens het verdubbelen van het DNA. Om 

te voorkomen dat deze schade leidt tot blijvende veranderingen in het DNA, genaamd mutaties, hebben 

cellen verschillende mechanismen ontwikkeld die samen ‘de DNA-schaderespons’ (DSR) wordt 

genoemd. De DSR zorgt er onder andere voor dat schade opgemerkt wordt, dat lopende processen in 

de cel tijdelijk stilgelegd worden, en de schade gerepareerd wordt2. Erfelijke mutaties in DNA-

reparatiegenen BRCA1 en BRCA2, onderstrepen het belang van een functionele DNA-

reparatiemachinerie. Vrouwen met een erfelijke mutatie in één van deze reparatiegenen hebben tot 

70% kans op het ontwikkelen van borstkanker voor hun 70-ste levensjaar3. Adequate DNA-reparatie 

blijkt dus erg belangrijk te zijn om te voorkomen dat cruciale genen verloren gaan of beschadigd raken. 

Als door DNA veranderingen genen die celgroei bevorderen (oncogenen) extra actief worden, kan dit 

leiden tot het ontstaan van kankercellen. Omgekeerd kan het ook voorkomen dat een gen dat 

kwaadaardige groei voorkomt (een tumorsuppressorgen) verloren gaat, en dat er zo een tumor ontstaat.  

 

Tijd voor DNA-reparatie door een tijdelijke pauze van de celcyclus 
 

Om de erfelijke informatie te waarborgen is het van belang dat DNA-schade wordt gerepareerd voordat 

deze tijdens een celdeling wordt doorgegeven aan de twee nieuwe dochtercellen. Om dit voor elkaar te 

krijgen is het belangrijk dat het repareren van DNA-schade wordt gecoördineerd met de verdubbeling en 

de verdeling van chromosomen, genaamd de celcyclus. De celcyclus wordt gekenmerkt door 4 fases; 

G1, S, G2 en M (Fig. 1). Het overgrote deel van de cellen is in G1. Dit is de fase waarin een cel zich 

voorbereid op een celdeling. Als een cel besluit te delen, worden alle chromosomen eenmaal 

verdubbeld. Dit gebeurt in S-fase, in een proces dat ‘replicatie’ heet. Hierna volgt G2, een rustperiode, 

waarin wordt gekeken of cellen fit genoeg zijn om door te mogen gaan met de celdeling. Tijdens M-fase 

(mitose) worden alle verdubbelde chromosomen verdeeld over twee dochtercellen.  
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Op verschillende plekken in de celcyclus bestaan veiligheidsmechanismes (checkpoints). Mocht 

DNA beschadigd raken tijdens een celdeling, dan wordt een ‘celcycluscheckpoint’ geactiveerd4. Deze 

checkpoints zorgen ervoor dat de celdeling tijdelijk stopt om de schade te repareren, alvorens een cel 

verder kan gaan in de celcyclus (Fig.1). Wanneer de schade te groot is om gerepareerd te worden zal 

een cel permanent stoppen met delen of dood gaan (apoptose). De checkpoints opereren door aan te 

grijpen op de ‘motor’ van de celcyclus: de Cycline-CDK eiwitcomplexen. In humane cellen bestaan er 

verschillende Cycline-CDK eiwitcomplexen. Elke fase van de celcyclus heeft een eigen Cycline-CDK 

eiwitcomplex. Om vooruitgang van de celcyclus te bewerkstelligen moeten deze Cycline-CDK 

complexen van een inactieve staat veranderen naar een actieve staat. Bijvoorbeeld, om vanuit G2-fase 

naar de mitotische fase te gaan, moet CDK1 geactiveerd worden. Om te voorkomen dat een cel mitose 

ingaat voordat deze daar klaar voor is, wordt CDK1 inactief gehouden door middel van fosforylering. 

WEE1 is het kinase dat CDK1 fosforyleert en daarmee voorkomt dat het voortijdig actief wordt. Op het 

moment dat cellen klaar zijn om mitose in te gaan wordt de fosforylering ongedaan gemaakt door 

CDC25, de fosfatase die CDK1 defosforyleert en daarmee activeert5. In het geval dat DNA beschadigt 

is wordt CDK1 inactief gehouden doordat CDC25, de activator van CDK1, geremd wordt. Hiermee wordt 

de voortgang van de celcyclus stilgelegd, en is er tijd om de schade te repareren voordat de cel zich 

opdeelt in twee nieuwe dochtercellen. 

In tumorcellen zijn celcycluscheckpoint mechanismen vaak verstoord door mutaties in TP53. P53 is 

betrokken bij de voortgang van G1 naar S-fase doordat het de expressie van p21, een CDK-remmer, 

reguleert. Tumorcellen met een mutatie in TP53 hebben een verlaagde expressie van p21 en hebben 

daardoor teveel CDK activatie. Door deze verhoogde CDK-activatie hebben TP53 gemuteerde tumoren 

geen functioneel G1/S-fase checkpoint en is voortgang naar S-fase in de aanwezigheid van DNA-

schade mogelijk. Door het missen van een functioneel G1/S-fase checkpoint zijn TP53 gemuteerde 

tumoren extra afhankelijk van een functioneel G2/M-fase checkpoint voor overleving na DNA-schade. 

CDK
Cycline

S

DNA-replicatie

chromosoom duplicatie

G2

G1
celdeling

mitose M

chromosoom separatie

Figuur 1: De celdeling en zijn 

DNA schade checkpoints. In 

reactie op DNA schade blokkeren 

celcycluscheckpoints tijdelijk de 

voortgang van de celcyclus. Op 

meerdere punten in de celcyclus 

zijn checkpoints ingebouwd (zie 

stopteken). Deze checkpoints 

sturen de voortgang van de 

celcyclus aan door aan te grijpen 

op de ‘motor’ van de celcyclus: de 

Cycline-CDK complexen. In elke 

fase van de celcyclus verandert de 

compositie van de Cycline-CDK 

eiwitcomplexen, waardoor elk 

checkpoint ook uit andere 

regulatoren bestaat. 
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Doelgerichte kanker therapieën 

 

Vandaag de dag zijn, naast operatieve behandeling, radiotherapie en systeemtherapie, waaronder 

chemotherapie, de standaardbehandeling voor de meeste tumoren. Zowel radiotherapie en 

chemotherapie doden kankercellen door het induceren van grote hoeveelheden schade in het DNA van 

de snel-delende kankercel. Uiteindelijk zorgen deze grote hoeveelheden DNA-schade ervoor dat een 

kankercel dit niet meer kan repareren en apoptose (celdood) wordt geactiveerd. Echter, in veel gevallen 

leidt radio- en/of chemotherapie niet tot curatie, waardoor er behoefte is aan betere therapieën. Indien 

een kankercel het vermogen heeft om therapie-geïnduceerde DNA-schade te repareren dan kan het 

effect van radio- en chemotherapie daarmee teniet gedaan worden6,7. 

Om tumoren efficiënter te elimineren, kunnen radio- en systeemtherapie gecombineerd worden met 

andere middelen die de overlevingsstrategieën van een kankercel aanpakken. Eén van de 

benaderingen hiervoor is de ontwikkeling van meer zogenoemde ‘doelgerichte therapieën’ die 

gebaseerd zijn op drie verschillende concepten. De meest voorkomende heet ‘oncogene verslaving’ en 

refereert naar het feit dat kankercellen vaak afhankelijk zijn van groeibevorderende genen (oncogenen) 

voor hun groeivoordeel8,9. Het aanpakken van een dergelijk oncogen kan zeer specifiek en effectief 

tumorcellen doden. Een voorbeeld hiervan is de behandeling van hormoongevoelige borsttumoren met 

medicijnen die de hormoonreceptoren (de ‘ontvangers’ van hormonen) uitzetten. Wanneer tumoren voor 

hun groei afhankelijk zijn van hormonen, zal het stopzetten van deze groeisignalen leiden tot een 

vermindering van tumorgroei. Een bekend en effectief medicijn tegen borsttumoren die voor hun groei 

afhankelijk zijn van het hormoon oestrogeen is tamoxifen10. 

Het tweede concept van doelgerichte therapie heet ‘synthetische letaliteit’. Dit refereert naar een 

situatie waarin het niet hebben van ‘gen A’ of ‘B’ afzonderlijk niet schadelijk is, maar het niet hebben van 

beide genen lethaal is11,12. Kortom, het uitschakelen van gen B zal alleen lethaal zijn in tumorcellen met 

een defect in ‘gen A’, en zal alle andere (gezonde) cellen ongemoeid laten. Het beste voorbeeld van 

synthetische letaliteit is het gebruik van remmers van DNA-reparatie (PARP-remmers) bij patiënten die 

een mutatie hebben in het BRCA1 en/of BRCA2 gen13. Alleen tumorcellen die al een defect hebben in 

DNA-reparatiegenen BRCA1 en/of BRCA2 zijn gevoelig voor PARP-remmers. 

Het derde concept van doelgerichte therapie is in tegenstelling tot oncogene verslaving, niet-

oncogene verslaving. Dit concept houdt in dat een tumor voor zijn groei afhankelijk is van een gen of 

signaleringsroute die niet bekend staat als oncogen14. Een voorbeeld hiervan zijn genen die betrokken 

zijn bij de celcyclus. Modulatie van voortgang van de celcyclus wordt gezien als een effectieve 

behandelstrategie in combinatie met DNA beschadigende middelen, zoals radio- en chemotherapie15. 

Bijvoorbeeld, het remmen van celcycluscheckpoints kan ervoor zorgen dat vooruitgang van de celcyclus 

wordt geforceerd, zelfs wanneer er sprake is van niet-gerepareerde DNA-schade. Een toepassing van 

deze strategie is het therapeutisch inactiveren van het celcycluskinase WEE1. Wanneer WEE1 geremd 

wordt door middel van een chemische inhibitor dan zal CDK1, het Cycline-CDK-complex dat de 

voortgang naar mitose bepaald, actief zijn ongeacht of er DNA-beschadigingen aanwezig zijn. Met 

andere woorden, cellen zullen zich ondanks de aanwezigheid van DNA-schade proberen op te delen in 
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twee nieuwe dochtercellen. Chemische remmers van WEE1 worden momenteel getest in fase-II 

klinische studies en laten veelbelovende resultaten zien16.  

Één van de grootste uitdaging van het toepassen van doelgerichte therapieën is het selecteren van 

de juiste behandeling voor de juiste patiënt. Niet iedere tumor binnen hetzelfde tumortype heeft dezelfde 

gevoeligheid voor een behandeling. Bovendien kan het behandelen van niet-gevoelige tumoren leiden 

tot de ontwikkeling van resistente tumoren die in de toekomst nog agressiever en moeilijker te 

behandelen zijn. Kortom, het is op voorhand belangrijk te weten welke factoren gevoeligheid voor een 

behandelstrategie voorspellen. Om dit te bereiken is meer kennis nodig over hoe verschillende 

tumorcellen omgaan met DNA-schade en via welke route zij dit eventueel overleven.  

 

DOEL VAN DIT PROEFSCHRIFT 

 

Het doel van het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift is om factoren en mechanismen te 

identificeren die het lot van kankercellen na DNA-schade bepalen. Specifiek zal dit onderzocht worden 

in de context van intrinsieke schade, geïnduceerd door een gebrekkige DNA-reparatie machinerie, en 

extrinsieke DNA-schade, geïnduceerd door het toedienen van checkpointremmers of chemotherapie.  

 

SAMENVATTING VAN DE HOOFDSTUKKEN 

 

In Hoofdstuk 1 wordt een algemene introductie gegeven over dit proefschrift, met daarin het doel van 

dit proefschrift en een korte beschrijving van de verschillende hoofdstukken. 

De aanwezigheid van DNA-schade in mitose kan veroorzaakt worden door defecten in celcyclus 

checkpoints en DNA-reparatie mechanismen. Om inzicht te geven in de wijze waarop cellen reageren 

op DNA-schade tijdens mitose, is in Hoofdstuk 2 een overzicht gemaakt van de wetenschappelijke 

literatuur hierover. Gedurende de gehele celcyclus worden de signaleringsroutes binnen de DSR (DNA-

schaderespons) geactiveerd in respons op DNA-schade. Echter, in welke mate de DSR geactiveerd 

wordt, hangt af van de specifieke celcyclus fase waarin de cel zich bevindt. Al in de jaren 50 is ontdekt 

dat de DSR in mitose niet volledig werkt. DNA-beschadigingen worden tijdens mitose niet gerepareerd, 

en desondanks gaan cellen verder met het afronden van de celcyclus. Meer recent is ontdekt dat de 

DSR de DNA-schade in mitose herkent en markeert om op een later moment te repareren. 

CDK1 is één van de mitotische kinases die DSR-eiwitten inactiveren om te voorkomen dat DNA-

schade tijdens mitose gerepareerd wordt. In Hoofdstuk 3 hebben we de effecten onderzocht van 

premature CDK1 activatie op DNA-reparatie. Om dit te bereiken hebben we een chemische remmer van 

WEE1 gebruikt. Onder normale omstandigheden remt WEE1 de activiteit van CDK1 tijdens G2 fase. 

Wanneer WEE1 chemisch geremd wordt leidt dit tot verhoogde CDK1 activiteit. We laten zien dat 

remming van WEE1 niet toxisch is voor normale cellen, maar ervoor zorgt dat p53-deficiente 

kankercellen gevoeliger worden voor bestraling. Specifiek blijkt WEE1-remming te resulteren in een 

verstoorde cellulaire respons op DNA-schade, en een verminderde capaciteit om DNA-schade te 

repareren. Een mogelijke mechanistische verklaring hiervan werd gevonden in verhoogde fosforylatie 
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van het DNA-reparatie eiwit BRCA2. Geforceerde activatie van CDK1 door WEE1-inhibitie leidt namelijk 

tot een gefosforyleerde versie van BRCA2, waarvan bekend is dat die niet in staat is DNA te repareren. 

Concluderend, laten onze resultaten zien dat geforceerde activatie van CDK1 interfereert met de 

normale DNA-schaderespons en DNA-reparatie remt. Dit mechanisme kan, tenminste ten dele, de 

geobserveerde effecten van WEE1-remming op chemo- en radiotherapie gevoeligheid verklaren, en 

benadrukt dat WEE1-inhibitie een potentieel effectief middel is om DNA-schaderespons in kankercellen 

te moduleren.  

Om patiënten optimaal te kunnen selecteren voor WEE1-inhibitie is het van belang om te weten 

welke genen gevoeligheid voor WEE1-remmers bepalen. Uit eerder onderzoek bleek dat mutatie van 

het TP53-gen gebruikt kan worden voor selectie van patiënten. Echter, deze selectie is niet volledig. In 

Hoofdstuk 4 hebben we daarom een genoom-wijde genetische screen uitgevoerd in tumorcellen met 

een TP53-mutatie om zodoende mutaties te identificeren die resistentie tegen WEE1-remmer MK-1775 

veroorzaken. De resultaten van deze screen lieten zien dat cellen met mutaties in G1/S genen, maar 

niet mutaties in mitotische genen, resulteren in ongevoeligheid voor langdurige behandeling met WEE1-

remmer. Deze bevinding was opmerkelijk, omdat eerder altijd gedacht werd dat het reguleren de 

transitie van G2 naar mitose door CDK1 de belangrijkste functie van WEE1 was. Wanneer we de 

geïdentificeerde G1/S-fase genen (CDK2, SKP2 en CUL1) uitschakelden resulteerde dit erin dat borst- 

en eierstokkankercellen resistent werden tegen WEE1-inhibitie. Mechanistisch ontdekten we dat cellen 

waarin deze G1/S genen geïnactiveerd waren minder DNA-schade opliepen en een vertraagde 

voortgang van S-fase naar mitose hebben vergeleken met ‘controle’ cellen na WEE1-inhibitie. Kortom, 

inactivatie van de geïdentificeerde genen geeft cellen meer tijd voor DNA-reparatie, en zorgt ervoor dat 

cellen ondanks WEE1-remming niet prematuur mitose ingaan. Ondanks de vertraagde celcyclus 

voortgang na inactivatie van SKP2, CUL1 en CDK2, blijkt dat cellen niet goed in staat zijn om mitose 

correct af te sluiten na WEE1-inhibitie. Het gevolg hiervan is dat cellen die wel hun DNA hebben 

verdubbeld tijdens S-fase, niet opdelen in twee dochtercellen en op deze manier genoominstabiel 

worden. Concluderend laten onze resultaten zien dat genen betrokken bij de G1/S celcyclustransitie, 

naast p53 status, gevoeligheid voor WEE1-remmers bepalen en dat selectie op basis van deze genen 

een belangrijke stap kan zijn om de vorming van genoom-instabiele, WEE1-remmer resistente  

tumorcellen te voorkomen.  

Triple-negatieve borstkanker (‘triple-negative breast cancer’, TNBC) is een vorm van borstkanker die 

in vergelijking met andere vormen van borstkanker een slechtere prognose heeft. Triple-negatief 

betekent dat deze tumoren drie keer negatief zijn voor belangrijke tumormarkers. Namelijk voor HER2, 

de oestrogeenreceptor en de progesteronreceptor, en daarom niet behandeld kunnen worden met 

doelgerichte hormoontherapieën of HER2-gerichte therapie. Eerder is uit laboratorium onderzoek 

gebleken dat platinum-houdende chemotherapeutica, zoals cisplatine, effectief zijn in het induceren van 

celdood in modellen voor TNBC. Onze resultaten laten zien dat TNBC cellijnen inderdaad gevoelig zijn 

voor cisplatine, maar dat de diversiteit in gevoeligheid groot is. Deze diversiteit kon niet verklaard 

worden door kanker-geassocieerde defecten in DNA-reparatie. Kortom, meer kennis is nodig om de 

gevoeligheid van TNBC voor cisplatine te begrijpen. In Hoofdstuk 5 hebben we op een systematische 
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manier onderzocht welke moleculaire signalen cisplatine gevoeligheid bepalen. Voor deze analyse 

hebben we twee cisplatine-gevoelige en twee ongevoelige TNBC cellijnen gebruikt. Van alle vier de 

cellijnen hebben we verschillende cellulaire signalen in de tijd gemeten na behandeling met cisplatine. 

Op basis van deze dataset, en het wiskundige model dat hiermee gemaakt is, waren we in staat om 

celdood geïnduceerd door cisplatine accuraat te voorspellen. Vervolgens hebben we een aantal 

factoren in meer detail bestudeerd. Specifiek hebben we onderzocht welke genen een voorspellende rol 

speelden in cisplatine-gevoelige TNBC cellen, maar nauwelijks of geen rol speelden in cisplatine-

ongevoelige cellen. Met behulp van deze analyse hebben we G3BP2 geïdentificeerd als nieuwe factor 

in cisplatine gevoeligheid. Bovendien kwam uit onze analyses naar voren dat celcyclus regulatoren een 

grote rol spelen in cisplatine gevoeligheid. Kortom, via een systematische analyse van dynamische 

veranderingen in signaaltransductie na cisplatine behandeling hebben we nieuwe factoren ontdekt die 

cisplatine gevoeligheid bepalen, en die kunnen dienen als startpunten om behandelingen te 

optimaliseren.  

Dubbel-strengs DNA-breuken vormen de meeste toxische soort DNA-schade. Reparatie van deze 

breuken is essentieel voor cellen om te overleven. Verrassend genoeg wordt het verlies van genen die 

betrokken zijn bij reparatie van dubbel strengs breuken, zoals BRCA2, getolereerd in kankercellen en 

stimuleert dit de ontwikkeling van borst- en eierstokkanker. Dit tegenstrijdige fenomeen wordt ook wel 

de ‘BCRA paradox’ genoemd. In Hoofdstuk 6 hebben we genoom-wijde genetische screens uitgevoerd 

om genmutaties te identificeren die ervoor zorgen dat tumorcellen kunnen overleven na BRCA2 verlies. 

Onze resultaten laten zien dat inactivatie van de TNF-receptor (TNFR1) of het geassocieerde eiwit 

SAM68 voorkomt dat tumorcellen dood gaan na BRCA2 depletie. Een mechanistische verklaring 

hiervoor is dat BRCA2 verlies leidt tot zowel de productie van TNFα, als een verhoogde activatie van 

signalering via de TNF-receptor. Samen leidt dit tot verhoogde gevoeligheid voor TNFα wanneer 

tumorcellen geen BRCA2 hebben. Deze toename in gevoeligheid voor TNFα werd geremd wanneer 

TNFR1 of SAM68 waren geïnactiveerd. Belangrijk in deze context is dat vergelijkbare resultaten werden 

gezien wanneer andere kanker-relevante reparatie-genen werden geïnactiveerd, zoals BRCA1 of 

FANCD2. Concluderend onthullen onze resultaten een nieuw mechanisme waarbij signalering van 

TNFα door de TNF-receptor, geïnduceerd door het verlies van BRCA2 of gerelateerde genen, tumor 

vitaliteit remt.  
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